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I. Introduction
A. Thesis Overview
The goal of this thesis is to provide the means for testing complex software that
must interact with other software. The focus of the testing is on the interaction of two
programs by concentrating on the interfaces. A variety of testing approaches was studied,
leading to the implementation of the final comprehensive testing approach. This approach,
along with the analysis of the implementation performance, will be discussed.
B. Timeliner Overview
1. Project Timeliner
The program to be tested is being developed for Project Timeliner (TL), an ongoing effort at the Charles Stark Draper Laboratory (CSDL), under contract from the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 1 and the Boeing Corporation.
The goal of the project is to develop programs that will be used on board the International
Space Station Alpha (ISSA) to handle the scheduling and monitoring of events to be
performed on board ISSA, such as the set of procedures for performing a particular
scientific experiment.
2. Need for Timeliner
As systems with human operators become more complex, so do the demands
placed on those operators. To alleviate such demands and thus ensure that the operators
can handle the required system operations properly, a mechanism that can significantly aid
human operators is needed.
Throughout history, the complexity of space systems, in particular the manned
space systems, has increased steadily. This is evidenced by the evolution of space systems
from the Apollo to the Space Shuttle to finally ISSA. For ISSA, it is especially critical that
the astronauts have sufficient time to handle tasks other than system operation tasks, such
as running scientific experiments, the original intention of ISSA.
Therefore, to reduce the workload of the astronauts on-board ISSA, the Timeliner
human operator interface and command system is being developed to handle ISSA tasks
that can be automated. Such tasks include routine station keeping operations, payload
operations, and robotics.
3. Timeliner Language
To achieve automation, a specialized computer language, the Timeliner language,
has been designed for writing sequencing procedures to operate complex systems. The
language is time-oriented to facilitate the sequencing of system tasks and is capable of
decision making via conditional logic. It is also capable of handling multiple tasks via
parallel processing.

1 NASA Contract No. NAS 9-18426 Task Order Control 95-123
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Since the language is used to control tasks on-board ISSA that may be life-critical,
it is sensible to allow the astronaut to monitor the operation and intervene if necessary.
Therefore, the language also has the facilities for it to be monitored and controlled by the
astronaut. Furthermore, the context of the language is English-like so that the astronaut
observing the operation can easily understand it without extensive training.
4. Timeliner History
The original HAL version of Timeliner was created in 1981. It was used at CSDL
to control space shuttle simulations. The language was ported to FORTRAN in 1986. The
Ada version was developed in 1990 and was selected by NASA in 1992 as the Space
Station User Interface Language (UIL) for the Space Station Freedom (SSF). After the
transition from SSF to ISSA, Timeliner continues to serve as UIL for ISSA. Currently
Project Timeliner is used in the NASA ISSA Payload system and the Command and Data
Handling (C&DH) system, as well as the Japanese Experiment Module (JEM).
C. Timeliner Language Structure
The list of events to be performed by Timeliner is written in a script using the UIL,
which will be described in detail in Section II. Once the script is written, it is compiled by
the TL Compiler, the ground segment of Timeliner. The compiler examines the script to
ensure that it adheres to the rules set by the UIL specifications. If the compiler encounters
a script that violates any of these rules, the specific errors are flagged and the script is
rejected. If, on the other hand, the script obeys all the rules, the compiler creates an object
file in machine language for the operating system being used on board. This object file is
then fed into the TL Executor, the on-board segment of Timeliner, which executes the
events on board the ISSA in the order designated by the original script. This sequence of
UIL processing is depicted in Figure I-C.

ON BOARD

Executable

GROUND

Data File

Compiler

Script

Figure I-C : Processing of the User Interface Language
A script can be divided into its components: bundles, sequences, subsequences,
and statements. A statement is the smallest component for Timeliner. One statement
equates to a single step to be performed, as in turning on a switch. A collection of these
statements with a common purpose lead to a sequence or a subsequence, as in monitoring
the temperature of the experiment chamber. A subsequence differs from a sequence in that
a subsequence may be called several times by a sequence or another subsequence. When a
sequence or a subsequence calls another subsequence, the flow of execution breaks from
the caller to the called subsequence. Once the subsequence has completed its execution, the
flow of execution returns to the statement immediately following the original statement that
made the call.
A collection of sequences and subsequences is aggregated in a bundle, which
describes the event or the experiment being performed, e.g., the effects of temperature on
zero-gravity crystal growth. A bundle is the largest component for Timeliner. A script
contains one bundle. However, the TL Executor can handle a number of bundles
simultaneously, thereby allowing several experiments to be carried out and monitored by a
user, the astronaut on board the ISSA.

The UIL provides a consistent mechanism for writing a script by providing such
constructs as IF clauses for decision related issues, based on arithmetic and Boolean
expressions, and EVERY clauses for time related issues. Such constructs allow the user to
create a script that can describe fully a particular sequence of events. These clauses and
other UIL constructs and keywords will be described in detail in Section II.
The language also contains higher level command words to provide a controlling
mechanism for the overall execution of the scripts. For example, INSTALL and REMOVE
control the handling of a bundle for use in the TL Executor. START and STOP control the
execution of sequences. JUMP TO provides control over the flow of execution. The
command words will also be described in detail in Section II.

D. Timeliner Operation
The software development of the project is divided into two distinct efforts, the
kernel and the adapters. The kernel is the central brain that provides the core functionality
of Timeliner. It remains fixed to provide stability, regardless of the external conditions and
requirements of the target system. To handle these external conditions, adapters are used.
These adapters contain code that adapts the kernel such that Timeliner can be run for any
given set of situations, as shown in Figure I-D.

Figure I-D : Role of Adapters in Timeliner
Therefore, the operation of Timeliner involves the interaction between the two
pieces of software, in both the compilation and execution phases. The two phases are
described in detail in the following paragraphs.
1. Compilation Phase
The compilation phase consists of initialization, script compilation, and data output.
During initialization, both the kernel and the application-specific adapter are prepared for
compilation. For example, the kernel needs to initialize any counters used to maintain
statistics and the adapter needs to read in data regarding the limitations of the target system.
During script compilation, the kernel reads and parses the script file line by line. It
determines the statement type and maintains a database of compilation information. When
the kernel encounters an item that it cannot parse, the item is passed on to the adapter for
appropriate adapter specific compilation. If any item can not be parsed by both the kernel
and the adapter, an error is flagged. Any other errors recognized by the compiler, such as
syntactic errors, are flagged as well.

All information gathered during the script compilation is used during data output to
convey the result of the compilation to the user. If the user chooses to create an executable
data file, it is generated for use during the execution phase.
2. Execution Phase
The execution phase executes the data file generated in the compilation phase. This
phase consists of data input and cyclic processing. The executable data file from the
compilation phase is loaded into the system for execution during data input. This process
is referred to as "installation." Several scripts may be installed at once. Once a script is
installed, cyclic processing of the script begins.
Cyclic processing of installed scripts occurs at a predefined rate, determined by the
needs of the target system, which invokes Timeliner. During each processing pass, the
executor performs a number of tasks. First the executor checks to see if there are any
external commands issued for the given script and processes them. Then, each of the
installed scripts is executed until a point in the script at which the execution must stop, for
example when checking on a time constraint of an EVERY clause that has not been
satisfied. Once the execution has ended, the executor updates the status information for
each of the scripts. This processing cycle continues until the invocation of Timeliner by the
target system ceases.
E. Test Adapter
To ensure the proper interaction of the kernel and the adapters, a set of interface
requirements has been defined. These interface requirements must be followed in the
development of all adapters. Therefore, to test Timeliner, it is necessary to perform three
distinct sets of tests. First, the kernel itself must be tested to make certain that it performs
the required core functions. Second, the adapters must individually be tested to make
certain that they perform the required modifications to the kernel for the given set of
situations. Finally, the interfaces between the kernel and the adapters must be tested to
make certain that the interaction between the two programs is as expected and desired. This
breakdown of testing of Timeliner is shown in Figure I-E.

TIMELINER

KERNEL

INTERFACES

ADAPTER

Figure I-E :Test Target Breakdown of Timeliner
This thesis focuses on this final set of tests, the test of the interfaces between the
kernel and the adapters. Such a focus can be achieved by developing a test adapter that
exercises all the interfaces. With this test adapter, which must also adhere to the set of
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interface requirements, the kernel interfaces can be exercised and kernel behavior can be
observed. This is the beginning of an iterative testing process, where the observed
behavior is compared with the desired. Where discrepancies are noted, modifications are
made to the kernel, leading to a new version of the kernel that must then be re-tested. This
iterative process ends when the kernel passes all the tests, which leads to the final product,
a well-tested, reliable kernel.

II. Timeliner User Interface Language (UIL)
The Timeliner User Interface Language 2 is used to create TL scripts, which in turn
are compiled by the TL Compiler on the ground and then executed by the TL Executor on
board the ISSA. The language itself consists of a number of keywords that has certain
functions associated with them. In some cases, certain keywords can be combined to serve
a specific function, thus generating clauses. In addition to the UIL keywords, there are
certain command words which are used to control the execution of TL scripts. These
keywords, clauses, and commands generate clauses that can be used to generate
statements, the building blocks of a script. Figure II-A shows a sample script.

SEQUENCE RECORDER_SERVER ACTIVE
SET DOWNLOAD OF DATARECORDER = NOTCOMPLETE
EVERY 1.0
WHEN DRCMD = TRUE
WAIT 10
SET DRCMD = FALSE
SET DOWNLOAD OF DATARECORDER = COMPLETE
END WHEN
END EVERY
CLOSE SEQUENCE

Figure II-A : Sample Timeliner Script

A. Keywords
The UIL keywords can be broken down into several broad categories: component,
conditional, timing, object/attribute handling, and adapter-specific.
1. Component Keywords
The component keywords are used to distinguish among the various levels of script
components: BUNDLE, SEQUENCE, and SUBSEQUENCE. To begin defining one of
the components, one of these keywords is used, along with the name of the component In
the case of sequences, the component can be designated as either ACTIVE or INACTIVE.
This keyword dictates whether the TL Executor should execute the given component upon
installation of the bundle. The default state is INACTIVE, meaning that if neither ACTIVE
nor INACTIVE is present, the TL Executor assumes the latter. To execute an INACTIVE
sequence, the user must issue a START command, which will be described in detail along
with other command words. To signal the end of a component, the keyword CLOSE is
used, along with the type of the component.
2 For a more detailed description of the User Interface Language, refer to the document SSP 30539: User
Interface Language.

2. Conditional Keywords
The conditional and timing keywords both control the flow of the TL scripts. The
difference between the two categories is the manner in which the flow control decisions are
made. The conditional keywords depend on logic, determined with either an arithmetic or a
Boolean expression, to choose one path over another. For example, the IF (CONDITION)
THEN (PATH A) ELSE (PATH B) construct can be used to designate two different paths
A and B. Suppose the condition is whether the radioactivity level is above a certain safety
threshold. If the condition is satisfied, the script execution proceeds with path A, the
intended experiment. If the condition fails, the script execution proceeds with path B, an
emergency procedure. Also in this category are such keywords as WHEN, used to
momentarily halt the execution until a certain condition is met, and WHENEVER, used in
the same fashion as WHEN but for iterations.
3. Timing Keywords
The timing keywords control the flow of the TL scripts using time. For example,
the EVERY keyword, along with a time interval, can be used to execute a set of statements
once every specified time interval. Also in this category is the keyword WAIT used to
specify a certain time interval for which the execution is to be delayed.
4. Object/Attribute Handling Keywords
Objects and their attributes are used by Timeliner for data handling. An object is an
entity used in the experiment, such as a PUMP. The attributes are the actual data elements
that describe the object, such as the SPEED of the object PUMP. An object may contain
any number of attributes. An object is unique for a given target system and the attributes
are unique for a given object.
The two keywords OF and SET pertain to the use of objects and attributes. The OF
is used between the object name and attribute name to specify an object/attribute pair, e.g.,
SPEED of PUMP, where SPEED is the name of the attribute and PUMP is the name of the
object that SPEED belongs to. SET, along with the object/attribute pair and a value, is
used to change the value of the specified object/attribute pair to the specified value.
5. Adapter-Specific Keywords
The adapter may define certain keywords for its own specific use, when the
keywords supported by the kernel are insufficient for a given target system These
keywords are treated in the same manner as all the other keywords used by the kernel. The
existence of such keywords is determined during the initialization phase of the Timeliner
compilation and execution.
In addition to these adapter-specific keywords, two keywords are automatically
recognized by the kernel that have adapter implications, COMMAND and MESSAGE
keywords. The COMMAND keyword is used by the adapter to specify an adapter-specific
statement. It is up to the design of the adapter to determine the functionality of the
COMMAND statement. When the kernel encounters this statement, in both the compilation
and execution phase, the kernel passes the statement to the adapter for processing. The
MESSAGE keyword is used for issuing messages to the user from the script. The
keyword in conjunction with a message, in the format specified by the adapter, generates a
MESSAGE statement. The handling of the MESSAGE statement, along with its format, is
up to the adapter.

B. Command Words
The command words are broken into four categories, each depending upon the level
at which the command has effect. These four levels are executor, bundle, sequence, and
statement commands.
1. Executor Commands
The FREEZE ALL command is the only command at this level. It has a global
effect on the TL Executor itself. Taking no parameters, FREEZE ALL, when issued,
freezes all phases of the execution of the TL Executor. All the bundles, sequences, and
subsequences are halted. This command is provided as a last resort option in a panic
situation.
2. Bundle Commands
The bundle command category contains three commands, INSTALL, REMOVE,
and HALT. All three effect the TL Executor at the bundle level. The INSTALL and
REMOVE command allow the user to install a new bundle into the TL Executor for
execution and remove a bundle that has completed execution. The HALT command stops
the execution of the bundle, along with all of its lower level components.
The INSTALL command is different from the other two commands in that it
requires three distinct parameters, the pathname of the executable bundle file, the priority,
and the delta t. The pathname allows the TL Executor to find the bundle file to be installed.
The priority is used by the Executor in determining the order of execution, when multiple
bundles are installed. The bundle with a higher priority is executed before the one with a
lower priority. The delta t specifies the rate at which the bundle should be executed. For
example, a bundle with the delta t of 3 seconds is executed once every 3 seconds. If two
installed bundles need to be executed in the same execution pass, the bundle with the higher
priority takes precedence. For example, if bundle A is installed with priority of 10 and
delta t of 1.0 seconds, while bundle B is installed with priority of 20 and delta t of 5.0
seconds, bundle A is executed every second and bundle B every five seconds. Since both
bundles A and B must be executed every five seconds, their priorities are examined. Since
the priority of bundle B is greater than that of bundle A, B is executed before A.
The other two bundle commands require the name of the bundle as their only
parameter. For both commands, a bundle matching the name given as the parameter must
already be installed in the Executor. Furthermore, to REMOVE a bundle, the bundle must
already be halted.
3. Sequence Commands
The sequence level commands are START, STOP, RESUME, and STEP. Each of
the four commands effects a particular sequence. Therefore, the command must be issued
with the name of the sequence and the bundle in which the sequence exists as the two
parameters.
The START command starts the execution of the given sequence while the STOP
command stops the execution. The RESUME command resumes the execution of a

stopped sequence. Therefore, the sequence to be resumed must already be stopped. The
STEP command causes the Executor to execute one statement from the present position.
4. Statement Cormnands
The two remaining commands function at the statement level. They are JUMP_TO
and HOLD_AT. Similar to the sequence level commands, these two commands also
require bundle and sequence names as the parameters. In addition, a statement number
must also be provided.
The JUMP_TO statement causes the executor to move to the designated statement.
The HOLD_AT statement causes the executor stop the execution upon reaching the
designated statement.

III. Testing Approach
To develop a testing approach that satisfies the needs of the test adapter, the current
testing approach must be analyzed to determine its deficiencies. Once such deficiencies
have been identified, a new testing approach can be developed, which addresses these
deficiencies. The following paragraphs discuss both the current testing approach with its
deficiencies and the new testing approach with the solutions.

A. Script-Driven Approach
Currently, testing of the Timeliner kernel consists of informal and formal testing.
Informal testing verifies whether the Ada code implementation satisfies the design. Formal
testing verifies whether the implementation satisfies the requirements.
1. Informal Testing
Informal testing consists of unit testing and integration testing. Unit testing
analyzes each Ada compilation unit using the Ada debugger. Examining the execution of
each statement in the Ada compilation unit and all of its outputs can verify that each unit has
been designed correctly. Once all units have passed unit testing, those units are integrated
into single component, which is tested using the debugger. The component is tested for
proper handling of various input values, along with error detection and recovery.
2. Formal Testing
Formal testing uses a large set of test scripts written to cover all aspects of TL
functionality, both in the case of the TL Compiler and the TL Executor. The scripts are run
manually one by one and the observed results are compared to the expected results. This
determines the success or failure of the given test.
For the compiler, formal testing requires three types of verification: acceptance of
legal statements, rejection of illegal statements, and correctness of executable output.
Acceptance of legal statements is verified with scripts that cover all possible legal
statements. The compiler must be able to compile all of these legal scripts. Rejection of
illegal statements is verified with scripts that cover wide range of illegal use of statements.
To ensure that all potential errors are flagged by the compiler, each legal statement is
analyzed for possible misuse, from which illegal statements are generated. The compiler
must be able to identify these illegal statements and issue appropriate error messages.
Correctness of executable output is verified by comparing the output generated by the
compiler of all legal scripts to the expected output.
For the executor, four types of verification is required: high level processing, low
level processing, command processing, and error handling. High level processing verifies
the executor processing of initialization, installation and removal of scripts, and memory
management. Initialization can be verified by observing the state of the executor upon
startup using the debugger. Installation and removal of scripts are verified with actual
performance using compiled scripts. Memory management is verified by observing the
memory status of the executor upon initialization, installation of a script, and removal of a
script, i.e., instances in which the memory status is modified. Low level processing
verifies the execution of installed scripts. Scripts used to verify the acceptance of legal
statements for the compiler are used here to verify their execution. Command processing
verifies the executor response to commands issued within a script. All legal commands are

issued to verify complete coverage. Error handling completes the three previous
verifications by ensuring that all possible occurrences of error can be detected and handled
properly by the executor. All legal execution scenarios of Timeliner are analyzed for
possible deviation. Then these error triggering mechanisms are incorporated into scripts
and executed.
3. Analysis
The advantage of the current testing method is that no additional coding is needed
beyond the existing Timeliner software. Creating scripts is relatively easy, especially
compared to the task of writing a comprehensive testing program. Scripts can be written
much faster than writing complex testing programs. Each script can be used to isolate a
particular problem.
However, the simplicity of the approach is not without its drawbacks. Although no
testing program is required, once a problem has been discovered, additional diagnosis must
be performed to determine the precise cause of the problem. The method is limited to
locating the problem, leaving the identification and resolution of the problem to other, more
sophisticated methods. This finer problem resolution inevitably involves considerable
human resources, as the person assigned to the task of debugging the code must first
isolate the problem and then devise a solution to fix the problem. Furthermore, since the
problem is detected while both the kernel and the adapter are interacting with each other, the
person performing the debugging task must determine where the problem originated from
out of the three potential sources: the kernel itself, the adapter itself, or the interface
between the two.
In addition, iteration is difficult to achieve, since the script testing is done manually.
To slightly modify a test, the script must be modified, recompiled by the TL Compiler, and
then reloaded into the TL Executor. Then, observing the result is limited to a final output at
the end of the test, leaving no room for interaction while the test is being carried out.

B. Test Adapter Philosophy
The testing philosophy used for the new test adapter eliminates the disadvantages
encountered in the current testing philosophy, the script-driven method. Each key issue of
this new philosophy is discussed in detail below.
1. Traceability
One of the several difficulties with the script-driven testing method is that the
problems detected could be traced back to the adapter, rather than the kernel. The test
adapter narrows in on the testing target, the kernel, by eliminating the adapter dependency,
thus allowing the tester to concentrate on the kernel and the interfaces between the kernel
and the adapter. The adapter dependency is eliminated by providing test software in the
form of an adapter. This additional source of problems is eliminated, as long as there is a
comprehensive testing of the test adapter itself to ensure that the test adapter does not have
errors of its own. Therefore, it is important that the adapter be as simple as possible.
2. Iteration
The test adapter is flexible enough so that no modification to the adapter is required
to change the test settings. The program can be run repeatedly with varying sets of inputs.
Furthermore, it allows for easy reproduction of errors.
20

3. Interaction
The test adapter is completely interactive so that the user can control all facets of
testing dynamically. The user can monitor on-going progress of the test and modify any of
the variables whenever needed or desired. The main medium for this interaction is the
windows displays of the test adapter, which will also be described in detail.
4. End-User Considerations
In addition to the above criteria, a particular attention is paid to the needs of the enduser. To capitalize on full potential of the test program, it should be easy to use.
Therefore, the program is designed with user-friendliness in mind.
5. Test Adapter Testing
Before using the test adapter to test the kernel, the test adapter itself must be tested
to ensure that it does not generate errors when integrated with the kernel. Testing of the
test adapter follows the same set of rules used for testing the kernel, informal and formal
testing. However, for the test adapter, formal testing must be modified to address the
fundamental difference in the roles between the kernel and the adapters. While the kernel
embodies the core capabilities of Timeliner, the adapters embody only the adaptive
capabilities that address the external conditions. Therefore, testing the adapter must focus
on adapter-specific capabilities for both the compiler and the executor, such as adapterspecific statement handling (COMMAND, for example), adapter component handling, and
object/attribute handling. As in the previous formal testing, error handling must be verified
by examining the legal statements/execution and creating illegal ones to cover all potential
error cases.

IV. Requirements
Given the several goals of the test adapter, as defined above, the first step in the
development of the test adapter is to establish the specific design requirements.

A. Test Adapter Requirements
1. Primary Requirement
The Test Adapter shall
a. comprehensively test the kernel-adapter interface of Timeliner.
This requirement specifies the ultimate goal of the test adapter. It also defines and
restricts the scope of the test adapter to be the kernel-adapter interface only. Therefore, the
test adapter must satisfy all kernel-adapter interface requirements as specified in the Flight
System Software Requirements document (FSSR), described below.
2. Secondary Requirements and Design Drivers
Test Software shall
a. be in the form of an adapter.
- follow the rules for all adapters.

- no modification of the adapter will be needed to modify the test setting
This requirement specifies the format of a test adapter, which allows for the same
format of interaction with the kernel as any other adapter.
b. be fully functional.
- run all the existing test scripts.
- run any script correctly.

This requirement specifies the functionality of the test adapter. To ensure that the
test adapter is backward compatible with the current testing method, it must be able to run
all the existing test scripts. Furthermore, it must be able to handle any future test scripts
written in conformance with the UIL description.
c. be as simple as possible.
While being fully functional, the adapter should be as simple as possible to
eliminate the adapter as a source of errors. This allows easy isolation of problems detected
during testing.
d. allow easy replication of test results.
- maintain a history of user input for a given test run.
- be capable of repeating the desired user input sequence.
This requirement addresses the iteration issue discussed above. To allow for
iteration of test runs, the adapter must first keep track of a test run and second be capable of
repeating that test run.

e. be fully interactive.
- use a variation of existing windows displays.
- allow user to monitor on-going progress of a test.
- allow user interrupt at all times.

- allow modification to the test when needed or desired.
This requirement addresses the interaction issue discussed above. To resolve this
issue, the windows displays is used.
f. be user-friendly.
- be easy to learn.

- maintain comprehensive help information library.
This requirement addresses the end-user consideration issue discussed above. To
resolve this issue, the test adapter must be easy to use.
3. Requirements for Future Development
In addition to the immediate requirements, the test adapter must be designed with
future requirements in mind. Although these requirements have no immediate impact, they
may have long term effects, on the future of testing.
Test Adapter shall
a. be modifiable and expandable.
b. be built such that it is compatible with the real-time test bed.
The test adapter should be easily modifiable and expandable for future use, so that
any future development in this area can utilize the test adapter. In addition, it should allow
for a real-time testing environment. Although the first stage of testing calls for functional
testing of Timeliner, the ultimate testing environment will be the real-time test bed.
Therefore, to ensure that the real-time testing can proceed smoothly, the test adapter design
must take into account this future real-time test bed environment.

B. Kernel-Adapter Interface Requirements
1. Flight System Software Requirements (FSSR) Document 3
The FSSR document defines the kernel-adapter interfaces requirements (KAIRs).
The following requirements for the Timeliner Memory Management Capability are
excerpted from these requirements.

3 CSDL 306626: UIL Flight System Software Requirements, Vol 1: Timeliner Kernel
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3.2.1.3.2.4

Memory Management Capability

3.2.1.3.2.4.A

Description of the Memory Management Capability

The Memory Management capability shall [1] 4 provide internal directories to indicate locations and offsets
of blocks within the UIL memory as allocated by the Adapter Memory Management capability for currently
installed bundles. The Memory Management capability shall [2] update the internal directories when
invoked by the Adapter Executor Control capability.
3.2.1.3.2.4.B

Execution Rate of the Memory Management Capability

The Memory Management capability shall [1] be executed on demand.
3.2.1.3.2.4.C

Events/Conditions Causing the Memory Management Capability to Start/Stop

The Memory Management capability shall [1] start when invoked and shall [2] continue until the internal
memory configuration, and directory entries are in a consistent state.
3.2.1.3.2.4.D

Initialization/Reinitialization Requirements of the Memory Management Capability

Not applicable.
3.2.1.3.2.4.E

Input to the Memory Management Capability

Input to the Memory Management capability shall [1] consist of the initial address memory assigned to a
bundle by the Adapter Memory Management capability.
3.2.1.3.2.4.F

Output from the Memory Management Capability

Output from the Memory Management capability shall [1] consist of an internal memory map based on the
memory allocation of the Adapter Memory Management capability.
3.2.1.3.2.4.G

Algorithms of the Memory Management Capability

Not applicable.
3.2.1.3.2.4.H

Performance Requirements of the Memory Management Capability

Not applicable.
3.2.1.3.2.4.1

FDIR/RM Requirements of the Memory Management capability

Not applicable.
3.2.1.3.2.4.J

Checkpointing Requirements of the Memory Management Capability

Not applicable.
3.2.1.3.2.4.K

Data Logging Requirements of the Memory Management Capability

Not applicable.
3.2.1.3.2.4.L

Display & Control Requirements of the Memory Management Capability

Not applicable.

4 Numbers in brackets enumerate the individual requirements, as specified in the FSSR.
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3.2.1.3.2.4.M

Caution & Warning Requirements of the Memory Management Capability

Not applicable.
3.2.1.3.2.4.N

On-Orbit Test Requirements of the Memory Management Capability

Not applicable.
3.2.1.3.2.4.0

Health & Status Requirements of the Memory Management Capability

Not applicable.
3.2.1.3.2.4.P

Command & Control Requirements of the Memory Management Capability

Not applicable.
3.2.1.3.2.4.Q

Error Handling Requirements of the Memory Management Capability

Not applicable.
3.2.1.3.2.4.R

Interfaces of the Memory Management Capability

3.2.1.3.2.4.R.1

Inputs from External Systems to the Memory Management Capability

There are no inputs from external systems to the Memory Management capability.
3.2.1.3.2.4.R.2

Internal Inputs to the Memory Management Capability

Internal inputs to the Memory Management capability are specified in Table 3.2.1.3.2.4.R.2-1.
Table 3.2.1.3.2.2.R.2-1
Name
Bundle pointer

3.2.1.3.2.4.R.3

Memory Management Capability Inputs from Other UIL Capabilities
Description
Source
Data
Type
Location of bundle in internal
Adapter Executor
integer
table
Control

Units
N/A

Outputs to External Systems from the Memory Management Capability

There are no outputs to external systems from the Memory Management capability.
3.2.1.3.2.4.R.4

Internal Outputs from the Memory Management Capability

Internal outputs from the Memory Management capability are specified in Table 3.2.1.3.2.4.R.4-1.
Table 3.2.1.3.2.2.R.4-1
Name
Data map

Memory Management Capability Outputs to Other UIL Capabilities
Description
Destination
Data
Type
Offsets of tables and buffers
All capabilities
Integer

Units
Bytes

Using these KAIRs, the kernel-adapter interfaces can be built. On the kernel side,
the code consists of Ada specification files. The adapter needs to provide the
corresponding Ada bodies. Following is an example of an Ada specification and
corresponding body, both conforming to the FSSR requirements.

-- Copyright (C) Draper Laboratory, Inc, 1991,1992,1993. All Rights Reserved
-- Package Name: TL_ADAPTER_MEMORY_MANAGER
-- Description: This package provides the dynamic memory management
capability (with garbage collection) for Timeliner.
-This capability will support the in-memory storage of
-bundle executable data files.
-The main executor task (control segment) must call the
-initialization routine prior to any bundle tasks allocating
memory. The task that manages each bundle will call the
-allocator upon bundle installation to reserve a block of
memory. Upon removal the free procedure is used to release
the memory. The same task that allocated must relocate
and free the block.
-- Package Spec Dependencies:
-- TLCOMMON
-- Modification History
-- Date

Name

Authority

Modifications

-- 2/8/93 W.McLendon
n/a
Created
-- 8/31/94 Casebolt/Eyles Gamma Rel. Adapted memory manager interfaces
-to use Timeliner instead of
-system address type
with TL_COMMON;
package TL_ADAPTER_MEMORY_MANAGER is
--- Largest size (in bytes) of the allowed base memory pool
-- and allocated blocks
Maximum_Block_Size : constant := 1_048_576;
type Block_Size_T is range 0 .. Maximum_Block_Size;
-- Smallest allowable base memory pool size in bytes
Minimum_Pool_Size : constant := 1024;
-- INITIALIZE
-- Purpose:
-- This procedure allocates and initializes a memory pool to be managed
-- by this package. The input parameter specifies how large (in bytes)
-- the pool should be. This procedure should be called before any other
-- in this package. If the requested size is not larger than
-- Minimum_Pool_Size, raise an exception.
-- Exceptions:
-- Insufficient_Memory If procedure could not allocate block from
-system heap, or if block was too small
procedure Initialize

( Total_Pool_Size : in

Block_Size_T);

-- ALLOCATE
-- Purpose:
-- This function allocates a block of memory of at least the requested
-- size out of the internally managed pool initialized above.
-- Exceptions:
-- Pool_Not_Initialized Raised if above initialization not performed
-- Insufficient_Memory Raised if not enough memory available to
satisfy request
-- Invalid_Block
Raised if severe error occurs calculating
-addresses
function Allocate

(TheSize

: in Block_SizeT)
return TL_COMMON.Address_Type;

-- RELOCATE
-- Purpose:

---------

This procedure must be called by each task owning a memory block
at the end of its cyclic execution pass. It determines if this
block must be mo\ ed to accomplish garbage collection (memory
compaction). If the block is moved, the pointer will be updated
and the boolean flag returned as true. Otherwise the pointer will
not change and the flag will be false. This procedure has been
optimized so that the test for moving does not require critical
section lock-out, and thus poses minimal overhead for checking.

-- Exceptions:

-- Pool_Not_Initialized Raised if above initialization not performed
-- Invalid_Block
Raised if either the address does not point to
--

an allocated block or if the calling task

--

does not match the task that allocated the block,

--

or if address calculation fails

procedure Relocate

(The_Block : in out TL_COMMON.Address_Type;
Block_Moved
: out Boolean);

-- FREE
-- Purpose:

-----

This procedure is used to return a block to the pool to be used by
another task. Free regroups freed blocks contiguous to the current
block. The memory status is updated so that the memory available flag
reflects the largest free block, if the memory compaction is not yet

-- complete.
-- Exceptions:

-- Pool_Not_Initialized Raised if above initialization not performed
-- Invalid_Block
Raised if either the address does not point to
--

an allocated block or if the calling task

--

does not match the task that allocated the block,
or if address calculation fails

procedure Free

( TheBlock

: in

TL_COMMON.Address_Type);

-- MEMORYSTATUS
-- Purpose:

------

This procedure returns the usage statistics for the overall memory
buffer. The available memory and memory in use will not add up to
the total memory due to the internal overhead of managing the
buffer. The available memory attribute reflects the size of the
largest block, not the size of all the free blocks. It is increased

-- when the memory is coalesced.
-- Exceptions:

-- Pool_Not_Initialized Raised if above initialization not performed
procedure MemoryStatus ( Total_Memory_Size,
Memory_In_Use,
Memory_Avail : out Block_Size_T);
-- Exceptions

Pool_Not_Initialized : exception;
: exception;
Invalid_Block
Insufficient_Memory : exception;
end TL_ADAPTER_MEMORY_MANAGER;

--- (C) Draper Laboratory, Inc, 1991,1992,1993,1994. All Rights Reserved
--- Package Name: TL_ADAPTER_MEMORY_MANAGER (body)
--- Package Body Dependencies:
--- UNCHECKED_CONVERSION To convert different pointer types to addresses
--- TLEXECUTIL
--- Modification History:
---

name

---

--

---

Eyles

with
with
with
with
with

SYSTEM;
TL_ADAPTER_TEST;
TL_DATA_TEST;
TL_EXEC_UTIL;
UNCHECKED_CONVERSION;

-

date
-

-

description
--

-

- -

-

10/16/94 Created for use by the "basic" adapter set,
from TL_DMS_ADAPT_MEMORY_MGR_B. Only change
was to remove calls to semaphore capability...

--- PACKAGE BODY
package body TL_ADAPTER_MEMORY_MANAGER is
CODE FOR PACKAGE LOCAL DATA
-- FIND_LARGESTFREE_BLOCK

-- Purpose: Perform a linear search through the block list and find
-- the block with the largest free space. Update Block_Free_Ptr to
-- point to that block, or set to null if no free blocks found.
-- Because the maximum number of elements is known a priori (# bundles),
-- this approach is bounded in the search time.
-- After finding the block, update the memory status values to reflect
-- actual memory usage. Free space is calculated to be the size of the
-- largest free block.

procedure Find_Largest_Free Block is
Block_Ptr : Block_Ptr_T;
Current_Size: Block_Size_T;
In_Use_Size : Block_Size_T;
begin
Block_Free_Ptr := null;
Current_Size := 0;
Block_Ptr
:= Block_Head_Ptr;
In_Use_Size := 0;
--- SEARCH THROUGH ALL BLOCKS FOR LARGEST FREE
while Block_Ptr /= null loop
if BlockPtr.Status = free then

if BlockPtr.Size > CurrentSize then
Block_Free_Ptr := Block_Ptr;
Current_Size := Block_Ptr.Size;
end if;
else
In_Use_Size := In_Use_Size + Block_Ptr.Size;
end if;
In_Use_Size := In_Use_Size + Header_Size;
Block_Ptr := Block_Ptr.Next;
end loop;
--- UPDATE THE MEMORY USAGE STATUS VALUES
if Block_Free_Ptr /= null then
Mem_Avail := Block_Free_Ptr.Size;
MemInUse := In_Use_Size;
else
Meinm_Avail :=0;
Mem_InUse := In_Use_Size;
end if;
end Find_Largest_Free_Block;
-- INITIALIZE

procedure Initialize

(Total_Pool_Size : in

Block_Size_T) is

CODE FOR INITIALIZE
-- ALLOCATE
function Allocate

( The_Size

: in
Block_Size T)
return TL_COMMON.Address_Type is

CODE FOR ALLOCATE

-- RELOCATE
procedure Relocate

( The_Block

Block_Moved

: in out TL_COMMON.Address_Type;
out Boolean) is

CODE FOR RELOCATE
-- FREE

procedure Free

( The_Block

: in

TL_COMMON.Address_Type) is

CODE FOR FREE
-- MEMORY_STATUS
procedure Memory_Status ( TotalMemorySize,
MemoryIn_Use,

Memory_Avail
begin
if PoolInitialized then

out Block_Size_T) is

--- ENTER CRITICAL SECTION (WOULD SEIZE SEMAPHORE HERE)
--- COPY SIZES TO OUTPUT VARIABLES
Total_Memory_Size := Total_Mem;
MemoryIn_Use
:= MemIn Use;
MemoryAvail
:= Mem_Avail;
--- LEAVE CRITICAL SECTION (WOULD RELEASE SEMAPHORE HERE)
else
raise Pool_Not_Initialized;
end if;
end;
end TL_ADAPTER_MEMORY_MANAGER;

The specifications are in essence translations of the FSSR interface requirements
into Ada. Since the Ada specification files belong in the kernel domain, these requirements
are defined in the kernel domain. The actual body of the Ada code written in the adapter
domain must adhere to these kernel specifications and thus satisfy the FSSR KAIRs.
Therefore, to verify that the interface requirements have been met, both the translation of
FSSR KAIRs to Ada specifications and the implementation of the Ada specifications to Ada
bodies must be verified. Figure IV-B-1 captures the essence of the relationship among the
three domains.
Flight System
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(Ada Secifications)
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Figure IV-B-1 : FSSR-Kernel-Adapter Relationship
2. FSSR Requirements to Ada Specifications
To verify the proper translation of FSSR requirements to Ada specifications, it is
necessary to examine the English description of the requirements and compare them with
the Ada computer language specifications. Although this is perfectly reasonable for a
human to carry out, it would require considerable effort to develop a program that could
achieve the same goal, requiring a program with three highly sophisticated components.
a. English Parser Component
The first component must process the FSSR requirements and output these for final
processing. This component must read in the English description of the interface
requirements directly from the FSSR document. The component must be capable of
recognizing standard English to isolate the requirements. It must also contain a vast
database of English words.
b. Ada Specification Parser Component
The second component must then process the Ada specifications and output these
for final processing. The component must be capable of recognizing Ada, from which it
must isolate the requirements. It must contain a sizable database of Ada keywords and
other Ada concepts. In essence, this is a scaled-down Ada compiler.

c. Translation Verification Component
The third and final component must process the output from the first two
components. It must take as input the outputs of the first two components and compare
them. If the two outputs are equivalent, then the FSSR requirements have been properly
translated into the Ada specifications.
Figure IV-B-2 illustrates the interaction of the three components needed for
verification of the translation from the FSSR KAIRs to the Ada specifications.

ResultFigure IV-B-2 : Verification of FSSR Requirements to Ada Specifications
Automated verification of the FSSR requirements lies beyond the scope of this
thesis. For the purpose of this thesis, visual inspection will be used instead.
3. Ada Specifications to Ada Bodies
a. Compilation Testing
It is relatively trivial to verify that the Ada bodies in the adapter domain properly
correspond to the Ada specifications in the kernel domain. The Ada compiler can be used

for this verification. In fact, if the specification to body translation is not carried out
properly, compilation of the resulting Ada code cannot occur.
b. Algorithm Testing
However, in addition to the conformance of adapter bodies to Ada specifications in
the kernel, the actual implementation of the Ada bodies also must be tested. Unlike the Ada
specifications in the kernel domain, where the entire process consists of the translation
from the FSSR requirements to the Ada specifications that does not require any
development of algorithms to be implemented, the Ada bodies in the adapter domain require
a certain amount of development to satisfy the interface requirements. Therefore simply
verifying that the specification of the adapter body is implemented properly is not sufficient
to test the interfaces. The algorithms used in the bodies themselves must be tested as well.
To ensure that the algorithms are developed and implemented properly with respect
to the original FSSR requirements, a program can be developed which monitors the inputs
and outputs of all the externally visible Ada procedures, i.e., the procedures that can be
called by the kernel. Therefore, by examining the input values and comparing their
corresponding expected return values against the actual return values, the algorithms of the
Ada bodies can be tested. Figure IV-B-3 demonstrates the test adapter schematics for
testing the adapter algorithms. However, testing the algorithm of the adapter
implementation lies beyond the scope of this thesis.

Reauirements

Figure IV-B-3 : Verification of Ada Specifications to Bodies - Algorithm Testing
Although it is possible to carry this process out further by testing the procedures
specifically designed for use of the adapter itself but not visible to the kernel, this again lies
beyond the scope of testing the interfaces between the kernel and the adapter.
4. Algorithm Dependent Interfaces
Although the kernel-adapter interfaces in the strictest sense are defined by the Ada
specifications derived from the FSSR KAIRs, there are instances in which the interface
requirements are defined outside the specifications. In these cases, the requirements are not
captured by the translation processes described above. These "singularities" can be
identified into three groups.
a. Kernel Services (KSs)
In satisfying the FSSR KAIR set, the kernel-adapter relationship is unidirectional.
The kernel "specifies" the necessary functionality that the adapter must provide to the
kernel. In addition, there are certain services that the kernel must provide the adapter. For

example, the kernel provides simple string manipulation utilities, such as pad and trim5 ,
which are necessary to ensure that the kernel functionality is implemented properly.
Testing these KSs can be performed in the similar fashion to the testing of the
adapter algorithm previously mentioned. Namely, the program would monitor the inputs to
these kernel procedures visible to the adapter and compare the corresponding expected
output with the actual output.
b. Run Time Interfaces (RTIs)
In certain circumstances, the kernel must make calls to adapter procedures. For
example, the kernel must call certain status tracking procedures at each time the executor
enters and exits an execution loop, to ensure that the status information is properly updated.
It is important that these calls are made at the proper instances.
Testing these RTIs requires real time execution of the executor. Special hooks can
be placed on the adapter side where the procedures that expect to be called by the kernel can
announce when they are indeed called by the kernel, along with the inputs received.
Examining these announcements, the kernel implementation of the RTIs can be verified.
c. Transfer of Data (TOD)
A close examination of the flow of data reveals four distinct transfer points in the
kernel-adapter interfaces. First, the kernel-compiler (K-C), i.e., the compiler portion of the
kernel, provides the adapter-compiler (A-C) with raw script data, which is processed by the
A-C into compilation data and transferred back to K-C. Similar transfer occurs between the
kernel-executor (K-E) and the adapter-executor (A-E), when the K-E passes the executable
data file to the A-E for execution in the appropriate environment. In verifying the
interfaces, the data handed from the K-E to A-E must be verified to be consistent with the
data handed from A-C to K-C. TOD can be verified by storing the information sent by the
A-C to K-C for later verification against the information sent by the K-E to A-E. Figure
IV-B-4 show the transfer of data and the method of verification.

5 Pad adds trailing spaces to a string to extend its length to a specify number while trim removes such
trailing spaces.
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Figure IV-B-4 •Transfer of Data (TOD) Between Timeliner Components

V.

Design

Similar to the development of the test adapter approach, the test adapter design must
be developed with the current adapter design in mind. This traditional design is discussed
in Section V-A, while the new test adapter design is introduced in Section V-B.

A. Traditional Timeliner Adapter Design
A number of functional adapters have been built to adapt the Timeliner kernel to
specific applications. In each development, a similar adapter design has been adopted.
1. Adapter Compiler Design
Each Adapter Compiler consists of four adapter packages, Data_Output,
File_Write, Info, and Parsing. These packages provide the necessary services to the
kernel-compiler, as illustrated in Figure V-A-1. Each consists of Ada procedures (denoted
by white background) and/or Ada functions 6 (denoted by gray background) visible to other
Timeliner packages.

6 Functions differ from procedures in the way the outputs are handled. A procedure may return output by
modifying the arguments while a function returns the result as a specific return value.
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Figure V-A-1

Adapter Compiler Packages

a. Data_Output
This package contains the procedures and functions that print adapter specific
compilation information. The package also handles the preparation of data output for the
kernel.
b. File_Write
This package contains procedures that handle the writing of output to a file. Since
the kernel is unaware of the external conditions and requirements for file management, this
package allows the kernel to output information regardless of these external conditions and
requirements.
c. Info
This package contains several functions that are used to define adapter
characteristics, such as the version name, the various limitations on number of
components, length of names, etc. The kernel requests this information from the adapter to
make certain that the kernel behaves as the adapter expects it to.
d. Parsing
This package contains procedures that handle the adapter specific compilation.
When the kernel encounters a statement in the script that it does not recognize, it passes the
statement to the adapter for compilation. If the statement is a legal adapter statement, the
adapter performs the appropriate compilation procedure. Included in this package are a
procedure to initialize the adapter portion of the compiler, a function that determines
whether a word is reserved by the adapter, thereby unavailable for use as the name of a
block component or a variable, a procedure to parse the COMMAND statement that is an
adapter statement, and a procedure to parse adapter components, such as object/attribute
pairs.
2. Adapter Executor Design
The Adapter Executor consists of twelve adapter packages: Cmd_Exec,
DatalO_Ctrl, DataIO_Exec, Driver, Install_Remove, Math_Pack, Memory_Manager,
MsgExec, Semaphore, Status_Tracking, Stmt_Exec, and Warning. These packages
provide the necessary services to the kernel-executor, as illustrated in Figure V-A-2. Each
consists of procedures (denoted by white background) and/or functions (denoted by gray
background) visible to other Timeliner packages.
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Figure V-A-2 : Adapter Executor Packages
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a. Cmd_Exec
This package contains procedures that handle the COMMAND statements. The
adapter must be able to print and execute the statement.
b. DatalO Ctrl
This package contains procedures that control the data I/O of Timeliner. The data
I/O consists of reading from and writing to the target system. It also contains procedures
that perform any processing required at the start and close of each pass of Timeliner
processing.
c. DatalOExec
This package contains procedures that handle the processing of adapter-defined
components. The processing consists of three specific tasks. First the adapter must be
able to print the component. Second the adapter must be able to evaluate the component.
For this task, the package provides separate procedures for each of the three Timeliner
component types, Booleans, numerical data, and character strings.
d. Driver
This package contains procedures that control the overall execution of Timeliner.
Specifically, it contains procedures that perform any processing required upon initialization
and termination of Timeliner. It also contains a procedure that provides the mechanism for
cyclic scheduling of Timeliner, such that Timeliner can be called at a desired frequency to
perform its execution of the scripts.
e. Install_Remove
This package contains procedures that handle the installation and removal of scripts.
Both processes may be performed in stages, where the initial call for the given process may
return with an incomplete status, i.e., the installation requires a longer time frame than a
single pass of Timeliner processing. In such instances, subsequent calls are made to allow
the adapter to complete the process.
f. Math Pack
This package contains procedures that handle mathematical and trigonometric
functions required to implement Timeliner numeric functions.
g. Memory_Manager
This package contains procedures that handle the dynamic memory management
capabilities of Timeliner. The adapter must be able to allocate a specified amount of
memory needed for the execution of the TL Executor. It must also be able to keep track of
such allocations and free memory that is no longer needed by the TL Executor for future
use.

h. Msg_Exec
This package contains procedures that handle the MESSAGE statement. The
adapter must be able to print and execute the statement. The execution of the statement
must result in the issuing of the message to the user.
i. Semaphore
This package contains procedures that handle the adapter-defined semaphore
capabilities. Semaphores are used by the adapter for situations in which a piece of
information could be accessed by multiple bundles at a given time. To ensure the integrity
of the information in question, semaphores can be used to protect the information while it is
being used. Two types of semaphores exist in Timeliner. Directory semaphores are used
for bundle name information and conmmand semaphores are used for commands.
j. StatusTracking
This package contains procedures that handle the status tracking capability of
Timeliner. The adapter must be able to provide status information of the Timeliner executor
and the installed bundles to the application-specific interface for output. The adapter is
called to perform status tracking at the end of each pass of Timeliner processing. In
addition to this periodic processing, the status is also updated at the beginning of Timeliner
execution and upon installation and removal of a bundle.
k. Stnit_Exec
This package contains procedures that handle adapter-specified statements. The
adapter must be able to print and execute such statements.
1. Warning
This package contains procedures that handle warnings issued during Timeliner
execution.

B. Test Adapter Design
1. Overview
The test adapter requirements and the traditional adapter design discussed in Section
V-A lead to the preliminary design of the test adapter. The foundation of this preliminary
design is similar to other adapter designs, since the requirements state that the test adapter
should be in the form of an adapter that is fully functional. However, in addition to the
adapter functionality, the test adapter must satisfy the additional requirements concerning
the testing of the kernel-adapter interfaces.
The design of the test adapter focuses on the flow of information between the kernel
and the adapter. The test adapter must be able to keep track of the calls being made by the
kernel to the adapter. Each call being made may be accompanied by input arguments.
Upon return, the call may be accompanied by output arguments. In these arguments,
crucial information regarding the compilation and execution of Timeliner is being passed
between the kernel and the adapter. By examining the calls being made and their
arguments, both input and output, the correctness of the kernel-adapter interfaces can be
verified.

The Test Adapter will extensively utilize the features of windows displays to satisfy
the design requirement of interactivity. An extensive development effort has already been
put into Timeliner in this area, which will be discussed in Section VI.
2. Foundations for Design
As part of the preliminary design, it is important and useful to examine the currently
available resources, both already fully functional and under development. From these
resources, a solid foundation can be identified and the test adapter design can be built from
it. These resources can be categorized into three groups: kernel, adapters, and displays.
a. Kernel Resources
Although the kernel is the subject of the testing, it is also a resource for the
development of the test software. The test adapter is being designed such that the kernel
code can be tested against it. Therefore, the test adapter itself does not require the kernel
code directly. Of course, standing by itself, the test adapter code is useless, as is the case
with all adapters. Nevertheless, the development of an adapter can proceed without a fully
developed kernel, provided that the interfaces between the two components are well
defined, which indeed is the case. Once the adapter has been fully developed, following
the rules set by the interface requirements, a developed version of the kernel can be used to
test out the adapter, or vice versa. It the case of the test adapter, it is the latter.
b. Adapter Resources
Continuing development effort of Timeliner has already culminated in two sets of
functional adapters, the BASIC adapters and the DMS adapters. Therefore, in essence,
three options are available in terms of the foundation for the test adapter development. The
first option is to ignore the existing resources and "start from scratch." This option was
evaluated to be inefficient in consideration of the available resources. The other two
options correspond to modifying the two aforementioned adapters. Studying these two
adapters in detail, examining the pros and cons and the modifications needed to transform
each of them into an acceptable test adapter that satisfies all the requirements, was used to
resolve the issue of determining the best adapter development approach.
BASIC Adapter
The BASIC adapter, as the name suggests, is the simplest implementation available.
It satisfies a subset of the adapter requirements. Originally derived from the simulation
version of Timeliner, this adapter handles the most fundamental functionality such as file
I/O, installation of a bundle, and handling of pre-defined objects and their attributes. The
clear advantage of the BASIC adapter is the simplicity itself. At the same time, notable
deficiencies exist in COMMAND statement handling and status tracking capabilities. The
user interface is extremely primitive as well and testing of this adapter has been very
limited. These issues are discussed in detail below.
- COMMAND Statement Handling
The BASIC adapter has no means for dealing with the COMMAND statement
embedded in a script. For example, the statement "COMMAND PUMP ON" orders the
target system to turn on its pump. In such cases, the compiler simply observes that a
COMMAND statement has been encountered and issues a warning that the BASIC adapter
does not handle such statements.

- Status Tracking
The BASIC adapter also ignores the requirement to convey the current status of
Timeliner to the user. A certain amount of status information is maintained, such as
memory usage and availability. However, the intcrface calls for the adapter to carry out
status tracking at ceilain points in the execution of Timeliner are ignored.
- User Interface
The BASIC adapter is extremely limited in terms of user interface. Its operation
consists of the simple one-time execution of the adapter. Once initiated, the adapter waits
five seconds and installs one script, "SCRIPT.TLX," and executes it. Other scripts can
only be installed provided that the installation occurs within the original script, with either
the INSTALL command or COMMAND INSTALL. Therefore, the BASIC adapter limits
the user by forcing the user to become only an observer.
- External Command Handling
The BASIC adapter's lack of user interface leads to the additional deficiency in
handling external commands. Since the user becomes a mere observer once the Timeliner
executor begins its execution, the user cannot invoke any external commands, such as
HALT or JUMP TO, for the Timeliner executor to execute.
- Object/Attribute Handling - Varlist
The BASIC adapter uses the concept of a "varlist" to handle objects and their
attributes. The varlist is a set of pre-defined objects within the adapter code itself. At
compile time, the necessary memory location for these object elements is provided. Thus,
as the script dictates, the value for these objects can be modified directly in memory.
Although this approach is simple, there is a serious limitation in that all the object elements
must be defined within the Ada code for the adapter. Therefore, if a simple modification is
needed for one of the objects, the code must be modified and recompiled.
- Testing
The BASIC adapter has not been exposed to the complete suite of tests available,
primarily due to the lack of capabilities mentioned above. Therefore, using the BASIC
adapter to build the test adapter would require extensive testing.
DMS Adapter
The original architecture of the Space Station Freedom (SSF), the precursor to the
International Space Station Alpha (ISSA), contained a component called the Data
Management System (DMS). The original development effort of an SSF Timeliner adapter
consisted of creating a functional adapter that depended heavily on DMS. The primary
advantage of this adapter is its completeness. It possesses all the major functionality
possible for an adapter. Furthermore, it has been thoroughly tested, as it has been used as
the adapter for primary development of the kernel as well. On the other hand, the
completeness has its drawbacks as well, especially in terms of the complexity. These and
other major issues involving the DMS adapter are discussed below.

- Complexity of DMS
DMS provides a tremendous amount of services to those who wish to use it. Some
of these services are extremely important to Timeliner, while others are completely
irrelevant. However, the implementation of the DMS adapter is such that it requires the
entire DMS services to be compiled with the adapter code even though the majority of DMS
services are not needed by Timeliner. Therefore, to fully understand the DMS adapter, one
must also fully understand DMS as well. The extreme complexity of DMS thus increases
the complexity of the DMS adapter as well.
- Pervasiveness of DMS

Given the complexity of DMS and the resulting complexity of the DMS adapter,
one may question the implementation of the DMS adapter where the entire DMS services
are compiled in along with the Timeliner specific adapter code. One may argue that the
DMS adapter could be simplified by carefully examining and throwing out the unused
portions of DMS. Although the such a task appears to be straight forward, careful
examination of the overall code for the DMS adapter reveals the complex interweaving of
DMS services into the DMS adapter. Portions of DMS are used throughout the adapter
code, making it extremely difficult to draw a clean line between DMS and Timeliner adapter
code that is not dependent on DMS.
- External Commands

The DMS adapter uses DMS services to both issue external commands and process
them. Commands are first formatted in DMS recognized form and sent to DMS via DMS
services for processing. The DMS receives this formatted command and stores it until its
retrieval is requested by the Timeliner executor. Once the executor becomes aware that
there is a command pending, again DMS services are used to retrieve this command, still in
DMS format. This command is then translated into Timeliner recognizable format and
processed within the Timeliner executor.
- Object/Attribute Handling - Eemodb

The DMS adapter relies on a program called Eemodb to handle objects and their
attributes. Eemodb reads and parses two text files, which contain a description of the
objects and attributes required to run a given script. The program then generates binary
files that contain information regarding the needed memory spaces for the objects and their
attributes. These files are read in by the Timeliner compiler upon startup. Therefore,
unlike the varlist concept used in the BASIC adapter where modification of an object
required recompilation of the code, only the description files need modifications and new
binary files can be generated by Eemodb. This provides greater flexibility over the varlist,
but at a considerable cost. The Eemodb relies on certain portions of DMS as well, thereby
causing the undesirable side-effect of increased complexity.

BASIC vs. DMS

To evaluate the two candidate adapters as the foundation for the test adapter, it is
necessary and useful to compare them side by side. The following table captures the
comparison between the two.
ISSUES
COMMAND statement
Status tracking
User interface
External commands
Testing
Objects/Attributes
Complexity

BASIC
No
No
Text
No
Minimal
Varlist
Low

DMS
Yes
Yes
Windows
Yes
Complete
Eemodb
High

Table V-B-2-b-i : BASIC and DMS Adapter Comparison
As the table indicates, the two adapters stand at the opposite ends of the spectrum.
At one end is the simple BASIC adapter with limited features, while at the other end is the
complex DMS adapter with many features, most of which are unnecessary for the test
adapter. To develop a solid foundation for the test adapter, one must either start from the
BASIC adapter and build on top of it the needed capabilities such as COMMAND statement
handling and status tracking, or start from the DMS adapter and strip away the ever-present
DMS.
Conversion Requirements
The task at hand for converting the DMS adapter into a test adapter foundation is
simple to state, even though the task itself is complex, due to the aforementioned
complexity and pervasiveness of DMS throughout the DMS adapter. On the other hand,
the task of converting the BASIC adapter to a test adapter foundation is more involved in
terms of number of sub-tasks. Fortunately, most of these issues can be simply resolved by
using some of the other resources that have already been developed. The issues for the
BASIC adapter conversion and their solutions are listed in the table below.
ISSUES
COMMAND statement
Status tracking
User interface
External commands
Testing
Objects/Attributes

BASIC
No
No
Text
No
Minimal
Varlist

SOLUTION
Object/Attribute handler
Status queues
Windows
Command queues
Adapter testing
Object/Attribute handler

Table V-B-2-b-ii : Conversion Requirements for BASIC adapter
- COMMAND Statement

Examining the overall requirements on the adapter reveals that the actual
requirement in terms of handling the COMMAND statement is very minimal. For the

compiler, when the kernel encounters a COMMAND statement, it sends off the contents of
that statement to the adapter to be parsed. It is completely up to the adapter to decide what
to do with that statement, provided that the algorithm used to parse the statement for the
compiler is compatible with the algorithm used to execute the statement for the executor,
once the kernel requests the processing of that COMMAND statement. For the purposes of
the test adapter, it is sufficient to ignore the statement, except to keep track of the content
such that the statement can be printed during execution. What is important is that when the
adapter is called to parse the COMMAND statement, the adapter returns a proper response
to the kernel. To fully test the interface, the adapter should be able to return to the kernel all
possible response codes.
- Status Tracking
Implementing the status tracking capability for the BASIC adapter can be achieved
by using status queues, which had already been developed for modification of the DMS
adapter. The queues contain the status information generated by each of the bundles
installed in the Timeliner executor. These queues are polled at 1 Hz rate by the displays
and their contents are conveyed to the user.
- User Interface
Implementing the user interface for the BASIC adapter will be enhanced by the
implementation of windows displays. The already existing Timeliner executor displays,
along with the to-be-developed compiler displays and the test adapter displays need to be
placed between the user and the program itself.
- External Commands
Implementing the external command handler for the BASIC adapter is a two-step
process. First the means for the user to issue commands must be implemented. This phase
is achieved by the implementation of the user interface mentioned previously. Once the
user has the means to issue commands via the displays, the displays must then convey the
command information to the Timeliner executor for execution. This is achieved via
command queues. Similar to the status queues, the command queue holds the commands
issued by the user via the displays until the Timeliner executor extracts them for execution.
In essence, the command queues replace the DMS as the temporary collection point for
external commands. There is no longer the need to package the commands to DMS format
and then translate it back into Timeliner format before execution. The commands remain in
a Timeliner format throughout their life cycle.
- Testing
The extensive testing required for verification of the BASIC adapter will be
addressed by extensively testing the test adapter.
- Object/Attribute Handler
Implementing the object/attribute handler for the BASIC adapter requires original
development. As noted previously, the varlist algorithm, though simple, is not sufficient
for use in the test adapter, mainly due to its lack of flexibility. Modification of the objects
and attributes, under the varlist algorithm, requires modifying the adapter code to take into
account the necessary modifications and recompiling the adapter code. On the other hand,
the Eemodb algorithm used in the DMS adapter is too complex and has the added negative

of its association with DMS. Therefore, a new algorithm that is simple enough and yet
capable of object/attribute handling must be devised.
Before further consideration, one crucial question must be answered. How much
objects/attributes handling is required for the test adapter? The answer to this question
holds the key to the complexity of the object/attribute handler for the test adapter. There are
several levels of complexity to consider.
First, the simplest handler can recognize the objects and their attributes. It does not
verify whether the objects and their attributes being used are legal or pre-defined. When an
object/attribute pair that the executor does not recognize is encountered at compile time, the
handler simply ignores it in the Timeliner compiler.
In the Timeliner executor, upon encountering the unknown object/attribute pair, the
handler simply supplies a predetermined default value for that particular type of attribute,
i.e., a TRUE if the attribute in question is determined to be a BOOLEAN, a 0 if the attribute
is an INTEGER, etc. The handler only needs to be able to determine the type of the
attribute. It does not have to worry about whether the object/attribute pair is valid or not,
and whether the value being supplied is a correctvalue or not.
The next step in complexity is to verify that the object/attribute pair being used is
indeed legal, which can be provided with limited checking on legal use of the
object/attribute pairs. The handler keeps track of the object/attribute pairs encountered
while compiling a script, specifically the name and its type, and then uses this list to verify
that the object/attribute pairs are being used properly in subsequent occurrences in the
script.
Alternatively, the text files that contain the definitions for objects and their attributes
can be used. The compiler can read in these files before compiling a script and maintain a
list of valid object/attribute pairs, along with their types. While compiling a script, upon
encountering an object/attribute pair, the pair can be looked up in the list of legal pairs to
ensure that the use of the pair is legal.
In addition, the correct value of the object/attribute pairs can be maintained to
complete the handler. During the compilation of a script, each time a new object/attribute
pair is encountered, its value can be stored as well as the name and type, in the list of legal
pairs. During the execution of that script, these values are updated as needed, thereby
maintaining the correct value for the object/attribute pairs.
The values themselves can be maintained in two different approaches. The simpler
of the two is to maintain the values in string format, i.e., the BOOLEAN value TRUE
would be stored as a string "TRUE" and the INTEGER value 0 would be stored as a string
"0." In this approach, the handler does not have to associate the value being stored with
the actual type of the object/attribute pair, provided that the conversion from the string value
stored to the actual type can be performed properly. The more complex solution is to
maintain the values in their proper format, i.e., the BOOLEAN value TRUE would be
stored as a BOOLEAN TRUE and the INTEGER value 0 would be stored as an INTEGER
0. In this approach, the handler needs to know exactly what type the object/attribute pair is
and allocate dynamically the memory associated with that type.

In summary, various combinations of the three different methods of legality
checking and the two different methods of value checking provide the possible answers to
the object/attribute handler question. The combinations are clarified in the table below.
Ignore legality
Default values (1)
String types (2)
Actual types (3)

(A)
A-i
A-2
A-3

Check during
compilation
(B)
B-1
B-2
B-3

Register before
compilation
(C)
C-1
C-2
C-3

Table V-B-2-b-iii: Object/Attribute Handler Options
Two separate decisions must be made on which of the six options is sufficient for
the task at hand, to develop a test adapter that satisfies the requirements previously
designated. The first decision involves the level of legality check on the object/attribute
pairs and the second involves the level of value maintenance of the pairs. Although the
decision process may be simplified by allowing for the maximum level of legality check
and value maintenance, i.e., option C-3, one must take into account the level of complexity
involved with each of the decisions, keeping in mind that the simplicity of the test adapter is
one of the requirements.
The first decision is relatively easy to make. To ensure that the scripts run
properly, the adapter must also verify that the object/attribute pairs are being used properly.
Therefore, to ignore the legality of the pairs completely is unacceptable. Furthermore,
checking the legality only during compilation can lead to incorrect handling of errors. For
example, suppose the script uses the object/attribute pair named SPEED of PUMP. In the
very first use of this pair, due to a typographical error, a new pair named SPEE of PUMP
is introduced. When the Timeliner compiler encounters this pair, it cannot realize that this
is not a legal pair, and thus stores it as if it were legal. A more serious error could occur if
a pair is used in an incorrect type situation, i.e., a BOOLEAN pair used in place of an
INTEGER pair. The first encounter of this pair causes the compiler to register this pair as a
BOOLEAN even though the pair should have been registered as an INTEGER. Any
subsequent correct use of this INTEGER pair would trigger an error. Therefore, it is
necessary to register the object/attribute pairs before compilation of scripts.
The second decision depends heavily upon the requirement that states that the test
adapter shall befullyfiinctional. Specifically, the test adapter shall run all the existing test
scripts and run any script correctly. The existing test scripts require that the values of the
object/attribute pairs are maintained properly. Furthermore, to run any script correctly, the
adapter must keep track of the values of all the object/attribute pairs, as the script may rely
on the changing values of the pairs. Therefore, the option of using default values for all
pairs is unacceptable.
Although it may appear that maintaining the correct types of the attributes might be
more complex than using the string format, the latter method requires an additional step of
translating to and from the original format to the string format. Therefore, it is actually
simpler and more efficient to store the attribute values in their original format Therefore,
option C-3 seems to be the best choice for implementing the object/attribute handler.

c. Displays Resources
The displays resources consist of a displays development tool called the
Transportable Applications Environment Plus (TAE+), developed by NASA. This tool
allows for the development of displays consisting of multiple window panels. Such a
display can be run on the SPARC 10 SUN workstation, currently being used for functional
testing. The results of previous efforts at developing the SSF Timeliner displays can be
used as a foundation to build the test adapter.
3. Detailed Design
a. Test Adapter Design
The test adapter uses the Basic adapter as its foundation. From this basis,
additional capabilities are added such that the resulting adapter set is suitable for the
purposes of testing, e.g., satisfy the requirements. These capabilities have direct
correlation to the issues discussed previously. Among them, there are three critical
capabilities that require extensive development effort: COMMAND Statement Handler,
User Interface, and Object/Attribute Handler. The other capabilities, Status Tracking and
External Commands, are implemented with methods previously described in Section V-B.
The User Interface is implemented with the displays, described in detail in Section VI.
Following is a detailed description of the two remaining critical capabilities.
COMMAND Statement Handler
As stated previously, it is sufficient for the adapter to ignore the COMMAND
statement, as long as the contents of the COMMAND statement are kept track of, so that the
same information can be used during the execution of the script, for the purposes of
printing statements. Therefore, during the compilation phase of a script, the test adapter
registers the contents of the COMMAND statement as if it were a simple string literal.
During the execution of that script, the adapter then knows where to find the content of the
COMMAND statement, so that it can be printed.
Objects/Attributes
- object/attribute registration

To devise a new method of handling objects and attributes, adhering to the
decisions made previously, requires a new method of maintaining the database of allowed
objects and attributes. This new method, as always, must be simple and efficient.
A good starting point for the new method is to observe the method used in the DMS
adapter. The DMS adapter used a database format where all the valid objects and attributes
for a given bundle were registered. This database format allowed the adapter to recognize
any combination of an object and an attribute, as long as each item was registered as valid
in the database. This would lead to unnecessary and erroneous object/attribute pairs that
would never be referenced in any script. However, the database did contain useful and
necessary information, namely the type, the size, and initial values.
The test adapter database format is a slight modification of this original format. To
eliminate the side effect of unused object/attribute pairs, only the pairs that may be used in a
script are registered as valid. The format of a database entry is as follows:
[Object Name, Attribute Name, Type, Size, Initial Value(s)]
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Suppose there is a thruster that can be fired in three different directions. One could
register the three thruster levels, with initial values of O's, by using,
[Thruster, Level, Integer, 3, (0,0,0)]
- object/attribute database
Given the new format, a new data structure is needed to maintain the actual values
of the attributes. This data structure must be flexible enough so that it can handle any of the
allowed types of attributes, whether BOOLEAN, INTEGER, STRING, etc., of any size,
referring to the number of elements in a data array. Also, the database must be constructed
such that given the object and attribute name, the value corresponding to those names can
be located.
Since the number of objects or attributes may vary depending upon the level of
usage of the object/attribute pairs in a given bundle, the data structure best suited is a linked
list. Using a linked list allows for easy addition of new list items. Therefore, regardless of
what the actual number of objects and/or attributes may be, the database is ready to handle
the complete set of registered pairs.
The backbone of the database is a linked list of objects. Each occurrence of a new
object adds a new item to the list. Each object item contains the name of the object, a
unique ID number for reference, a pointer to the next item in the object list, and a pointer to
a list of attributes. Similarly, each occurrence of a new attribute for a given object adds a
new item to the list of attributes for that object. Each attribute item contains the name of the
attribute, a unique ID number for reference, a pointer to the next item in the attribute list,
and a pointer to a collection of values. This collection of values is a collection of pointers
to arrays of all legal attribute types. Once the type and size of the attribute array can be
determined, the appropriate pointer is assigned to a new allocation of the array of the
appropriate type and size, leaving all other pointers to be null, as shown in Figure V-B-3.

A

Attribute A-1

Attribute A-2
Name

Bits *

ID

Booleans *

Type

Enumerations *

Size

Floats *

Values *

Integers *

Next *

Long Floats *
Long Integers *
Timestamps *
String *

Object B

Attribute B-1

Object C
Name
ID
Attributes *
Next *

Note: * denotes a pointer

Figure V-B-3 : Object / Attribute Database Structure
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c. compilation phase
During the adapter initialization phase of the compilation, the adapter reads the
object/attribute registration and sets up the new database according to the contents, as
described above. Given this database, the adapter is ready to handle the requests made by
the kernel to parse an object/attribute pair.
When such a request is made, the adapter examines the database and finds the IDs
corresponding to the object and attribute names. This information, along with the size of
the object/attribute pair, is returned to the kernel so that the information can be written out
to the executable data file, to be read in during the execution phase.
d. execution phase
During the execution phase, the adapter needs to handle two types of functionality
with respect to the object/attribute pairs: evaluations and sets. In both cases, the kernel
returns to the adapter the object and attribute IDs, which can be used to locate the actual
value of the pair. In the case of evaluations, the adapter also returns to the kennel the
current values of the object/attribute pair corresponding to the IDs. For sets, the adapter
sets the values to the values provided by the kernel.
4. Communications Data Structures Design
To handle the data transfer between Timeliner and the windows displays, several
data structures have been defined so that the transfers may be carried out in a consistent
manner. There are three main structure categories, compiler,
executor, and test adapter.
a. Compiler Data Structure
The compiler data structure is consistent, regardless of the direction of data transfer.
The structure consists of three Boolean flags, a file type, and two strings, as shown in
Figure V-B-4.

Compile flag
Error flag
Verify flag
File Type
TLSFile
Options

Figure V-B-4-a : Compiler Data Structure
The three Booleans flags are used to specify the state of the compiler. The Compile
flag is used by the displays to indicate to Timeliner that a compilation has been requested by
the user. The Error flag is used by Timeliner to indicate to the displays that an error has
occurred during compilation. The Verify flag is used by Timeliner to indicate to the

displays that compilation has succeeded and the displays now need to indicate the
completion to the user by displaying the compiled information.
The File information is passed from the displays to Timeliner, along with the two
strings, TLS_File and Options, to specify the compilation request. The file type is used to
indicate the actual script file residing on the system that must be read in by the Timeliner
Compiler. TLS_File is the name of the file to be compiled. Options indicates the compiler
options specified by the user for the compilation process.
b. Executor Data Structure
The executor data structure varies depending on the direction of data flow.
Timeliner sends the status information of the Timeliner Executor to be displayed. The
display function sends Timeliner a command and its parameters, if any. There are three
data structures involved: command, parameters, and status, as shown in Figure V-B-4-b.

COMMAND

Command

PARAMETERS

BunFile
BunDT
BunPrio
Bun_Name
SeqName
StatNum
BunNum

sq Seq_Num ;;
Response String

STATUS

Bundle Number
Bundle Status
Sequence Status
Executor Status
_

Message String:

:-p.

Figure V-B-4-b : Executor Data Structure

Command data structure
The command data structure specifies the command issued by the user via the
displays to Timeliner. In addition to the 10 Timeliner commands that may be issued
(Freeze, Install, Remove, Halt, Start, Stop, Resume, Step, Hold_At, Jump_To), there are
two additional commands, Update and Compile. Update is issued when the user requests
an update of the executor status for the displays. Compile is issued when the user requests
the compilation of a script.

For the 10 Timeliner commands, the required parameters for each command are
specified in the parameters data structure, discussed in Section V-B-4-b-ii. Update
command requires two parameters, Bun_Num and Seq_Num, which specify the bundle
and sequence for which the status information is required by the displays. The parameters
for the Compile command are specified using the compiler data structure discussed in
Section V-B-4-a.
Parameters data structure
The parameters data structure consists of all possible parameters for the 10 possible
commands listed in the command data structure. Parameters are used by Timeliner to
execute the conmmnand. The parameters are listed in three groups. The first group consists
of the three Install command parameters, Bun_File, Bun_DT, and Bun_Prio, specifying
the file of the bundle to be installed, along with the delta time and priority at which the
bundle is to be executed. The second group, shaded lightly in Figure V-B-4-b, consists of
the three statement level command 7 parameters, Bun_Name, Seq_Name, and Stat_Num,
specifying the name of the bundle and sequence and the number of the statement. This
group of parameters is also used by the bundle level commands 8 that only need the
Bun_Name parameter, and the sequence level commands 9 that only require the Bun_Name
and Seq_Name parameters. The third group, shaded darkly in Figure V-B-4-b, consists of
the two parameters needed for the Update command, Bun_Num and Seq_Num. specifying
the bundle and sequence for which the status is requested.
Status data structure
The status data structure is used to send the current status information from
Timeliner to the displays so that the displays can format the information for the user. This
structure consists of three groups: response, status, and messages.
The response group consists of a response string and the bundle number. The
response string is used by Timeliner to notify the displays of the Timeliner response to the
previously issued command. The string contains the name of the command and its result.
The bundle number signifies the bundle that the current status information pertains to. The
displays can use this information to ensure that the information being displayed matches the
information being requested by the user. If there is a disagreement between the information
requested and the information received, due to a timing problem between Timeliner and the
displays, the displays ignore the current status information and wait for the correct set of
status information from Timeliner.
The status group, shaded lightly in Figure V-B-4-b, provides status information for
the Timeliner executor. The status information is provided for three partitions of Timeliner:
the bundle, its sequences, and the executor itself. For designing the data structures, this is
the most desirable way to partition Timeliner. Within each of these partitions, the status is
further divided into static and dynamic data. 10
The bundle data provides such information as the name, delta time, and priority of
the current bundle. These three pieces of information are static data, meaning that they do
7 Jump_To and Hold_At
8 Remove and Halt
9 Start, Stop, Resume, and Step

10 This distinction is useful for the purpose of keeping track of status, since static data does not deed to be
updated as often as dynamic data.

not change over time. The status of the bundle (ACTIVE, INACTIVE, or VACANT) is
provided as dynamic data, because it may change during bundle execution.
The sequence data provides similar information as the bundle data, but for all the
sequences in the current bundle. The names of the sequences are provided as static data
while the status and the current statement number are provided as dynamic data.
The executor data provides the information regarding the executor itself. The
maximum number of bundles allowed is provided as static data while the current memory
totals, both available and in use, are provided as dynamic data.
The messages group, shaded darkly in Figure V-B-4-b, consists of a message
string for each bundle. This string is used for issuing messages during the execution of a
bundle.
c. Test Adapter Data Structure
The test adapter data structure is used to convey information regarding the current
procedure call being executed within the test adapter. Timeliner needs to send this
information to the displays so that the user is informed with a detailed description of the
current procedure call. The displays also need to send the same information to Timeliner in
case the user wishes to alter the procedure call in any way, for example to provide a
different argument value.
Therefore, the test adapter data structure remains consistent, regardless of the
direction of information flow. Both Timeliner and the displays use and expect the same
data from each other. The structure is comprehensive in the sense that a given
procedure/function call can be fully identified. This is achieved by incorporating in the data
structure the package and procedure names, number of arguments in the current procedure
call, a complete description of the arguments, the type of call, break status, and the data
transfer ID, as shown in Figure V-B-4-c.

Package Name
Procedure Name
Number of Argument,
Arguments

Name

(one record for
each argument)

Length
Variable Type
Parameter Type
Value

Call Type
Break Status
Data Transfer ID

Figure V-B-4-c : Test Adapter Data Structure

The package and procedure names determine the adapter procedure being called by
the kernel. The number of arguments, if any, is also maintained for record keeping.
The complete description of the arguments consists of a record for each existing
argument. Each record contains the name of the argument, the length of the name, type of
variable, type of parameter, and the actual value in string format. The name of the
argument is what appears on the displays as the name of the argument. The length is
maintained for bookkeeping purposes. The variable type is the Ada type of the argument.
For every possible argument in the adapter procedures that the kernel may call, the type is
registered to the test adapter so that the test adapter can recognize it when it is encountered
during execution. In case of multiple arguments of the same type, numerical designation is
added to the end of the type name, e.g., TL_COMMON_CompSize_Type_3, to
distinguish one argument from another. The parameter type distinguishes the use of the
argument. An argument may be used as an in parameter, an out parameter, an in/out
parameter, or a return parameter of a function call. The actual value of the argument is
maintained in string format so that it can be displayed by the windows displays.
The type of call determines whether the call is a regular procedure call, which may
have in, out, or in/out parameters, or a function call, which may also have a return value.
The break status determines the current behavior of the test adapter. Six potential
values exist for break status. Four of them have an immediate effect on the execution.
Before_Entry causes the adapter to wait upon entering a call to the adapter procedure but
before the execution of the procedure. The execution of Timeliner halts until the user
issues some type of a continuation signal, usually in the form of a different break status.
Before issuing such a signal, user has the opportunity to modify the values of the input
arguments, if any. Before_Exit behaves in the same manner as Before_Entry, except that
now the execution halts immediately before the call returns to the caller, the kernel. Here
the user has an opportunity to modify the values of the output arguments, if any.
Immediate causes the adapter to halt the execution immediately, whether it is upon entry or
before exit. Never performs the opposite function as Immediate, by ignoring any of the
potential break points.
The two additional values for the break status, Set_Break and Delete_Break, control
the setting and deleting of the break points. Using the package and procedure name fields
provided on the test adapter panel of the windows displays, a procedure can be specified
for setting or deleting a break. All procedures are initialized with two break points, upon
entering the procedure but before the execution of the procedure, i.e., Before_Entry, and
after the execution of the procedure but before returning to the caller, i.e., Before_Exit.
The test adapter recognizes these break points and breaks accordingly, depending on the
user requested break status. If, however, the two break points for a given procedure are
deleted, the test adapter ignores that procedure, along with any other procedure without
break points. This is useful when the user anticipates that a procedure will be called
repeatedly, such as writing data out to a file. To set or delete the breaks for all procedures
in the test adapter, the word "all" is used in the procedure name field.
The data transfer ID is used as a handshaking mechanism between Timeliner and
the displays. When Timeliner issues the status using the test adapter data structure, it
includes the data transfer ID number that it stores for reference. When the displays receive
the information, they use this ID number for any subsequent response dealing with the
current information. When such a response returns from the displays, Timeliner verifies
the validity of the data by examining the returning ID number against the stored ID number.
If the numbers do not match, then it is assumed that the displays have not had the chance to
receive the previously sent data and digest it, and thus the received data is ignored. Only
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when the numbers match, does Timeliner proceed with the appropriate action according to
the data content of the valid data structure.
d. Tirneliner / Displays Data Structures
Given the three data structures, the appropriate data structures are combined to form
a master data structure for each direction of data transfer. For data transfer to Timeliner
from the displays, the Timeliner data structure is used, while for transfer to the displays
from Timeliner, the Displays data structure is used.
Timeliner data structure
The Timeliner data structure consists of four of the data structures mentioned
above. For the compiler, the universal compiler data structure is used. For the executor,
the command data structure is used to define the type of command, along with the
parameters data structure to define the parameters for the command, if any. For the test
adapter, the universal test adapter data structure is used. The Timeliner data structure is
shown in Figure V-B-4-d-i.

COMPILER DATA STRUCTURE

Compiler

EXECUTOR DATA STRUCTURE

Command
Parameters

TEST ADAPTER DATA STRUCTURE

Test Adapter

Figure V-B-4-d-i : Timeliner Data Structure
Displays data structure
The displays data structure also uses the two universal data structures for compiler
and the test adapter. For the executor, the status data structure is used. The Displays data
structure is shown in Figure V-B-4-d-ii.

COMPILER DATA STRUCTURE

Compiler

EXECUTOR DATA STRUCTURE

Status

TEST ADAPTER DATA STRUCTURE

Test Adapter

Figure V-B-4-d-ii : Displays Data Structure

VI.

Timeliner Displays

Timeliner displays had originally been developed to facilitate the status tracking
feature of Timeliner, where the displays provided an environment in which the user could
access the status of Timeliner. This development effort has proven valuable in increasing
the effectiveness of interaction between Timeliner and the user. Therefore, the displays
will continue to play a significant role in the development of the test adapter, with additional
modifications as needed. Following is a description of the displays development, both past
and present.
A. Overview
1. Advantages of Displays
The primary advantage of displays is the ability for the user of a piece of software
to interact with the given program. It provides the means for the program to convey
information to the user in a format that is easy to understand. It also provides the means
for the user to convey information to the program in a succinct format, easily handled by
the program.
A secondary advantage is the user-friendly look and feel of the program. Rather
than staring at lines of condensed information displayed on a unformatted screen, it is
visually appealing for the user to receive the same information on a formatted screen, where
desired information can easily be retrieved. This also enhances the productivity of the user
by providing a program that is easy to learn and use.
2. Display Widgets
Timeliner displays consist of a number of panels, each performing a broad task,
such as compiling Timeliner scripts or displaying the status of a bundle being executed.
Each panel in turn is a collection of widgets, each of which perform one specific task. For
example, a button widget issues a particular command while a text display widget displays
text information such as the name of a bundle or a sequence. Choosing a set of these
widgets and grouping them into one single panel allows the individual tasks of the widgets
to interact and achieve the ultimate broad task to be performed by the panel.
Each of the widgets used to define panels are defined in a Window Development
Tool program called TAE+, developed by NASA. The widgets supported by TAE+ are
listed and explained below.
a. Label
A label widget displays a static text. The contents of the widget do not change.
This widget is useful for displaying information that is constant.
b. Push button
A push button widget is linked to a single action or a sequence of actions. Clicking
the button using the mouse activates the linked action or actions.

c. Selection list
A selection list widget allows the user to select a particular item or items from a list
of items. Items can be added or removed from the list. This widget may contain a
horizontal and/or a vertical scrollbar. The scrollbars allow the widget to contain more items
than it can display on the screen at a given time. With the scrollbars. the user can move the
viewable screen to examine other items in the list. Upon locating the desired section, the
user can select the desired item by clicking on the line containing the item using the mouse.
d. Selection button
A selection button widget allows the user to select a particular item from a list of
static items. Unlike the selection list, the selection button list may not be modified. Also,
only one item can be selected at a given time. Selecting one item, by clicking the diamond
shape next to the desired item, deselects the previously selected item.
e. File selector
A file selector widget allows the user to choose a file that exists in a directory on
the machine being used. The widget consists of a directory listing, a file listing, a filter, a
file name, and up to three push buttons. The directory listing shows all the accessible
directories from the current directory. The file listing shows all the files in a selected
directory that satisfy the requirements specified by the filter. The filter requirements are
specified using wild card characters such as *. For example, to force the file listing to list
only the files with the file name suffix .TLS, the filter would be set to *.TLS.
The three available push buttons are the activation button, the cancellation button,
and the filter button. In most Timeliner displays implementations, the cancellation button is
used to cancel the file selection process and the filter button activates the filtering process.
However, the usage of all three buttons is at the discretion of the user.
f. Text entry
A text entry widget allows the user to input text. The user first selects the text
entry widget by clicking on the widget with the mouse and then enters the text using the
keyboard.
g. Option menu
Similar to the selection widgets, an option menu allows the user to choose among a
list of options. Unlike other selection widgets, an option menu displays only the item most
recently selected. To select an item, the user first clicks the item being displayed. This
action brings up a pop-up menu with the list of possible choice. The user then drags the
mouse to the desired item with the mouse button down and then releases the mouse button.
The pop-up menu disappears and the selected item appears on the widget.

3. Main Panel
The Main Panel is the starting point for Timeliner. Four push buttons are available
to the user. The first three buttons open up the Compiler Panel, the Executor Panel, and
the Test Adapter Panel, respectively. The fourth button is used to exit the program. The
Main Panel is shown in Figure VI-A.

Figure VI-A : Timeliner Main Panel

B. Timeliner Compiler Display
The compiler display provides an interactive option for compiling Timeliner scripts.
Previously, Timeliner scripts were compiled using a command line interface. Evoking the
compiler would place the user in a compilation loop, where the program would prompt the
user for the name of the script and compilation options, if any. Once the specified script
was compiled, the program returned to the top of the compilation loop, allowing for
multiple compilations.
The Compiler Panel provides the user with greater flexibility when compiling a
large number of scripts. This flexibility can be observed in the three main sections of the
panel: the listing file display section, the file selection section, and the compiler option
section.
The listing file display section in the form of a selection list, located on the upper
left portion of the panel, allows the user to view the results of the compilation of a given
script. When a script is compiled, a text file, with the file suffix .TLL, is generated. This
file contains information regarding the compilation of the script, most importantly whether
the compilation was successful or not. If successful, the file contains information
regarding the number of bundles. sequences, subsequences, as well as other statistical
information on the various component types used and their storage location. If
unsuccessful, the statements that triggered compilation errors are flagged with a detailed
description of the error. These descriptions can be used to pinpoint the problem with the
script and modify the script so that the script can be compiled successfully. Using the
scrollbars, the user can examine the entire content of the .TLL file being displayed, to
examine the error messages, if any.
Below the file display is the file selection section. Using the directory and script
widgets, the script to be compiled can be selected. In this example, the filter is set to all
files with the suffix .TLS in the current directory. The three potential buttons in this case
are Compile, Filter, and Dismiss, where the Compile button activates the compilation
procedure for the selected script. The Filter button activates the filtering process. Dismiss
button removes the entire Compiler panel.
To the right is a collection of selection buttons. Each set, separated by a dotted line,
represents the possible choices for one of the Compiler options available for the TL
Compiler.
The first option determines whether a listing file should be generated or not. The
NOLIST option completely ignores the listing file generation process. The TERMLIST
option displays the contents of this file to the terminal only. The FILELIST option, which
is the default, generates the .TLL file. If one of the first two options is selected, the file
display to the left does not perform any updates, since there is no .TLL file.
The next option determines the level of detail of the compilation progress that is
kept track of by the Compiler. Increasing the listing level increases the amount of
information outputted to the screen, in case of the TERMLIST option above, or to the .TLL
file, in case of the FILELIST option. The default option is LISTLEV 0.
The next four options determine Compiler behavior. OPT/NOOPT determines
whether the Compiler will perform optimization during compilation. EXEC/NOEXEC
determines whether the Compiler will generate the executable data file used by the TL
Executor. DB/NODB determines whether the Compiler will check the object/attribute

database to see if the object/attribute pairs used in the script are valid. NUMS/NONUMS
determines whether the Compiler will check the validity of the numerical values in the
script. The default values for these four options are NOOPT, EXEC, DB, and NONUMS,
respectively.
The final option determines the output format of the .TLX binary file. The default
value of NOCONV will generate the output file in the format of the host operating system.
The T0386 option generates a file suitable for a machine with the 386 PC processor.
Beneath the Compiler options is a Defaults button that initializes the option selection
lists to the default selections mentioned previously.
The Compiler Panel is shown in Figure VI-B.

C. Timeliner Executor Displays
The development of TL Executor displays was broken down into several stages,
each stage more complex and powerful than the previous stages. The final stage consists
of five panels: the Executor Panel, the Executor Status Panel, the Bundle Status Panel, the
Sequence Control Panel, and the Information Panel. The Executor Panel handles the
commanding of TL Executor. The remaining four panels provide varying levels of status
information on the Timeliner Executor.
1. Executor Panel
The initial display development effort focused on the ability to command the TL
Executor interactively. This panel allows the user to access all ten command possibilities
described previously, along with the ability to input the necessary arguments for those
commands.
The Executor label on top designates the current Timeliner executor whose status is
being displayed. It is possible to have one set of displays serve multiple Timeliner
executors.
The Freeze All button on the upper left corner allows the user to stop the overall
execution of Timeliner.
The Find File button on the upper right corner opens another panel, the file
selection panel. This panel allows the user to look for a particular file to be installed.
Selecting a file in the file selection panel automatically places the full pathname of the file in
the Bundle File Pathname slot, located directly beneath the Find File button. The user can
also manually type in the full pathname of the file that need to be installed.
Along with the Bundle File Pathname slot are the slots for the two other parameters
needed for installing a given bundle file, the Priority and the Delta T. Once these three slots
are filled in with proper, acceptable values, the user can proceed with the installation of the
bundle using the Install button, located to the left of the Priority and the Delta T slots.
Beneath the Install button are two bundle command buttons, Remove and Halt.
These two buttons are used to issue the respective bundle-specific commands. The user
must specify the name of the bundle in the slot provided to the right of the command
buttons, by typing it in.
Beneath these two command buttons are the six remaining command buttons. Four
of these pertain to the four sequence level commands, Start, Stop, Resume, and Step. The
parameters needed for these commands, the bundle name and the sequence name, must be
specified in the two slots provided to the right of these four buttons. The other two
buttons, pertaining to the two statement level commands Hold_At and Jump_To require the
statement number as well as the bundle and sequence names. This number should be
specified in the remaining parameter slot.
Finally, along the bottom of the panel are two additional buttons and an area for
status information. The Status button opens up the next level of status panels, the Bundle
Status Panel and the Message Panel. The Dismiss button removes the Executor Panel. The
status display provides the user with useful information regarding the status of the
command being issued. Appropriate messages are displayed in this area in such instances

as successful reception of a particular command. When the commands are issued
improperly, e.g., incorrect type or missing parameters, these errors are noted here as well.
The Executor Panel is shown in Figure VI-C-1.

Figure VI-C-1 : Timeliner Executor Panel

2. Executor Status Panel
The next step saw the development of a top-level status information panel. This
panel provides the status information, namely the memory information and the bundle
information, for the TL Executor, when the STATUS button is selected in the Executor
panel.
The memory information conveys the currently available and in-use memory, along
with the number of bundles currently installed in the TL Executor. These fields are located
at the top of the panel.
Available once again, beneath the memory information fields, is the FREEZE ALL
command button. Below it, the two bundle commands are available, REMOVE and
HALT. To designate the bundle upon which the command is to be executed, a selectable
list of bundle numbers is positioned along the left hand side. Each of these numbers
corresponds to the installed bundle whose name appears to the right as part of the bundle
information. Selecting one of these numbers and then pressing one of the command
buttons issues that command for the chosen bundle.
To the right of these bundle numbers are the bundle information fields. The bundle
information conveys the name of the bundle, along with the number of sequences, the
priority, and delta t associated with the given bundle. Finally, the status of the given
bundle is displayed.
Along the right hand side is another selectable list, again corresponding to the
bundle name. Above this list is a Display Output option menu, where the user can choose
to display on screen the output of the selected bundle, designated by the selection list
below.
Along the bottom are two other buttons, Bundle Status and Dismiss. As always,
the Dismiss button is used to remove the current panel. The user may also request detailed
information for a given bundle by selecting a bundle number on the left hand side and then
pressing the Bundle Status button, which opens up the next level of displays, the Bundle
Status Panel.
The Executor Status Panel is shown in Figure VI-C-2.

Figure VI-C-2: Timeliner Executor Status Panel

3. Bundle Status Panel
This panel provides the status information for a particular bundle. The bundle in
question is the one selected in the previous Executor Status Panel. Similar to the Executor
Status Panel, this panel conveys the sequence status information. The three sequence level
commands are provided as well.
The name of the bundle is also provide for reference. It also serves as a method of
changing the bundle for which the status is being displayed. Pressing the field in which the
name of the current bundle is being displayed, as if it were a button, opens up a small panel
with a list of all installed bundles. Choosing a bundle from that list that is different from
the current bundle will cause the display to provide the information for the newly selected
bundle.
The three command buttons, START, STOP, and RESUME, effect the sequence
designated by the selection list along the left hand side, similar to the Bundle Status Panel.
For each sequence, the name, the current statement number, and the current status are
provided across the panel.
Along the bottom are four additional buttons, SEQUENCE CONTROL,
PREVIOUS, NEXT, and DISMISS. The SEQUENCE CONTROL button, in conjunction
with the sequence selection list directly above it, will open the next level of displays, the
Sequence Control Panel, which provides more in depth information for the selected
sequence. The PREVIOUS and NEXT buttons allow the user to view the status
information for other sequences in the current bundle when the number of sequences
exceeds 10, the number of sequences displayed at a given time. Each time the NEXT
button is pressed, the panel displays the information for the next set of 10 sequences. The
PREVIOUS button displays the preceding set of 10 sequences. The NEXT button has no
effect when the panel is displaying the final set of 10 sequences, currently designated for
sequences 41-50. Likewise, the PREVIOUS button has no effect when the panel is
displaying the sequences 1-10.
The Bundle Status Panel is shown in Figure VI-C-3.

Figure VI-C-3 : Timeliner Bundle Status Panel

4. Sequence Control Panel
This panel varies from the first two status panels in a number of ways. However,
the conveying of status information remains a constant. This panel conveys the bundle
name, sequence name, sequence status, and current statement number in the upper portion
of the panel.
As was the case with the Bundle Status Panel, the field that displays the name of the
bundle also serves as a mean to change the bundle being examined. Likewise, the field that
displays the name of the sequence also serves as a button that opens the panel that lists all
the sequences for the given bundle. Choosing a sequence from this list changes the current
sequence being examined.
Beneath these fields is a unique field that displays the contents of the Message
statement for the current bundle, if any. The Message statement is a legal User Interface
Language key word that can be used by the writer of a script to convey information during
the execution of a script. For example, a set of Message statements can be used to request
the user to perform certain tasks, such as resuming a particular sequence that has been
stopped for some reason. It could also be used in conjunction with a particular experiment,
where certain external variables must be observed, such as thruster level or pump speed.
In addition to these information fields is a script display within the panel, providing
a snap shot of the region of the script being executed. The information content of the
display changes dynamically as the TL Executor progresses through the list of statements,
always centering on the current statement being executed. With this display, the user can
view the statements that have already been executed and others that will be executed, even
beyond the region that is immediately visible. By using the scroll bars, the user can
traverse up or down the list of statements.
To the right of this script display are the six command buttons, corresponding to the
four sequence level commands and two statement level commands. For the sequence level
commands Start, Stop, Resume, and Step, the effected bundle and sequence are dictated by
the names being displayed in the two information fields above. For the two statement level
commands, along with the two names above, the statement number is also required, and is
dictated by the number being displayed in the Statement # field beneath the command
buttons. The statement number can be selected by selecting the line that contains the
desired statement number in the script display. To choose a line above or below the
currently displayed lines, the scroll bars can be used to move to the desired region.
Along the bottom are two additional buttons, Update and Dismiss, along with a
Display Option menu. When the Display option is in Auto mode, the display panel is
updated automatically, at the rate of 1Hz. When the Display option is in Manual mode, the
display panel is not updated unless the user instructs it to do so using the Update button.
The Manual mode is useful when the user wishes to scroll the script display to another
region: for example to select a statement line that is not visible in the current script display.
Once the Display option is switched back to the Auto mode, or the user presses the Update
button, the script display automatically centers on the current statement being executed,
noted by the Current Statement # field above. The Dismiss button serves the same function
as before.
The Sequence Control Panel is shown in Figure VI-C-4.
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Figure VI-C-4 : Timeliner Sequence Control Panel

5. Information Panel
The Message panel was the final addition to the Timeliner Executor displays. This
panel, invoked by pressing the STATUS button on the top-level Executor panel, displays
any information the script provides via the Message statement, along with command status
resulting from commands issued through the displays using one of the numerous command
buttons on various display panels.
Along the top are two buttons CLEAR and DISMISS. The CLEAR button clears
all the previous information from the message display below. The DISMISS removes the
Information panel from the screen.
Between the two buttons is the Mission Time display, informing the user of the
time elapsed since the start up of Timeliner. The time at which the messages occur is
stamped along with the contents of the message and is displayed in the message display
field. The message display contains scroll bars so that the user may refer to previous
messages not shown in the observable display region.
The Information Panel is shown in Figure VI-C-5.
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D. Test Adapter Display
The test adapter display has been added to the basic set of Timeliner displays to
specifically support kernel testing. The test adapter display is built around the need for
displaying the information for the current adapter procedure/function call being made by the
kernel. The key pieces of information are the package name and the procedure name of the
current call, listed at the top of the panel. Below these names is the information associated
with the arguments of the call: argument name, type, and value. There is space for eight
possible arguments to be displayed at once, set to accommodate the number of parameters a
procedure can have according to the interface specifications. Beneath the argument
information region is a scrollable text that displays the current testing data, showing the
calls made up to the current call being observed.
To the right of the information display region are the action buttons. At the top are
the two SET BREAK and DELETE BREAK buttons, used in conjunction with the package
and procedure name fields to set or delete break points in a given procedure of the package.
The UPDATE button is used to update the displays when in MANUAL mode, as dictated
by the option menu directly below. With the option menu, the user can decide the update
mode of the test adapter, AUTO or MANUAL. In AUTO mode, which is the default, the
test adapter information is updated automatically. In MANUAL mode, the information
being displayed does not change unless the user issues the UPDATE command using the
UPDATE button or switches the display mode back to AUTO. The MANUAL mode is
useful and necessary for modifying any of the information fields, for setting or deleting the
break points of a procedure, and for modifying the argument values.
The next four buttons control the behavior of the test adapter. The BREAK NOW
button causes the execution of Timeliner to halt at the next break point encountered. The
GO button frees the execution from any breaks. The NEXT PROC button causes the
Timeliner Executor to execute until the next entry into a procedure call, upon which the test
adapter will halt for user input. The EXECUTE button causes the Timeliner Executor to
execute the current procedure and halt for user input before returning to the caller.
The LOAD and SAVE buttons are used in conjunction with the scrollable text to the
left. Pressing the LOAD button brings up the file selection window from which the user
may select a test log file to be loaded into the scrollable text. A test log file is a text file that
contains a list of test information. Test information consists of package and procedure
names, argument information, and any action taken by the user during a test run for a given
procedure call. The SAVE button is used to save the current test information to a test log
file, using the same file selection window as in the case of selecting a file to load.
The Test Adapter Panel is shown in Figure VI-D.

Figure VI-D : Timeliner Test Adapter Panel

VII.

Testing Mechanism

A. Overview
The testing mechanism centers on the concept of registering the arguments as each
procedure is called. For each procedure and function in the test adapter, their arguments, if
any, are registered upon entry and exit. The process of registration consists of recording
the name of the argument and its current value. For entry, only the in or the in/out
parameters are registered. For exit, only the out or the in/out parameters are registered.
Once all the appropriate arguments have been registered, the user is provided with the
synopsis of the current call, which consists of the package and procedure name of the call
being made, along with the arguments' names, types, and values. At this point the user
may simply observe the values or may modify the value of any of the arguments as needed.
By observing the calls, the user can examine whether the calls are being made by
the kernel appropriately. By modifying the values of the arguments, the user can observe
the response of the kernel.
B. Operation
Based on the test adapter and the display design, a more detailed testing mechanism
can now be developed. The testing is initiated with the execution of test executable code,
which incorporates both the Timeliner Compiler and the Executor. At the same time, the
display executable code is also executed to provide the windows displays for Timeliner.
When the two executables are run, they establish a connection between the two such that
information transfer can be accomplished. This connection is achieved when the two
executables connect to two data transfer nodes within the operating system, one for sending
data and one for receiving. The two nodes are defined in a file that both executables have
access to, to ensure that the node opened by one executable for sending data is opened by
the other executable for receiving data. Once this handshaking has completed, the test
adapter is ready for use. The user has the option of either initiating the Timeliner Compiler
or the Timeliner Executor. In both cases, the test adapter functions in the same manner.
Initiating the TL Compiler is achieved by selecting a script file from the Compiler
display panel, setting the appropriate compiler options, and pressing the COMPILE button
on the panel. Initiating the TL Executor is achieved by selecting an executable file from the
Executor display panel, entering the priority and delta time for the INSTALL command,
and pressing the INSTALL button on the panel.
Once Timeliner is initiated, the test adapter waits for the user input. At this point,
the test adapter displays the current call information, where the fields for the package and
procedure names, along with the arguments' names, types, and values are filled in with the
appropriate values. To proceed with the test, the user may press either the GO, NEXT
PROC, or EXECUTE button.
Pressing the GO button will ignore all the remaining procedure calls' break points
and allow Timeliner to execute as if the test adapter was not present. To force Timeliner to
stop and reengage the test adapter when Timeliner is in GO mode, the user should press the
BREAK NOW button, which causes Timeliner to halt immediately.

Pressing the NEXT PROC button causes Timeliner to proceed with execution until
the next entry to a procedure call. Pressing the EXECUTE button causes Timeliner to
proceed with execution of the current procedure call and halt upon completion.
Before proceeding with the Timeliner execution, the user may choose to modify the
values of the arguments, if any. To do so, the user must first change the update mode from
AUTO to MANUAL using the option menu. Once the update mode has been changed to
MANUAL, the user may modify the values of the arguments. Once the modifications have
been completed, the user must first issue a modification to the break status using the break
status buttons. The user may then change the update mode back to AUTO. If the user
wishes to remain in MANUAL mode but needs current information to be displayed by the
test adapter, the UPDATE button can be used for immediate updates.
The user also has the option at any break point to set or delete break points using
the SET BREAK and DELETE BREAK button, using the package and procedure name
fields for designating the procedure. To modify the name fields, the update mode should
again be in MANUAL mode. Also, the user may choose to load a previous test log file
using the LOAD button, or save the current testing information with the SAVE button.

VIII. Test Adapter Requirements Verification
To verify that the test adapter has been developed correctly, its requirements should
be verified for fulfillment. The following section describes the status of the on going
process.

A. Test Adapter Requirements
1. Primary Requirement
The Test Adapter shall
a. comprehensively test the kernel-adapter interface of Timeliner.
The fulfillment of this primary requirement cannot be determined at this point.
Further testing of the kernel using the test adapter is required for proper determination.
2. Secondary Requirements and Design Drivers
Test Software shall
a. be in the form of an adapter.
i. follow the rules for all adapters.
ii. no modification of the adapter will be needed to modify the test setting
This requirement is satisfied since the foundation of the test adapter is the basic
adapter discussed above.
b. be fully functional.
i. run all of the existing test scripts.
ii. run any script correctly.
The fulfillment of this requirement is verified by actual execution of test scripts.
c. be as simple as possible.
This requirement is satisfied since the test adapter was built from the simplest
implementation of the adapter possible, the BASIC adapter, adding only the necessary
functionality for testing.
d. allow easy replication of test results.
i. maintain a history of user input for a given test run.
ii. be capable of repeating the desired user input sequence.
This requirement is satisfied with the use of the test log file.
e. be fully interactive.
i. use a variation of existing windows displays.
ii. allow user to monitor on-going progress of a test.
iii. allow user interrupt at all times.
iv. allow modification to the test when needed or desired.

This requirement is satisfied with the use of the windows displays.
f. be user-friendly.
i. be easy to learn.
ii. maintain comprehensive help information library.
This requirement is also satisfied with the use of the windows displays, which has
proven its user-friendliness.

IX.

Future Development

The primary future development concerns the testing of the Timeliner kernel on a
real-time test bed. The future development requirements address this issue.
Requirements for Future Development
Test Adapter shall
a. be modifiable and expandable.
b. be built such that it is compatible with the real-time test bed.
To accommodate future development of the test adapter, it must be built so that it
can be modified and expanded to suit the needs of such development. To ensure this, the
test adapter has been designed to be as simple as possible. In addition to the benefit of
reducing the potential of errors generated by the test adapter itself, it allows for easy
comprehension of the design for other developers. Therefore, those who wish to modify
and expand the test adapter can do so without spending large amount of resources on
learning the design.
Although the functional testing of the kernel may prove the correctness of the
kernel, the difference between the functional environment and the real-time environment
necessitates a complete testing of the kernel in a real-time environment.
To carry out the real-time testing, while minimizing the amount of additional work
to be done to support such testing, it is important to analyze the current functional testing
method and examine what portions if any can be carried over into the real-time testing
environment. It is natural to observe that the two executables being used for functional
testing, the actual Timeliner executable and the displays executable, do not need to reside
on the same platform. Using the communication data structures defined in Section V-B-4
and the interfaces already placed in the test adapter to facilitate real time testing, it is
possible to place the Timeliner executable on the real-time test bed and place the displays
executable on the SUN workstation and carry out the same testing scheme as in functional
testing. To accomplish this, two key issues must be resolved.
First, although the data transfer mechanism installed in the functional executables
has been tested in the functional environment, there is no guarantee that the same scheme
will work in the real-time environment, where the data transfer must occur between two
platforms. A suitable transfer mechanism must be developed for real time testing.
Second, the real time test bed has not at this point been fully developed for
Timeliner real time testing. To carry out the real time testing of the Timeliner kernel, certain
hardware must be in place. Before testing can be carried out, the specific hardware needs,
such as the ethernet connection between the real time test bed and the SUN workstation to
facilitate the data transfer between the two platforms, must be defined.

Appendix
A. Acronyms
A-C
A-E
C&DH
CSDL
DMS
FSSR
ISSA
JEM
K-C
K-E
KAIR
KS
NASA
RTI
SSF
TAE+
TL
TOD
UIL

Adapter-Compiler
Adapter-Executor
Command and Data Handling
Charles Stark Draper Laboratory
Data Management System
Flight System Software Requirements
International Space Station Alpha
Japanese Experiment Module
Kernel-Compiler
Kernel-Executor
Kernel-Adapter Interface Requirement
Kernel Services
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Run Time Interfaces
Space Station Freedom
Transportable Applications Environment Plus
Timeliner
Transfer of Data
User Interface Language
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--- Package Name : TL_ADAPTEROBJECTATTRIBUTE

(ADOA -

ComponentType
Component Loc
Component Size
Search Status

--- Principal Author : Kevin S-h Lee
--- Description :
Object attribute handling.
---

Package Spec Dependencies :
.

- -----

---

Na

Usage

TL COMMON
TL CUSSER
TL_ISC _CON
TL SEBD

Component types

Sequence Number

---

--- Modification History

Name

Authority

Description

---

11/24/94

K.Lee

KAIT

Created

TL_EXEC_CON. Bundle_Pointer Ty;
TLCOMMON.SeqPointer_Type;
TL_COnMON.Address_Type;
TLEXEC_CON.BooleanBuffer_Tyj
TLEXEC_CON.Character Buffer_
TLEXEC_COM.Numeric Buffer_Tyl
TLEXIECCON.GeneralStatusTy;

out
out
out
out

TLEXEC_COCN.Bundle_Pointer
TLCONON. Seq_Pointer_Type

: in

Component_Location : in
TL_CONNON. Cop_Pointer_TyT
Boolean_Buffer
: in
TL EXEC CON.Boolean Buffez
Set_Status
out TLZ7ZXC7CON.Opration Stat

Component Type

Date

:
:

TL_SEED. ComponentTypes;
TL_COMMON.COmp_Pointer_Type;
TLCOMON.Coap_Size_Type;
OA_Search_Status_Type);

out
out
out
out

PROCEDURE TO SET THE VALUEOF THE GIVEN BOOLEAN
COMPONENT
procedure Set_Component_Boolean (Bundle Number
: in

Cus Type_Type
Bundle Pointer Type

---

:

--- PROCEDURE TO EVALUATE THE VALUE OF THE GIVEN COMPONE
procedure EvaluateComponent (Bundle_Number
: in
: in
SequenceNumber
Component Address : in
Boolean Buffer
CharacterBuffer
Numeric Buffer
Evaluate Status

spec)

2
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PROCEDURE TO SET THE VALUE OF THE GIVEN CHARACTER COMPONENT
procedure Set Component_Character (Bundle_Number
: in
SequenceNumber
: in
Component_Location : in
Character Buffer
: in
Set_Status
out

TL EXECCON.BundlePoint
TLCOMMON. Seq_Pointer_T
TLCOMNON.Coap Pointer 1
TL EXECCON.Character Bt
TL_EXEC_COM.OperationSt

--- PROCEDURE TO SET THE VALUE OF THE GIVEN NUMERIC COMPONENT

procedure Set Component_Numeric (BundleNumber
Sequence_Number
Component_Location
Numeric_Buffer
Set Status

with TLCOMMON;
with TL CUSSER;
with TL EXEZCCON;

with TL SED;
---

--PACKAGE
package TLADAPTEROBJECT ATTRIBUTE is
---

ADAPTER COMPONENTTYPES
Boolean_Variable
: co nstant TLSEED.Component_Types : - TL_SEED.BOOLEANRW ADAPTER 1;
Numeric Variable
: co nstant TL SEED.Component_Types :- TLSEED.NUMERIC RW_ADAPTER 1i
CharacterVariable : coinstant TL_SEED.Component _Types
TL_SEED. CHARACTERRI_ADAPTER

---

ADAPTER CUSS TYPES
OA DB ile NotPound
Unknown Object
Unknown Attribute
Unknown_Component
Component_TypeMismatch

---

:
:
:
:
:

constant
constant
constant
constant
constant

TLCUSSER.CuTssType Type
TLCUSSER.Cuss Type Type
TLCUSSER.Cuss_Type_Type
TL CUSSER.Cusse Type Type
TL CUSSER.Cuss Type Type

::
::

TL CUSSER.AdapterCus
TL CUSSER.Adapter Cus _
TLCUSSER.Adapter_Cuss_
TLCUSSER.Adapter Cuss_

:- TL_CUSSER. AdapterCuss I

SEARCH STATUS
type OA_SearchStatusType is (Object Not Found, Attribute_Not Found, Successful);

--- PROCEDURE TO INITIALIZE OBJECT ATTRIBUTE DATABASE
procedure InitializeOADB (Status : out BOOLEAN);
---

PROCEDURE TO LOCATE A GIVEN OBJECT AND ATTRIBUTE
procedure Locate_Component (Object_Name
: in
Attribute Name
: in
subscript
i in
Boolean Stack
I
Character Stack :
Numeric Stack
:

]

STRING;
STRING;
STRING;
TLCOMMON.Comp SizeType;
TLCONMON. Cormp izefType;

TLCONON. comp Size Type;

PROCEDURE TO GET OBJECT AND ATTRIBUTE NAMES
procedure GetComponent_Names (BundleNumber
: in
Component Location : in

Object Name
Attribute Name
Subscript Location :
GetStatus
---

:
:
:
:

END PACKAGE
end TLADAPTER OBJECTATTRIBUTE;

in
in
in
in

TL IEXC_CON.Bundle Pointez
TL CONNON.SeqPointer _Type
TLCOMON.Comp_Pointer_Tyj
TLEXEC_CON.Numeric_Buffer
out TLIEEC.CON.Operation Stat

TL EXECCON.Bundle Pointer I
TLCONON. Cop_PointerType;
STRING;
STRING;
TL COMMON.
Comp_Pointer_Type:
TLEC_CON. Operation Status
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---
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NAMETYPE

type OA_Name Type is new STRING(1..20);
--- Package Name : TLADAPTER_OBJECT_ATTRIBUTE

(ADOA - body)

---

OBJECT ANDATTRIBUTE RECORDS ANDTHEIR ACCESSES
type Object_Record_Type;
type Attribute_Record_Type;
is access Object Record_Type;
type a Object
type a_Attribute is access Attribute_Record_Type;

---

LOCATION FOR ACTUAL VALUES, ALLOWING FOR ARRAYS
type Value_Record_Type;
type aValue is access Value_Record_Type;

---

ATTRIBUTE TYPES ALLOWED

--- Principal Author : Kevin S-h Lee
-..

--- Description :
Object attribute handling.

---

--- Package Spec Dependencie
--- Package Spec Dependencies :

---

Name

Usage

-------

TL COMMON
TL CUSSER
TL IXEC COm

Component types
Curs_Type_Type
Bundle-PointerType
ComponentType

-

TL SEED

type AttributeTypes is (Attribute_Bit,
Attribute Boolean,
Attribute Enumeration,

AttributeFloat.
Attribute Integer,
Attribute Long Float,
Attribute_Long_Integer,
Attribute _string);

-.-.

---

Package Body Dependencies :

- --

Name

usage

---------

TEXT0IO
TL COnP SUBS
TL COMP UTIL
TI. EEC _SUBS

File I/0

--- odification
--"

Modification

Pad
EvalSubscript List

i story :

His

---

Date

Name

Authority

Description

---

11/24/94

K.Lee

KAIT

Created

...

---

FileComponent

---

type
type
type
type
type
type
type
type

with TEXT 10;
with TL COMP SUBS;
with TL COMP UTIL

with TL ZINC SUBS;
--- PACKAGE BODY
package body TLADAPTER OBJBCT ATTRIBUTE is
---

---

FUNCTION RENAMES

function
function
function
function
function
function
function
function

function
function
function
function
function
function

ARRAYS OF ATTRIBUTE TYPES AND THEIR ACCESSES
array (TL_COMMON.Comp_SizeType
type BitArray Type
array (TL_COMMON.CompSizeType
type Boolean Array Type
array (TL_CONNON. CompSize_Type
type CharacterArray_Type
array (TL_CONON.C.ompSize_Type
type Enumeration_ArrayType
array (TL_COMMON. comps izeType
type Float Array_Type
array (TL_COMNON.Comp_Size_Type
type Integer Array_Type
array (TLCOMMON.CompSizeType
type Long_Float_Array_Type
array (TL_COMMON.Coap_S ize_Type
type Long_Integer_ArrayType

(Left,
(Left,
(Left,
(Left,
(Left,
(Left,
(Left,
(Left.
(Left,
(Left,
(Left,
(Left,
(Left,
(Left.

Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right

TL CONNON.Address Type )
TICOn ON.Comp Data Type)
TLCONNON. Cop_DataType)
TL COMMON.
CompPointer Type)
TL COMMON.
Comp Pointer Type)
TLCOMON. CompPointer Type)
Comp_Size Type)
TLCOMNON.
TL.COMMON.
Comp Size Type)
TL COMMON.
Comp SizeType)
TL CONON. CompSize Type)
TCOMMON.Comp Size_Type)
TLCOMMON. SeqPointer_Type)
TLEXEC CON.General Status Type)
TIEXEC_CON. Operat ion_ tatu sType)

return TLCOMMON.Addrel

return BOOLEAN
return TLCOMMON.Comp_[
return BOOLEAN
return
return
return
return
return
return
return
return
return
return

TL COMMON.Comp_I
TL_COMMON.Comp_I
TL COMMON.Comp_ E
TL_COMMON.CompE
TL COMMON.Comp_
BOOLEAN
BOOLEAN
BOOLEAN
BOOLEAN
BOOLEAN

aBits
aBooleans
a Characters
a Enumerations
a Floats
a_Integers
a_Long_Floats
a Long Integers

is
is
is
is
is
is
is
is

access
access
access
access
access
access
access
access

Bit Array_Type;
Boolean ArrayType;
Character_Array_Type;
Enumeration_Array_Type;
Float_Array_Type;
Integer Array_Type;
Long_Float_Array_Type;
Long_IntegerArray Type;

ENUMERATION TYPE
type EnumerationType;
type a Enumeration is access EnumerationType;
type EnumerationType is
record
Enumeration_Name : OA_Name_Type;
Enumeration Value : TL SEED.Half_Integer;
EnumerationNext :a Enumeration;
end record;

--- OBJECT RECORD (A LINKED L]
type Object_RecordType is
record
Object_Name
: OA_Name_Type;
Object_ID
: TL_CONNON. Comp_Data_Type;
Object Attributes : a Attribute;
ObjectNext
: aObject;
end record;

range
range
range
range
range
range
range
range

BOOLEAN;
BOOLEAN ;
CHARACTER;

TL
ISEED.HE
TL SEED.
TI
SEED.He
TLS3ZD.
Ht
TL SEED=.

TI SED.nFt
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---

ATTRIBUTE RECORD (A LINKED LIST)
type Attribute_Record_Type is
record
: OA_Name_Type;
AttributeName
Attribute_ID
: TL_COMMON.Comp_DataType;
: Attribute Types;
Attribute_Type
: TL COMMON.Comp_Size Type;
Attribute Size
Attribute Values : a Value;
: aAttribute;
Attribute Next
end record;

--- VALUERECORD (ACCESSES
type Value Record_Type
record
Bits
Booleans
Characters
Enumerations
Enumeration
Floats
Integers
Long Floats
Long_Integers
end record;
---

return OA Name_Type(TL_COMP_UTIL.Pad

TO ARRAYS OF ALL POSSIBLE ATTRIBUTE TYPES)
is

---

END FUNCTION
end ConvertTo OA Name Type;

---

EXIST OBJECT

---

CHECKSFOR EXISTENCE OF AN OBJECT.

-------------------------------------------............................

: a_Bits;
: aBooleans;
: a characters;
a Enumerations;
:a Enumeration;
: a_Floats;
: a Integers;
: a Long_Floats;
: a_Long_Integers;

---

FUNCTION

function
---

---

: in STRING)

return BOOLEAN is

TEMPORARY ACCESS TO DATABASE
Temp_Object : a_Object :- OA_DB;

begin
--- LOOP THROUGH MAIN DATABASE
while Temp_Object /- null loop
--- IF THE NAME MATCHES, RETURN TRUE
if Convert_To OA Name_Type (Object Name)
return TRUE;
end if;
---

FUNCTION
: in OA_Name_Type;
function Convert_From_OA_Name_Type (Input Name
InputLength : in INTEGER) return STRING is

---

- Temp_Object.ObjectName then

SET ACCESS TO NEXT OBJECT IN THE LIST
Temp_Object :- Temp Object.ObjectNext;

END LOOP THROUGH MAIN DATABASE
end loop;

return FALSE;

BEGIN
begin
---

PADUSING PAD FUNCTION IN TLCOMP UTIL
if Input Length >- OA_Name_Type'LENGTH then
return TL_COMP_UTIL.Pad (STRING(Input_Name),
else
return STRING(InputName(1..Input Length));
end if;

(ObjectName

xistObject

BEGIN

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

---

END FUNCTION

end Exist_Object;

InputLength);

END FUNCTION
end ConvertFrom OAName_Type;

--------------------------------------------------------------------------FIND OBJECT
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

---

FINDS THE OBJECT MATCHING NAME IN THE DATABASE AND RETURNS THE ACCESS.

.........................................................................

---

FUNCTION

function Find_Object

--- CONVERT TO OA NAMETYPE
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- CONVERTS A STRING TO ANOA NAMETYPE
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

---

---

(Object Name : in OA_Name_Type)

return a_Object is

TEMPORARY ACCESS TO DATABASE
Temp_Object : a_Object :- OA_DB;

BEGIN

begin

-----

FUNCTION
function ConvertTo_ A_Name_Type (Input String : in STRING) return OA_NameType is
BEGIN
begin

OA_Name_Type'LENGTH));

--------------------------------------------............................

DECLARE OBJECT ATTRIBUTE DATABASE
OA_DB : aObject;

---

(Input String,

end if;

--- CONVERT FROMOA NANE TYPE
------------------------ --------------------------------------------------- CONVERTS AN OANAME TYPE TO A STRING

---

PAD USING PAD FUNCTION IN TL COMPUTIL
if Input String'LENGTH >- OA_Name Type'LENGTH then
return OA_Name_Type(InputString(l..OA_Name_Type'LENGTH));

else

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

---

tl_kait adapt__object_attribute_b.ada
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LOOP THROUGH MAIN DATABASE
while Temp_Object /- null loop
--- IF THE NAME MATCHES, RETURN THE ACCESS TO OBJECT
if ObjectName - Temp_Object.Object Name then
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return Temp_Object;

end if;
---

---

---

FIND OBJECT

Temp_Object

SET ACCESS TO NEXT OBJECT IN THE LIST
Temp_Object :- Temp_ Object.ObjectNext;

---

--- END FUNCTION
end Find Object;
-"
- - - - - - - - - - - --------------- FINDS THE OBJECT MATCHING ID IN THE DATABASE AND RETURNS THE ACCESS.
.........................................................................
FUNCTION
function Find Object (ObjectID : in TLCONNON.Comp DataType) return a_Object is
---

---

---

TEMPORARY ACCESS TO DATABASE
Temp Object : a Object :- OADB;

---

BEGIN
begin
---

(Object Name));

LOOP THROUGH ATTRIBUTES
Temp_Attribute :- Temp Object.ObjectAttributes;
while Temp_Attribute /- null loop
---

IF THE NAME MATCHES. RETURN TRUE
if Convert_To_OA Name Type (Attribute_Name) - TempAttribute.AttributeNaun
return TRUE;
end if;

---

SET ACCESS TO NEXT ATTRIBUTE IN THE LIST
Temp_Attribute :- Temp Attribute.Attribute Next;

END LOOP THROUGH ATTRIBUTES
end loop;

END IF THE OBJECT EXISTS...
end if;
return FALSE;

LOOP THROUGHMAIN DATABASE
while TempObject /- null loop

---

---

---------------------------------------------------------................

---

---

Find Object (Convert ToOAName_Type

--- IF THE OBJECT EXISTS...
if Temp Object /- null then

END LOOP THROUGH MAIN DATABASE
end loop;
return null;

---

:-

IF THE NAME MATCHES, RETURN THE ACCESS TO OBJECT
if Object_ID - Temp_Object.Object ID then
return Temp_Object;
end if;
SET ACCESS TO NEXT OBJECT IN THE LIST
Temp_Object :- Temp_Object.bjctetNext;

END FUNCTION
end Exist Attribute;

--- FIND ATTRIBUTE
---------------------------.............................................
--- FINDS THE ATTRIBUTE MATCHING NAME IN THE DATABASE AND RETURNS THE ACCESS.
.........................................................................
---

END LOOP THROUGH MAIN DATABASE
end loop;

FUNCTION
function Find_Attribute (Object Access
: in aObject;
Attribute_Name : in OA_Name Type) return a_Attribute is
---

return null;
--- END FUNCTION
end Find Object;

---

TEMPORARY ACCESS TO ATTRIBUTE
Temp_Attribute : a_Attribute :- Object_Access.Object Attributes;

BEGIN
begin

---

EXIST ATTRIBUTE

---

LOOP THROUGH ATTRIBUTES
while Temp_Attribute /- null loop

---

CHECKS FOR EXISTENCE OF AN ATTRIBUTE.

---

---

FUNCTION
function Exist Attribute (Object Name
s in STRING;
Attribute Name : in STRING) return BOOLEAN is

IF THE NAME MATCHES, RETURN THE ACCESS TO ATTRIBUTE
if Attribute_Name - Temp Attribute.AttributeName then
return Temp Attribute;
end if;

---

SET ACCESS TO NEXT ATTRIBUTE IN THE LIST
Temp_Attribute :- Temp_Attribute.AttributeNext;

---

---

TEMPORARY ACCESS TO OBJECT
Temp_Object : aObject;

---

TEMPORARY ACCESS TO ATTRIBUTE
Temp_Attribute : a Attribute;

BEGIN
begin

---

END LOOP THROUGH ATTRIBUTES
end loop;
return null;

---

END FUNCTION
end Find Attribute;
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--- SET MAIN DATABASE TO BE THE NEW OBJECT
OA_DB :- New Object;

--- FINDS THE ATTRIBUTE MATCHING ID IN THE DATABASEAND RETURNS THE ACCESS.
.........................................................................

--- FUNCTION
function FindAttribute (ObjectAccess : in a_Object:

Attribute_ID
--- TEMPORARY ACCESS TO ATTRIBUTE
Temp_ Attribute : a_Attribute :-

: in TLCOMNON.Comp_DataType) return aAttribut

--- END PROCEDURE
end Add Object;
--------------------------------------------------------------------------ADD ATTRIBUTE
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Object Access.ObjectAttributes;

--- ADDS A NEW ATTRIBUTE TO THE MAIN DATABASE.
.........................................................................

--- BEGIN
begin

---

PROCEDURE

procedure AddAttribute (Object_Name
---

: in OA_Name_Type;

New_Attribute : in a_Attribute) is

LOOP THROUGH ATTRIBUTES

while Temp_Attribute /- null loop
---

--- ACCESS TO THE OBJECT WITH GIVEN OBJECT NANE
Attribute_Object : aObject;

IF THE NAME MATCHES, RETURN THE ACCESS TO ATTRIBUTE

if AttributeID - Temp_Attribute.Attribute ID then
return Temp_Attribute;
end if;

---

BEGIN

begin

--- SET ACCESS TO NEXT ATTRIBUTE IN THE LIST
Teap_Attribute :- Temp_Attribute.Attribute Next;

---

--- END LOOP THROUGH ATTRIBUTES
end loop;

---

FIND THE OBJECT
Attribute_Object

:-

Find_Object

(Object_Name);

SET ATTRIBUTE COUNT

if Attribute Object.Object_Attributes - null then

New Attribute.Attribute ID :- 1;
else

return null;
---

New Attribute.Attribute ID :Attribute Object.Object_Attributes.AttributeID + 1;
end if;

END FUNCTION

end Find_Attribute;

--- SWAP ACCESSES TO INSERT NEW ATTRIBUTE AT THE BEGINNING OF THE LIST
New Attribute.AttributeNext :- AttributeObject.Object_Attributes;

............................................................-------------

--- ADD_OBJECT
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- ADDS A NEW OBJECT TO THE MAIN DATABASE.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

AttributeObject.Object_Attributes
---

:- New Attribute;

END PROCEDURE

end AddAttribute;
---

PROCEDURE
procedure Add_Object (Object Name : in OA Name_Type) is
--- ACCESS TO NEW OBJECT
New_Object :
Object :-

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

--- GET ELEMENT
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

new Object_Record Type;

---

--- BEGIN
begin
---

---

SET NANE
New object.Object Name :- ObjectName;

---

---

SET COUNT

PROCEDURE

--- FLAG TO INDICATE BEING INSIDE QUOTES
Inside_Quotes I BOOLEAN i---

SET ATTRIBUTES TO NULL

BEGIN

begin

New Object.Object Attributes :- null;
--- INITIALIZE COUNTERS
---

SET ACCESS TO NEXT OBJECT TO BE THE MAIN OBJECT
New Object.Object Next :- OA_DB;

A DATA ELEMENT BY

1. IGNORE SPECIAL CHARACTERS AND LEADING SPACES
2. CAPTURE THE STRING UNTIL SPECIAL CHARACTER OR TRAILING SPACES
WHERE SPECIAL CHARACTERS ARE [ ((),
*-)

procedure Get Element (InputString
: in
STRING;
Start Position : in out INTEGER;
End Position
: in out INTEGER) is

if OA DB - null then
New Object.ObjectID :- 1;
else
NewObject.object_ID - OA DB.Objeot_ID + II
end if;
---

FINDS THE FIRST EXISTENCE OF

Start_Position :- 0;
End Position

:-

0;

FALSE;
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---

---

LOOP THROUGH THE INPUT STRING
for Position in Input String'FIRST.. Input_StringLAST
--- IF A VALID CHARACTER...
if Input String(Position)
Input String (Position)
Input string (Position)
Input_String(Position)
InputString(Position)
Input String (Position)

ADD NEXTLINE

--- ADDS THE NEWATTRIBUTE ELEMENT DEFINED IN THE NEXT LINE OF DATA FILE.

---

in 'A' .. 'Z' or
in 'a' ,. 'z' or
in '0' .. '9' or
- '
or
- '' or
S'0' then

PROCEDURE
procedure Add_Next_Line

END IF START POSITION HAS NOT BEEN SET,
end if;

---

SET IT NOW

IF A SPECIAL CHARACTER

else
--- IF INSIDE QUOTES...
if Inside_Quotes then

---

-- IF THE CLOSING QUOTES IS FOUND, SET END POSITION AND EXIT
if Input_String(Position) - "' then
End Position :- Position;

exit;
end if;

else

---

'*'
"
then

--- ELSIF START POSITION HAS BEEN SET,
elsif Start Position / 0 then

End Position :- Position - 1;
exit;
--- END IF QUOTES, SET FLAG

end if;
--- END IF INSIDEQUOTES...

SET END POSITION AND EXIT

---

---

---

VARIABLE FOR CONVERTING
Length
:
Special
New Bit
:
New Boolean
:
NewEnumeration
:
NewEnumeration Access
NewFloat
:
NewInteger
New_Long_Float
New Long Integer
:

INTE(GER;
BOOL MAN
BOOL EAN;
BOOL EAN;
TLS EED.HalfInteger;
a En umeration;
TL S EED. FullScalar;
TL _S EED.HalfInteger;
TL S) ED.Full Scalar;
TL SIED.Full_Integer;

IO PACKAGES
package ATTRIBUTE SIZE I0
package VALUEENUMERATIONIO
package VALUE FLOAT IO
package VALUE INTEGER I0
package VALUE LONG FLOAT_IO
package VALUE LONGINTEGER 10

TEXTIO. INTEGERIO (TL_COMMON.
CospSize _Type);
TEXT_IO. INTEGER_IO(TL_SEED. Half_Integer);
TEXT_IO.FLOAT IO(TLSEED.Full_Scalar);
TEXT_IO.INTEGER_IO(TL SEED.Half_Integer);
TEXT_IO. FLOATIO(TL SEED.Full Scalar);
TEXT IO.INTEGER IO(TL_SEED.FullInteger);

EXCEPTIONS
DUPLICATE ATTRIBUTE : EXCEPTION;

BEGIN
begin
---

GET THE FIRST ELEMENT - OBJECT NAME
Get_Element (Next_Line, Start_Position, End Position);

--- IF THE LINE DOES NOT CONTAIN ANY DATA ELEMENT, RETURN
if Start_ Position - 0 then
return;
end if;
---

SET OBJECT NAME
object_Name :- ConvertToOA Name Type (Next Line(StartPosition..End_Position));

---

IF THE OBJECT DOES NOT EXIST IN THE DATABASE, ADD IT
if not Exist_Object (Next_Line(Start_Position. .EndPosition))
Add Object (ObjectName);
end if;

end if;
--- END IF A VALID CHARACTER...
end if;

ALLOCATE A NEW ATTRIBUTE RECORD
NewAttribute : a_Attribute :- new AttributeRecordType;

--- STRING POSITIONS
Start_Position, End_Position : INTEGER :- 0;

--- IF INSIDE QUOTES, INCLUDE QUOTESAS WNELL
if Inside_Quotes then
Start Position :- Position - 1;
else
start Position :- Position;
end if;

--- IF QUOTES, SET FLAG
if Input string(Position)
Inside Quotes s- TRUE;

(Next_Line : in STRING) is

--- OBJECT NAME
Object_Name : OA_Name_Type;
---

---

10

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

loop

--- IF START POSITION HAS NOT BEEN SET, SET IT NOW
if StartPosition - 0 then

---

tl_kaitadapt__objectattribute b.ada

END LOOP THROUGH THE INPUT STRING
end loop;
---

GET THE NEXT ELEMENT - ATTRIBUTE NAME
Get Element (Next_Line((End_Position + l)..NextLine'LENGTM),
Start Position, EndPosition);

---

IF THE ATTRIBUTE ALREADY EXISTS IN THE DATABASE,

END PROCEDURE
end Get Element;

then

RAISE EXCEPTION

Jan 24 14s12
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if Exist_Attribute (STRING(Object_Name),
Next_Line(Start_Position..EndPosition)) then
raise DUPLICATE_ATTRIBUTE;
end if;

---

---

---

---

---

11
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IF SPECIAL CASE WHERE ALL INITIAL VALUES ARE IDENTICAL
if Special then
---

SET ATTRIBUTE NAME
New_Attribute.Attribute_Name :ConvertToOA Name_Type (Next_Line(Start_Position..End_Position));
GET THE NEXT ELEMENT - ATTRIBUTE TYPE
Get_Element (NextLine((End_Position + 1)..NextLine'LENGTH),
Start_Position, End Position);
SET ATTRIBUTE TYPE
if NextLine(Start_Position.. (Start_Position + 1)) - "BI" then
New_AttributAttributeType :- Attribute_Bit;
elsif Next_Line(Start_Position.. (Start_Position + 1)) - "BO" then
NewAttribute.Attribute_Type :- Attribute Boolean;
elsif NextLine (StartPosition) - 'E' then
New_Attribute.Attribute_Type :- Attribute Enumeration;
elsif NextLine(Start Position) - 'F' then
NewAttribute.Attribute_Type :- AttributeFloat;
elsif Next_Line(StartPosition) - 'I' then
New_Attribute.Attribute.Attribute_Type :- Attribute Integer;
elsif Next Line(Start_Position) - 'L' then
NewvAttribute.Attribe.Attrute_Type - Attribute Long_ Intger;
elsif NextLine(Start Position) - 'S' then
New Attribute.Attribute_Type :- Attribute String;
end if;

12

DETERMINE INTIAL VALUE
if Next_Line(Start Position + 1) New_Bit :- FALSE;

'O' then

else
New Bit :end if;
---

TRUE;

ELSE RESET END POSITION
else EndPosition :- StartPosition -

1;

---

END IF SPECIAL CASE WHERE ALL INITIAL VALUES ARE IDENTICAL
end if;

---

LOOP AND INSERT EACH NEW INITIAL VALUE
for Count in 1..NewAttribute.Attribute_Size

loop

--- IF SPECIAL CASE SET INITIAL VALUE
if Special then
New_Attribute.AttributeValues.Bits(Count)

:-

New Bit;

--- OTHERWISE

else
---

GET THE NEXT ELEMENT- NEXT INITIAL VALUE
Get_Element (NextLine((EndPosition + 1)..Next_Line'LENGTH).

Start_Position, EndPosition);

GET THE NEXT ELEMENT - ATTRIBUTE SIZE
Get_Element (NextLine((End_Position + 1)..Next_Line'LENGTH),
Start_Position, End_Position);

---

ASSIGN VALUES

if Next_Line(Start_Position) - '0' then
New_Attribute.Attribute_Values.Bits(Count)

:- FALSE;

else
SET ATTRIBUTE SIZE
ATTRIBUTE_SIZE_IO.Get (Next_Line (StartPosition..End Position),
New_Attribute.Attribute Size, Length);

New_Attribute.Attribute_Values.Bits(Count) :- TRUE;
end if;
---

END IF SPECIAL CASE SET INITIAL VALUE
end if;

--- GET THE NEXT ELEMENT - ATTRIBUTE INITIAL VALUES
Get_Element (Next_Line((End_Position + 1) .. Next Line'LENGTH),
Start_Position, End Position)

---

--- IF INITIAL VALUES ARE DEFINED...
if Start Position /- 0 then

when AttributeBoolean ->

---

-----

DETERMINE IF THIS IS A SPECIAL CASE ANDSET FLAGAS NEEDED
if NextLine(StartPosition) - '0' then
Special :- TRUE;
else
Special :- FALSE;
end if;

---

ALLOCATE NEW ARRAY OF BOOLEANS
NewAttribute.AttributeValues.Booleans :new BooleanArray Type (..New_Attribute.Attribute

---

IF SPECIAL CASE WHERE ALL INITIAL VALUES ARE IDENTICAL
if Special then

ALLOCATE A NEWVALUE RECORD ARRAY
New Attribute.Attribute Values :- new Value Record_Type;

---

DEPENDING ON THE TYPE OF THE ATTRIBUTE, ALLOCATE THE ACTUAL
ARRAY
case New Attribute.Attribute_Type is

ALLOCATE NEWARRAY OF BITS
NewAttribute.Attribute Values.Bits :new Bit_Array Type(l. .New Attribute.Attribute_Size) ;

DETERMINE INTIAL VALUE
if Next_Line(Start Position + 1) New Boolean :- FALSE;

size);

'0' then

else
New Boolean :- TRUE;
end if;

when AttributeBit -)
---

END LOOP AND INSERT EACH NEW INITIAL VALUE
end loop;

---

ELSE RESET END POSITION
else End_Position :- Start Position - 1;

---

END IF SPECIAL CASE WHERE ALL INITIAL VALUES ARE IDENTICAL
end if;

tlkaitadapt_object attribute _b. ada
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New Attribute.Attribute_Values.Enumerations (Count),
Length);

LOOP AND INSERT EACH NEW INITIAL VALUE
for Count in 1..New Attribute.Attribute Size loop
-----

---

IF SPECIAL CASE SET INITIAL VALUE
if Special then
NewAttribute.AttributeValues.Booleans(Count)

14
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END IF SPECIAL CASE SET INITIAL VALUE

end ift;
:- New Boolean;

---

END LOOP AND INSERT EACH NEW INITIAL VALUE
end loop;

---

LOOP AND PROCESS ENUNERATION NAMES
loop

OTHERWISE

else
---

GET THE NEXT ELEMENT - NEXT INITIAL VALUE
GetElement (Next Line((End Position + 1)..NextLine' LENGTH),
Start Position, EndPosition):

---

GET THE NEXT ELEMENT - NEXT INITIAL NANE
GetElement (NextLine((End_Position + l)..Next Line'LENGTH),
StartPosition, End Position);

---

EXIT IF THERE'S NO MORE DATA TO BE PROCESSED
exit when StartPosition - 0;

---

ALLOCATE NEW ENUMERATION
TYPE
New_Enumeration_Access :- new Enumeration_Type;

--- ASSIGN VALUES

if Next Line(Start_Position) - '0' then
New Attribute.AttributeValues.Booleans(Count) : FALSE;
else
New_Attribute.Attribute Values.Booleans(Count) :- TRUE;
end if;

--- ASSIGN NAME
New Enumeration_Access. Enumeration

--- END IF SPECIAL CASE SET INITIAL VALUE
end if;

Name :

ConvertTo OAName Type (Next_Line(Start_Position..EndPositior
---

END LOOP AND INSERT EACH NEW INITIAL VALUE
end loop;

---

GET THE NEXT ELEMENT- INITIAL VALUE FOR THE NAME

GetElement (Next Line((End_Position + l)..Next_Line'LENGT),
Start Position, End Position);

when Attribute_ numeration -)
---

--- ALLOCATE NEW ARRAY OF ENUMERATIONS

SET VALUE

VALUE ENUNERATION_IO.Get (Next_Line(Start Position..End Position).
New_Enumeration Access.Enumeration Value,.

NewAttribute.Attribute Values.Enumerations :new Enumeration Array Type(1. .NewAttribute.AttributeSize);

Length);
---

IF SPECIAL CASE WHEREALL INITIAL VALUES ARE IDENTICAL
if Special then
---

DETERMINE INTIAL VALUE

VALUE ENUMERATION IO.Get (Next Line((Start Position + 1)..End Posit
New_ Enumeration, Length);
---

---

INSERT ENUMERATION TO THE BEGINNING OF THE LIST
New Enumeration Access.Enumeration Next :- NewAttribute.Attribute
New_Attribute.Attribute_Values.Enumeration :- New Enumeration Acces

END LOOP AND PROCESS ENUMERATION NAMES
end loop;

ELSE RESET END POSITION

else EndPosition :- Start Position - 1;
--- END IF SPECIAL CASE WHEREALL INITIAL VALUES ARE IDENTICAL
end if;
---

---

when Attribute Float ->
---

ALLOCATE NEW ARRAY OF FLOATS

New Attribute.Attribute Values.Floate :new Float_Array_Type(l..New_Attribute.Attribute_size);

LOOP AND INSERT BACH NEW INITIAL VALUE

for Count in 1..New Attribute.Attribute_Size loop
---

---

---

IF SPECIAL CASE SET INITIAL VALUE
if Special then
New Attribute.Attribute Values.Enumerations (Count) :- New Enums

IF SPECIAL CASE WHEREALL INITIAL VALUES ARE IDENTICAL
if Special then
---

DETERMINE INTIAL VALUE

VALUE_FLOAT_IO.Get (Next Line((StartPosition +* )..EndPosition),
NewFloat, Length);

ELSE

else

---

ELSE RESET END POSITION

else End Position :- StartPosition - 1;
---

---

GET THE NEXT ELEMENT - NEXT INITIAL VALUE
Get BElement (Next Line((End Position + 1)..Next_Line'LENGTH).
Start Position, End Position);
ASSIGN VALUE
VALUE ENUNERATION.IO.Get
(Next_Line (tart Posit ion.. EndPosition),

---

END IF SPECIAL CASE WHEREALL INITIAL VALUES ARE IDENTICAL
end if;

---

LOOP AND INSERT EACH NEW INITIAL VALUE
for Count in 1..New.Attribute.AttributeSize loop

Jan 24 14:12
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is

IF SPECIAL CASE SET INITIAL VALUE
if Special then
New_Attribute.Attribute_Values.Floate(Count) :- New_Float;

--- ELSE
else
---

---

---
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when AttributeLong_Float ->
ALLOCATE NEW ARRAY OF LONG FLOATS
New_Attribute.Attribute_Values.Long Floats :new Long_FloatArrayType(l..New_Attribute.Attribute_Size);

--- IF SPECIAL CASE WHERE ALL INITIAL VALUES ARE IDENTICAL
if Special then

ASSIGN VALUES
VALUEFLOAT_IO.Get (Next_Line(StartPosition..EndPosition),
New_Attribute.Attribute_Values.Floats (Count
Length);

---

DETERMINE INTIAL VALUE
VALUELONG_FLOAT_IO.Get

ELSE RESET END POSITION
else EndPosition :- StartPosition - 1;

---

END IF SPECIAL CASE WHERE ALL INITIAL VALUES ARE IDENTICAL
end if;

END LOOP AND INSERT BACH NEW INITIAL VALUE
end loop;

--- LOOP AND INSERT EACH NEW INITIAL VALUE
for Count in 1..NewAttribute.Attributesize

---

ALLOCATE NEW ARRAY OF INTEGERS
New Attribute.Attribute Values.Integers :new Integer ArrayType(l..New Attribute.AttributeSize) ;

---

---

IF SPECIAL CASE WHERE ALL INITIAL VALUES ARE IDENTICAL
if Special then

--- ELSE
else

---

DETERMINE INTIAL VALUE
VALUE INTEGER_IO.Get (Next_Line((Start_Position + 1)..End_Position)
New Integer, Length);

---

ELSE RESET END POSITION
else End_Position :- Start Position - 1;

---

END IF SPECIAL CASE WHERE ALL INITIAL VALUES ARE IDENTICAL
end if;

---

LOOP AND INSERT EACH NEW INITIAL VALUE
for Count in 1..NewAttribute.Attribute Size loop

---

-----

IF SPECIAL CASE SET INITIAL VALUE
if special then
New Attribute.AttributeValues.Integers(Count)

---

ELSE
else
---

---

---

---

:- New_Integer;

GET THE NEXT ELEENT - NEXT INITIAL VALUE
Get_lement (Next Line((End Position + 1)..NextLine'LENGTH),
Start Position, End Position);

---

loop

IF SPECIAL CASE SET INITIAL VALUE
if Special then
Nev_Attribute.Attribute Values.Long_Floats (Count)

:- New_Long_

---

GET THE NEXT ELEMENT - NEXT INITIAL VALUE
Get_Element (NextLine((End_Position + 1)..Next Line'LEGTH),
Start_Position, EndPosition);

---

ASSIGN VALUES
VALUELONGFLOAT_IO.Get (Next_Line(StartPosition.. EndPositior
New_Attribute.AttributeValues.Long_FI
Length);

END IF SPECIAL CASE SET INITIAL VALUE
end if;

END LOOP AND INSERT EACH NEW INITIAL VALUE
end loop;

when Attribute_Long_Integer

-)

ALLOCATE NEW ARRAY OF LONG INTEGERS
New_Attribute.Attribute_Values.Long Integers :new Long_Integer_Array_Type(l..New Attribute.Attribute_Size);

--- IF SPECIAL CASE WHERE ALL INITIAL VALUES ARE IDENTICAL
if Special then

ASSIGN VALUES
VALUE INTEGER_IO.Get (Next Line(Start Position. .End Position),
New Attribute.AttributeValues. Integers (C
Length);

---

DETERMINE INTIAL VALUE
VALUE_LONGINTEGERIO.Get

(Next_Line((Start Position + l)..End Posl
New Long_Integer, Length);

---

ELSE RESET END POSITION
else EndPosition :- Start Position - 1;

---

END IF SPECIAL CASE WHERE ALL INITIAL VALUES ARE IDENTICAL
end if;

END IF SPECIAL CASE SET INITIAL VALUE
end if;

END LOOP AND INSERT BACH NEW INITIAL VALUE

(Next Line((Start Position + 1)..EndPositi
New_Long_Float. Length);

--END IF SPECIAL CASE SET INITIAL VALUE
end if;

when Attribute Integer -)

16

end loop;

---

GET THE NEXT ELEMENT - NEXT INITIAL VALUE
Get Element (Next Line((End Position + 1)..Next_Line'LENGTH),
Start Position, End Position);

---
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LOOP AND INSERT EACH NEW INITIAL VALUE
for Count in 1..New Attribute.Attribute Sise loop
--

IF SPECIAL CASE SET INITIAL VALUE
if Special then
New Attribute.Attribute_Values. Long_Integers (Count) :- NewLonG

---

ELSE

else
---

---

18
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--- PROCEDURE
procedure InitializeoADB (Status : out BOOLEAN) is
--- I/O VARIABLES
DB_File
:
:
Next Line
Line_Length :
Data Element :
---

GET THE NEXT ELEENT - NEXT INITIAL VALUE
Get Element (Next Line((End_Position + 1)..NextLine'LENGTH) ,
Start_Position, End_Position);
ASSIGN VALUES
VALUE LONG_INTEGER IO.Get

tlkait
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TEXTIO.FILETYPE;
STRING(1..1024);
INTEGER;
STRING(1..64);

BEGIN
begin
---

OPEN DATABASE FILE "TL OBJECT ATTRIBUTE.TXTO
TEXT IO.Open (DB_File, TEXT_IO.IN_FILE, "tlobject

---

RESET DATABASE
OADB :- null;

---

LOOP UNTIL EOF
while not TEBXTIO.END OFFILE (DB File) loop

(Next Line(StartPosition. .EndPositi

attribute.txt"):

New Attribute.AttributeValues.Long
Length):
--- END IF SPECIAL CASE SET INITIAL VALUE
end if;

--- READ IN THE NEXT LINE OF DATA
Next Line :- (1..Next Line'LENGTH -) ' ');
TEXT_IO.Get_Line (DBFile, Next_Line, Line Length);

--- END LOOP AND INSERT EACH NEW INITIAL VALUE
end loop;

ALLOCATE NEWSTRING

--- ADD THE NEW INFORMATION TO THE DATABASE
if Next Line(l) - '[' then
Add Next Line (Next Line);
end if;

New Attribute.Attribute Values.Characters :new Character Array Type(l..New Attribute.Attribute_Size) ;

end loop;

when Attribute String *)
---

--- GET THE NEXT ELEMENT - NEXT INITIAL VALUE

--- CLOSE FILE;
TEXT_IO.Close (DBFile);

Get_Element (Next Line((Rad Position + 1)..Next Line'LENGTH),
Start Position,. nd Position);

-----

LOOP AND INSERT BACH NEWINITIAL VALUE

SET STATUS
Status :- TRUE;:

loop
for count in 1..New Attribute.Attribute.AttributeSize
---

--- ASSIGN VALUE

exception

New Attribute.Attribute Values.Characters (Count) :NextLine(Start Position + INTEGER(Count));
---

EXCEPTION

--- DATABASE FILE NOT FOUND
when TEXTIO.NAMEERROR -)

END LOOP ANDINSERT BACHNEW INITIAL VALUE
end loop;

Status :- FALSE:
TLCUSSER.Cuss (OADB File NotFound);
---

--- END CASE
end case;

END PROCEDURE

end InitializeOADB;

--- IF INITIAL VALUES ARE DEFINED...

end if;
--- ADD TO THE DATABASE

LOCATES A GIVEN OBJECT AND ATTRIBUTE AND SETS COMPONENT
DATA

--

END PROCEDURE
end Add NextLine;

--INITIALIZEOA_DB
.......................................... ...

LOCATECOMPONENT

---

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Add Attribute (Object Name, New Attribute);
---

---

..............--------------

--- INITIALIZE THE GLOBAL OBJECT ATTRIBUTE DATABASE.
.
------.-----------------------------------------

.---------------.

PROCEDURE
procedure Locate_Component (Object_Name
Attribute Name
Subscript
Boolean Stack
Character Stack
Numeric Stack
Component_Type
Component_Loc

: in
: in
: in
:
:
:
:

out
out
out
out
out

STRING;
STRING;
STRING;
TLCOMMON.CompSizeType;
TL COMMON.CompSize Type;
TL CONNON. CompS i zeType;
TLBEED.Component_Types;
TL_CONNON.Comp_Pointer_Type;
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SearchStatus
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end if;

out TL_CONNO. Comp_Size_Type;
out OA_Search_Status_Type) is
---

SET COMPONENTSIZE
Component_Size :- TL_CONON.Comp_Size_Type(Temp_Comp_Data(1));

---

DETERMINE COMPONENT TYPE

---

TEMPORARY LOCATION FOR OBJECT AND ATTRIBUTE
Temp Object
: a Object;
Temp Attribute : aAttribute;

---

LOCALCOPY OF OUT PARAMETER
Comp_Type : TLSEED.Component Types
: TLSEED.Unknown Comp;
Comp_Loc
: TLCOMNON.Comp PointerType :- 0;
Comp_Size : TLCOMMON.CompSize_Type
:;

when Attribute Bit I AttributeBoolean -)
Comp_Type :- Boolean_Variable;

---

TEMPORARY COMP DATA ARRAY
Temp_Comp_Data : TL_COMMON.Comp_Data_Array(l..4);

when Attribute Enumeration I
Attribute Float
I AttributeInteger I
AttributeLong_Float I Attribute_Long_Integer ->

---

VARIABLES FOR PARSING SUBSCRIPT
Subscript_Location : TL_COMMON.Comp_Pointer_Type;
Bool_Stack, Char_Stack, Num_Stack : TL_CONNON.CoupSize_Type

when Attribute String ->
Comp_Type :- CharacterVariable;

case Temp_Attribute.Attribute_Type is

---

Comp_Type :- Numeric_Variable;

:

0;

BEGIN
begin

end case;
---

---

INITIALIZE OUT PARAMETERS
Boolean Stack
:- 0;
Character Stack :- 0;
Numeric Stack
:- 0;
Component_Type
:- TL SEED. Unknown Comp;
Component Lo
:- 0;

Component_Size
---

- --

FILE COMPONENTTO THE KERNEL
TL_COMP_SUBS.File_Component (Comp_Type,

Comp_Loc,

Temp_Comp_Data);

SET OUT PARAMETERS

Boolean Stack
BoolS tack;
Character Stack :- Char Stack;
Numeric Stack
Num_ Stack;
CompType;
ComponentType
Component_Loc
Comp_Loc;

:- 0;

CHECKTO SEE IF THE OBJECT EXISTS IN THE DATABASE

Temp Object :- Find Object (Convert_ToOA Name Type (Object_Name));
if Temp_Object - null then
Search_Status :- Object NotFound;
return;

--- END PROCEDURE

end Locate_Component;

end if;

---

GET COMPONENT DATA

CHECKTO SEE IF THE OBJECT ATTRIBUTE PAIR EXISTS IN THE DATABASE

---

Temp_Attribute :Find_Attribute (TempObject, ConvertTo OA NameType (Attribute_Name));

---

GETS COMPONENT
DATA GIVEN ITS LOCATION
PROCEDURE------------------------------------------............................

if Temp_Attribute - null then
Search_Status :- AttributeNot_Found;
return;
end if;

--- PROCEDURE
procedure Get_Component_Data

.........................................................................

---

(Bundle_Number
Sequence_Number
Component Location
Object Access

---

SET SEARCH STATUS TO SUCCESSFUL
Search_Status :- Successful;

Attribute Access
Component Size
Subscript Location

---

SET UP COMPONENTDATA ARRAY
Temp_Comp_Data(2) :- Temp_Object.Obj ectID;
Temp_Comp_Data(3) :- Temp_Attribute.Attribute_ID;

First Subscript

---

ComponentStatus
---

TEMPORARY ACCESS TO OBJECT AND ATTRIBUTE
Temp Object
: a Object
:- null;
Temp_Attribute : a_Attribute :- null;

---

VARIABLES FOR EVALUATING SUBSCRIPT

DETERMINE SUBSCRIPT

if Subscript - "" then
Temp_Comp_Data(l) : - TL_COMMON.
Comp_Data Type (Temp_Attribute. Attribute Size);
Temp_Comp_ Data(4) :- 0;
else
TLCONPSUBS.Parse_Subscript

Temp_Comp_Data(l)
TempComp_Data(4)

Subscript_Local : TL_COMMON.Comp_Pointer_Type;
Subscript_Status : TL_EXEC_COM.General_StatusType;
Min_Subscript_Array, Max_Subscript_Array : TL_CONMON.Subscript_Array
(1..TL_COMMON.SubscriptArray'LENGTH -) 0);
Low_Subscript_Array, High_SubscriptArray : TL_CONMMON.Subscript_Array;

(Subscript, Subscript_Location, Comp Size,
Bool Stack, Nun _Stack, CharStack,
Sub_Mode - TL COMP_SUBS.Check Ranges,
Nin Subl-) 1,
Max_Subl *> TLCOMMON.Subscript Type(Temp Attribt

:- TL COMMON.Comp_DataType(Comp_Size);
:- TL_COMMON.Comp DataType(Subscript_Location) ;

TLEXECCON.BundlePointer
SeqPointer_Type;
TL_COMMON.
TLCOMMON. Comp_Pointer_Type
a Object;
a Attribute;
TLCOMNON. Cop_Size_Type;
TLCOMMON. Comp_Pointer Type
TL_CONMON.Cop_Size_ Type;
TL EXEC_CON.General Status_

---

BEGIN

begin
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: in
Sequence_Number
Component Address : in
Boolean Buffer
Character Buffer
Numeric Buffer
Evaluate Status

INITIALIZE OUT PARAMETERS
Object_Access
:- null:
Attribute Access
:- null;
Component_Size
:- 0;
Subscript_Location :- 0;
FirstSubscript
:-0;
Component Status
:- TL EXECCON.Success;

--- FIND OBJECT AND ATTRIBUTE MATCHING IDS
TempObject :- FindObject (TL_EXBC_CON.ComponentDat(Bundle_Number, ComponentLoca
if Temp Object /- null then
Object_Access :- Temp_Object;
Temp_Attribute :- Find Attribute (Temp Object, (TL BXEC CON.Component_Dat (Bund
end if;

TEMPORARY ACCESS TO OBJECT ANDATTRIBUTE
Temp_Object
: aObject
:- null;
Temp _Attribute : aAttribute :- null;

---

VARIABLES FOR GETTING COMPONENT DATA

begin
Temp_Attribute;

SET LEGAL DEFAULT VALUES FOR OUT PARAMETERS

Component_Size

:

Evaluate Status :- TL_IXECCON.Success;
CON.Component_Dat(Bundle_Num

--- CALCULATE COMPONENT POINTER

Component Location :(TL_COMNON.Comp_Pointer_Type(Component_Address TLZICCON.Bundle (Bundle Number). AddressOf_Comp_
TLCOMMON.Cell Size) + 1;

EVALUATE SUBSCRIPT IF NEEDED

if Subscript_Local /- 0 and Sequence Number /- 0 then
----- INITIALIZE CALL PARAMETERS
Min_Subscript_Array(1) :- 1;
Naxsubscript_Array(1) : Temp Attribute.AttributeS ize;
--- EVALUATE SUBSCRIPT
TLBIEECSUBS.Eval_Subscript List (Bundle Number, Sequence Number,
Subscript Local, Subscript Status,
MinSubscript_Array. Max_Subscript_Array,
Low SubsrcriptArray.
igAubcriptrray);
--- CHECK STATUS
if SubscriptStatus - TL EXEC CON.Fail then
Component_Status :- Subscript_Status;
return;
end it;
First_Subscript :- TL_CONMON.CompSize_Type(Low Subscript Array(1));
else
First_Subscript :- 1;
end if;

--- END PROCEDURE
end Get_Component Data;

EVALUATE COMPONENT

---

EVALUATES THE VALUE OF THE GIVEN COMPONENT

PROCEDURE
procedure Evaluate_Component

GET COMPONENT DATA

Get_Component_Data (Bundle_Number, Sequence_Number, Component Location.
Temp_Object, Temp_Attribute.
Component_Size, Subscript_Location, FirstSubscript,
Component_Status);
--- CHECK STATUS

if Component_Status - TL_EXEC_CON.Fail then
Evaluate_Status :- ComponentStatus;
return;
end if;
--- CASE ON ATTRIBUTE TYPE AND SET VALUB BUFFERS
case Temp_Attribute.Attribute Type is
when Attribute Bit ->
for Count in 1..Component Size loop
BooleanBufftter (Count) :Temp__Attribute.Attribute_Values.Bits(Count + First_Subscript - 1);
end loop;
when Attribute Boolean ->
for Count in 1..Component Size loop
Boolean Buffer(Count) :TempAttribute.AttribeAttruteValues.Booleans (Count + First Subscript -

---

---

SET DEFAULT STATUS

TL_COMMON. Comp_Size_Type (TL ZBC CON.Component_Dat (Bundle_Number

Subscript Local
TLCONNON.Comp Pointer Type(TL_XBC
Subscript_Location :- Subscript_Local;
FirstSubscript :- 1;
---

: TL_COMMON.CompSize_Type;
: TL COnMON.Comp_Pointer_Type;
: TL_COMMON.Comp_Size_Type;
: TLEXIC_CO. General_Status_Type;

BEGIN

-----

Nueric_BufferTyl

TL_IC_CON.General StatusTy

---

Component Status :- TL_EXC CO.Fail;

t-

TL_EXEC_CO.

TRANSLATION FOR COMPONENT
ADDRESS TO COMPONENT
LOCATION
Component Location : TL_COMMON.Comp_Pointer_Type;

ComponentSize
Subscript Location
First_Subscript
Component Status
---

Seq_PointerType;
TL_CONMON.
TL CON.
Address_Type;
TL_EXEC_CO.BooleanBut f er_Ty
TL_ EECCON.Character Buffer 1

---

--- CHECKVALIDITY OF ATTRIBUTE
if Temp_Attribute - null then
TL_CUSSER.Cuss (Unknown_Component);
return;
end itf
Attribute Access
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end loop;

(Bundle Number

when Attribute Enumeration ->

I in

TL_EXEC.CON.Bundle_Pointer _Ty

for Count in 1..Component.Size loop
Numeric_Buffer (Count) :- TL SEED.Full Scalar
(Temp_Attribute.AttributeValues.Enumerations(Count + First_Subscri
end loop;
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when Attribute Float ->
for Count in 1..Component Size loop
NumericBuffer(Count) :
Temp_Attribute.Attribute_Values.Floats(Count
end loop;
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Set_Status :- TLEXEC COM.Complete;
---

GET COMPONENT DATA

Get_ComponentData (Bundle_Number, Sequence_Number. Component_Location,

+ First_Subscript - 1)

TempObject, Temp_Attribute,
ComponentSize. Subscript_Location, FirstSubscript,
Component Status);

when AttributeInteger -)
for Count in 1..Component_Size loop
Numeric Buffer(Count) :- TLSEED.FullScalar
(Temp_Attribute.Attribute_Values.Integers(Count + First_Subscript
end loop;

--- CHECK STATUS

if Component Status - TLEXECCOM.Fail then
Set Status :- TL EXEC COM.Brror;
return;
end if;

when Attribute Long Float ->
for Count in 1..Component_Size loop
NumericBuffer(Count) :
Temp Attribute.AttributeValues. Long_Floats(Count + First_Subscript
end loop;

---

when Attribute Bit ->
for Count in 1..ComponentSize loop
Temp_Attribute.Attribute_Values.Bits(Count + First_Subscript - 1)
BooleanBuffer(Count);
end loop;

when AttributeLongInteger -)
for Count in 1..Component_Size loop
Numeric Buffer(Count) :- TL SEED.Full Scalar
(Temp_Attribute.Attribute Values.Long_Integers(Count + First_SubscI
end loop;
when Attribute String -)
for Count in 1..Component Size loop
CharacterBuffer(Count) :Temp_Attribute.AttributeValues.Characters(Count
end loop;

CASE ON ATTRIBUTE TYPE AND SET VALUE BUFFERS
case Temp_Attribute.Attribute_Type is

when Attribute Boolean ->
for Count in 1..ComponentSize loop
Temp_Attribute.Attribute_Values.Booleans(Count + FirstSubscript - 1) :
Boolean Buffer (Count);

end loop;
+ First_Subscript
when Attribute Enumeration

---

END CASE ON ATTRIBUTE TYPE ANDSET VALUEBUFFERS
end case;

I
Attribute_Long_Float
I
AttributeLong_Integer I
Attribute String ->
TL_CUSSER.Cuss (Component_Type_Mismatch,
Attribute Integer

--- END PROCEDURE
end Evaluate Component;

"SET COMPONENT
BOOLEAN received 0 &

-....................................................................---

-----

Attribute Type' IMAGE(Temp_AttributeAttbute.Arute Type));

SETCOMPONENT BOOLEAN
-------- --- -- --- -- --- -- --- -- --- - ------------------- --SETS THE VALUEOF THE GIVEN BOOLEAN COMPONENT

---

.........................................................................

---

---

PROCEDURE
procedure Set_Component_Boolean (Bundle_Number
Sequence Number
Component Location
Boolean Buffer
Set Status

---

END PROCEDURE

in
in
in
in

VARIABLES FOR GETTING COMPONENT
DATA
Component_Size
: TL_COMMON.Comp_Size_Type;
Subscript Location : TL_COMMON.Comp_Pointer Type;
FirstSubscript
: TLCOMMON. Comp_Size_Type;
Component_Status
: TLEXECCON.GeneralStatusType;

TLEXEC CON.BundlePointe
TL_COMMON.
Seq_Pointer_Type
TLCOMMON. Comp_Pointer_Ty
TL EXEC CON.Boolean Buffer
out TL EXEC CON.Operation Stat

-----

SET COMPONENT
CHARACTER
SET------ ------- ------------------------------------------------..

---

SETS THE VALUEOF THE GIVEN CHARACTER COMPONENT

---

PROCEDURE

procedure Set Component_Character (Bundle_Number
Sequence Number
Component Location
Character Buffer
SetStatus
---

BEGIN
begin
SET DEFAULT STATUS

TEMPORARY ACCESS TO OBJECT AND ATTRIBUTE
Temp_ Object
: a_Object
:- null;

Temp Attribute : a Attribute :- null;
---

---

END CASE ON ATTRIBUTE TYPE AND SET VALUE BUFFERS
end case;

end Set ComponentBoolean;
:
:
:
:
:

--- TEMPORARY ACCESS TO OBJECT ANDATTRIBUTE
Temp_ Object
: a_Object
:" null;
Temp_Attribute : a Attribute :-null;
---

|

I

Attribute Float

VARIABLES FOR GETTING COMPONENT DATA

ComponentSize

: TLCOMMON.Comp_Size Type;

: in
: in

TL_EXECCON.BundlePoint
TL_COMMON.SeqPointerT

: in
TLCOMMON.Comp_Pointer 1
: in
TL EXEC CON.Character Br
:
out TLEIEC_CON.Operation St

Jan 24 14:12
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SubscriptLocation : TL_COMMON.Cop _Pointer_Type;
FirstSubscript
: T'L_COMNON.Comp Size Type;
: TL_BXC_CON.General Status_Type;
Component_Status

---

---

Component Size
Subscript_Location
FirstSubscript
Component_Status

SET DEFAULT STATUS

---

begin

GET COMPONENTDATA

--- SET DEFAULT STATUS

CHECK STATUS

if ComponentStatus - TL _XEC_CON.Fail then
Set Status :- TL EXC COM.Error;
return:
end it;
---

------------------------------------------------------------------------

---

SET COMPONENTNUMERIC

-----

STS THE VALUE
THE GIVEN NUERIC COPONEN-------------------------------------------------NT---------------SETS THE VALUEOF THE GIVEN NUERIC CONPONBNT

---

. ..... . ..........

Get Component Data (Bundle_Number, Sequence_Number, Component Location,
Temp _Object, Temp_Attribute,
Component_Size, Subscript Location, First_Subscript,
Component_Status);

--- CASE ON ATTRIBUTE TYPE AND SET VALUE BUFFERS
case Temp_Attribute.Attribute_Type is
when Attribute Bit
I
Attribute Boolean
I
Attribute String ->
TL_CUSSER.Cuss (Component Type_Mismatch,
"SET COMPONENT NUMERIC received " &
Attribute Types' IMAGE(Temp_Attribute.Attribute Type));
when Attribute Enumeration ->
for Count in 1..Component Size loop
Temp Attribute.Attribute_Values.Enumerations(Count + First Subscript TLSEED.Half Integer (Nuameric_Buf fer(Count));
end loop;

:-

when Attribute Integer ->
for Count in 1..ComponentSize loop
Temp_Attribute.Attribute Values.Integers(Count + First Subscript - 1) :
TL _SEED.Half_Integer (NumericBuffer(Count)) ;
end loop;

............................... ..................

PROCEDURE
procedure Set Component_Numeric

---

--- GET COMPONENT DATA

when Attribute Float -)
for Count in 1..ComponentSize loop
Temp_Attribute.Attribute_Values.Floats(Count + First_Subscript - 1)
Numeric Buffer(Count);
end loop;

END CASE ON ATTRIBUTE TYPE AND BET VALUE BUFFERS
end case;

END PROCEDURE
end Set_Component_Character;

.....-

Set_Status :- TL_EECCOM.Coamplete;

if Component Status - TLEXEC_CON.Fail then
Set Status :- TL EXEC COM.Brror;
return;
end if;

CASE ON ATTRIBUTE TYPE ANDSET VALUEBUFFERS
case Temp_.Attribbutettrbute Type is

when AttributeString ->
for Count in 1..Component Size loop
Temp_Attribute.Attribute Values.Characters(Count + First_Subscript - 1)
Character Buffer(Count);
end loop;

---

: TL_COMMON.CompSize_Type;
: TL COMMON.Comp Pointer_Type;
: TLCOMON.Comp_ SizeType;
: TL_EIEC COM.General_Status _Type;

--- CHECK STATUS

when Attribute Bit
I
Attribute Boolean
I
Attribute Enumeration I
Attribute Float
I
Attribute Integer
I
AttributeLong_Float
Attribute Long Integer ->
TL CUSSER.Cuss (Component_Type_ismatch,
"SETCONPONENT CHARACTER received " A
Attribute_Types ' IAGE(TempAttribute.Attribute Type))

---

26

BEGIN

Set_Status :- TL_BXEC CON.Complete;
Get Component Data (Bundle_Number, SequenceNumber, Component Location,
Temp_Object, Temp_Attribute,
Component_Size, Subscript_Location, First_Subscript,
Component Status) ;
---

objeot_attribute b .ada

--- VARIABLES FOR GETTING COMPONENT DATA

BEGIN
begin
---

tl kait adapt

Jan 24 14:12

(Bundle_Number
Sequence Number
Component Location
Numeric Buffer
Set Status

TEMPORARY ACCESS TO OBJECT AND ATTRIBUTE
: a Object
:- null;
Temp_Object
Tep_
Attribute i a_Attribute :- null;

TL EXEC CON.Bundle_Pointer
TLCOMMON. SegqPointer_Type
TL COMNON.Comp_Pointer_Ty
TL EXEC CON.Numeric Buffex
out TL_EXEC CON.Operation_Stat

when Attribute Long_Float ->
for Count in 1..Component_Size loop
Temp_ttribute.Attribut
e_Values.Long_Floats(Count
Numeric_Buffer(Count);
end loop;

+ First Subscript - I

when Attribute_Long_Integer -)
for Count in 1..Component Size loop
Temp_Attribute.At tribute Values.Long Integers (Count + FirstSubscript TL_SEED.Full_Integer(Numeric_Buf fer (Count)) ;
end loop;

tlkait adapt_obj ect_attributeb. ada
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---

END CASE ON ATTRIBUTE TYPE AND SET VALUEBUFFERS
end case;

--- END PROCEDURE
end set_Component_Numeric;

---

GET COMPONENTNAMES

---

GETS OBJECT AND ATTRIBUTE NAMES

--- PROCEDURE

procedure GetComponent_Names (Bundle Number
: in
TL_EXEC CO.Bundle Pointer 1
Component Location : in
TL_COMMON.Comp Pointer_Type;
Object Name
out STRING;
Attribute Name
out STRING;
Subscript_Location I
out TLCOMMON.Comp PointerType;
GetStatus
out TL_EXECCOM.OperationStatus
--- TEMPORARY ACCESS TO OBJECT AND ATTRIBUTE

Temp Object
: aObject
:- null;
TempAttribute : a_Attribute :- null;
--- VARIABLES FOR GETTING COMPONENTDATA
Component_Size
: TL_COMMON.Comp_SizeType;

Subscript Local
FirstSubscript
ComponentStatus

: TLCOMMON.CompPointer_Type :- 0;
: TL_COMMON.Comp_Size Type;
: TLEXEC_CON.GeneralStatus_Type :- TL _XEC COM.Success;

--- BEGIN
begin
--- SET DEFAULT VALUES FOR OUT PARAMETERS
Object-Name
: (1..ObjectName'LENGTH ' ');
Attribute Name
(1..Attribute Name'LENGTH -) ' ');
Subscript Location
: 0;
Get_Status
: TLEXECCON.Complete;
--- GET COMPONENT DATA

Get Component Data (Bundle_Number, 0, Component_Location,
Temp_Object, Temp Attribute,
Component_Size, Subscript_Local, First Subscript.
Component Status);
---

---

CHECKSTATUS
if ComponentStatus - TL EXEC_CON.Fail then
GetStatus :- TLEXECCON.Brror;
return;
end if;
SET ACTUAL VALUES FOR OUT PARANETERS
Object Name
:- ConvertFrom OANameType (TempObject.Object Name, Object_Name'
Attribute Name :- Convert_From OANameType (TempAttribute.Attribute Name, Attribt
Subscript Location :- Subscript_Local;

--- END PROCEDURE
end GetComponentNames;
---

END PACKAGE BODY
end TL_ADAPTEROBJECT ATTRIBUTE;
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COPYRIGHT

(C) Charles Stark Draper Laboratory 1994.

All Rights Reserved.

----- ------ -"--- - - - -- '---'--- - - -- - - - - -- - - - -- - - ---------

Package Name : TL DATA COMPILER (DATACONP- spec)

---

Principal Author : Kevin S-h Lee
---Description :

-----

Common compiler information
Package Spec Dependencies :

---

Name

Usage

---

TL EXECUTORCLASS_PKG

Executor attributes

--- Modification History :
---

Date

Name

Authority

Description

---

11/21/94

K.Lee

KAIT

Created

---- --- --- ---- --- --- ----

---

- - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - -

with TLEXECUTOR _CLASS_PKG:
---

PACKAGE
package TL DATA COMPILER is
---

PACKAGE RENAMES

package EXECL8 renames TL EXECUTOR CLASS PG;
---

COMPILER DATA

---

RECORD FOR COMPILER DATA

type Data Compiler_Type is
---

RECORD
record
---

---

---

COMPILER
Compile
Error
Verify
File
TLS File
Options

END RECORD
end record;

END PACKAGE
end TL DATA CONPILER;

INFORMATION
: BOOLEAN;
: BOOLEAN;
: BOOLEAN;
: EXECLS. PARAMETERS.
Bun File Type;
: TRIN(1..80) :- (1..80 -> ' ');
: STRING(l..70) :- (1..70 -> ' °);

Nov 22 1729
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1

SeqErr_Trig
SeqErrInfo
end record;

All Rights Reserved.
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: BUNCLS.ATTRIBUTES.Sequence Error Trig_Type;
: BUNCLS.ATTRIBUTES. SeBrror Info Array_Type;

type Sequence_Dynamic_Dat a_Type is
record
: BUNCLS.ATTRIBUTES. SeqStatusArray_Type;
SeqStatus
: BUNCLS. ATTRIBUTES. Seq_Statement Array Type;
SeqStmt
SeqHold At Stmt : BUNCLS.ATTRIBUTES.SeqStatement Array Type;
end record;

--- Package Name : TLDATA_EXECUTOR (DATAEXEC - spec)
--- Principal Author : Kevin S-h Lee
--- Description :
.-.

type Executor_Dynamic_Data_Type is
record
Nea Avail
: EXECLS. ATTRIBUTES.Executor em Avail _Type;
Nem Inuse
: EXECLS.ATTRIBUTES.Executor Hem In UseType;
Num Bundles
: EXBCLS.ATTRIBUTES. xecutor NBundlesType;

Common executor information

--- Package Spec Dependencies :

...

Usage

...

TL BUNDLE CLASS_PRG

--

end record;
type Executor_StaticData_Type is
record
Max_Bundles
: EXECLS.ATTRIBUTES. xecutor MaxBundlesType;
Err Trig
: EXECLS.ATTRIBUTES.Executor_Error_Trig_Type;
Err_Info
: EXECLS.ATTRIBUTES.ExecutorrrorrorInfo_Type;
end record;

Bundle attributes
Executor attributes

TL EXECUTOR_CLASS_PIG

--- Modification History :
---

Date

Name

Authority

Description

---

11/21/94

I.Lee

KAIT

Created

with TL BUNDLE_CLASS_PG;:
with TLEXECCOM;

--- FORM ARRAYS OF DATA FOR EACH BUNDLE
type Bundle_static_Data_Array_Type
is
array (TLEXECCON.Bundle Pointer Range) of Bundle Static_Data_Type;
type Bundle_Dynamic_Data Array Type is
array (TL_BXC_COM.Bundle_Pointer Range) of Bundle_DynamicData_Type;
type Sequence_StaticData_Array_Type is
array (TL_EXEC_COM.Bundle_PointerRange) of SequenceStatic DataType;
type SequenceDynamic_Data_Array_Type is
array (TL_EXEC_COM.Bundle_Pointer Range) of Sequence _DynamicDataType;

with TL_EXECUTORCLAS8 PIG;
with TLPRIMITIVES;
--- PACKAGE
package TLDATAEXECUTOR is

---

--- PACKAGERENAMES
package BUNCLS renames TL BUNDLE CLASS_PG;
package EXECLS renames TL EXECUTOR CLASS POG;
package PRIM
renames TLPRINITIVES;

MESSAGE TYPE
subtype Message_Type is STRING(1..80);
type Bundle_Message_Array_Type is array (TL_EXEC_CON.Bundle_PointerRange) of Message_'1

----------------------------------------................................

---

EXECUTOR DATA

..--------...-------------...--....................................

---

RECORDS FOR STATUS DATA

type Bundle Static DataType is
record
Bundle Name
Bundle DT
Bundle Prio

Bundle N Seq
Bundle User Info

Bundle Err Trig
Bundle Err Info
end record;

BUNCLS. ATTRIBUTES.Bundle NameType;
BUNCLS. ATTRIBUTES. BundleDTType;
BUNCLS. ATTRIBUTES. Bundle_Prio.Type;
BUNCLS.ATTRIBUTES. Bundle N_Seqs_Type;

BUNCLS.ATTRIBUTES. Bundle_User_Info Type;
BUNCLS. ATTRIBUTES.Bundle_Error Trig_Type;
BUNCLS. ATTRIBUTES.BundleError Info Type;

type Bundle_Dynamic Data_Type is
record
Bundle_Status
: BUNCLS.ATTRIBUTES.Bundle Status_Type;
end record;
type Sequence Static _Data_Type is
record
Seq_Names
BUNCLS. ATTRIBUTES.Sequence Name Array Type;
SeqUser_Info
: BUNCLS. ATTRIBUTE. SeqUser Info Array_Type;

---

COMMANDTYPES
type Data_ExecutorCommand Type is
(Update, Compile, Freeze, Install, Remove, Halt,
Start, Stop, Resume, Step, Hold_At, Jump_To);
for Data_Executor_CommandType use
(Update -) 0, Compile -> 1, Freeze -> 2.
Install -> 3, Remove -) 4, Halt -> 5,
Start -> 6, Stop -> 7, Resume -) 8, Step -> 9,

Hold_At -> 10, Jump_To -> 11);
for Data_Executor_Command_Type'SIZE use 4;
--- RECORD FOR MESSAGE FROM DISPLAYS TO TIMELINER
type Data_Executor_Parameters _Type is
---

RECORD

record
--- INSTALL COMMAND PARAMETERS

..

....

Nov 22 17:29
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Bun File : EXECLS.PARAMETERS. Bun File Type;
Bun DT
: EXECLS.PARAMETERS.BunDTType;
Bun Prio : EXECLS.PARAMETERS.Bun_Prio_Type;

Executor Static Data : Executor_StaticData_Type;
Executor DynamicData : Executor_Dynamic_Data_Type;
--- END RECORD

Fi111
Bun Name
SeqName
Stat_Num
Fill2
BunNum
SeqNum
end record;

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

PRIM.Integer Type;
STRING(1..32);
STRING(1..32);
PRIM.Integer Type range 1..10000;
PRIM. IntegerType;
INTEGER :- 1;
INTEGER :- 1;

for DataExecutor_Parameters_Type use
record
Bun_File at
0 range 0..(80 * 8 - 1);
BunDT
at 80 range 0..31;
Bun_Prio at 84 range 0..15;
Fill1
at 84 range 16..31;
Bun_Name at 88 range 0..(32 * 8 - 1);
SeqName at 120 range 0..(32 * 8 - 1);
Stat_Num at 152 range 0..15;
Fill2
at 152 range 16..31;
Bun Num at 156 range 0..31;
Se Num at 160 range 0..31;
end record;
for Data_Executor_ParametersType'SIZE use 164 * 8;
---

RECORD FOR EXECUTOR DATA FOR A GIVEN BUNDLE
type Data Executor_Bundle_Status _Type is
--- RECORD

record
--- STATUS FOR EXECUTOR

Response : STRING(l..50);
Bundle
: Integer;
---

COMPLETE STATUS

Bundle Static_Data
Bundle_Dynamic Data
Sequence StaticData
SequenceDynamic_Data
Executor Static Data
ExecutorDynamic_Data

BundleStatitcData ArrayType;
Bundle_Dynamic_Data_Array_Type;
Sequence StatitcDa _Taype;
Sequence DynamicData _Type;
Executor StaticData_Type;
ExecutorDynamicData Type;

--- STATUS FOR GENERAL TIMELINER MESSAGE
Bundle_Nessage_Array : Bundle Message_ArrayType;
---

END RECORD

end record;
---

RECORD FOR COMPLETE EXECUTOR STATUS DATA
type Data_Executor Status_Type is
---

RECORD

record
---

COMPLETE STATUS

Bundle StaticData
Bundle_Dynamic_Data
SequenceStatic_Data
Sequence DynamicData

: Bundle Static_DataArray_Type;
: Bundle Dynamic_Data_Array_Type;
: Sequence_Static_Data_Array Type;
: SequenceDynamic_DataArray_Type;

end record;
--- END PACKAGE

end TL_DATA_EXECUTOR;
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--- COPYRIONHT

ADSTATUS Result Type,
ADWARNError Tex tType,
ADWARNError_Type_Type.

All Rights Reserved.

SYSTEM Address,
TL COnMONAddress_Type,

.---

---

Package Name s TL_DATA TBST (DATATEST - spec)

---

Principal Author : Kevin S-h Lee

TLconMO_comp ode_Type
TLCONMON Cop Pointer_ Type
TL COMMONComp Pointer Type 2,
TL COMMONCompSize _Type,
TL_COMMoN_CompizeType 2.
TL COMKONCompsize_Type_3,
TL conox_Comp_size_Type_4,
File Name_Type,
TL COMMON
TL_COMMOnSeqPointer Type,
TL_ConnON stat_Pointer_Type,
TL_COMP CON Stmt_DataArray,
TL_CUSSER_Cuss_Type_Type.
TL_EX
COMnBoolean Buffer_Type,
TL EXEC CON Bundle Pointer_Range,
TLEXC
_
COMBundle_Pointer_Type,
TL_EXEC COMCharacter_Buffer_Type,
TL EXEC CON General_Status_Type,
TLEXEC_CON_Numeric_.Buffer_Type,
TL EXEC COM Operation_StatusType,
TLEXEC CON_Transaction ID Type.
TLSED AdapterStatements,
TL_SEED Component_Types,
TL SEEDComp_TypeType,
TL SEED Full Integer,
TLSEED Full Scalar,
TL_SEEDFull Scalar_2,
TLSEEDHalfInteger,
TL SEEDHalfInteger_2,
TL SEED Half Natural,
TLSEEDStatement_Types);

--- Description :
.---

-----

-----

Common test information
Package Spec Dependencies

Package spec Dependencies
Name
lo---

:
Usage

**---

--- Modification History :
-----

Date
---11/1/911/21/94

Name
----Lee
X.Lee

Authority
AIT

Description
Created-----------

RAIT

Created

with SYSTEM;
with TL ADAPTER INFO;
with
with
with
with
with

TL
TL
TL
TL
TL

ADAPTER INSTALL_REMOVE;
ADAPTER MEMORY ANAGER;
ADAPTERSTATUSTRACKING;
ADAPTER_WARNING;
COMMON;

with
with
with
with

TL
TL
TL
TL

COMP_CON;
CUSSER;
EXEC CON;
SEED;

---

DISTINCTION BETWEEN IN, OUT, IN/OUT, AND RETURN PARAMETERS
type Test_Parameter_Type is (In Parameter,

Out Parameter,
In Out Parameter,

--- PACKAGE
package TL_DATA_TEST is
--- PACKAGE
package
package
package
package
package

Return Parameter);

RENAMES
ADINFO
renames
ADINSTRN renames
ADNEMMGR
renames
ADSTATUS renames
ADWARN
renames

---

FIXED LENGTHSTRINGS FOR ANY STRING ENCOUNTERED
subtype Test_String_Type is STRING(1..INTEGER(ADINFO.Adapter

---

FIXED LENGTHSTRINGS FOR NAMEOF AN ARGUMENT
MaximumName Length : INTEGER :- 50;
subtype Test_NamenType is STRING(1..Maximum_Name Length);

---

RECORD CONTAINING VARIABLE TYPE AND NAME (AND THE LENGTH OF THE NAME)

TL ADAPTER INFO;
TL ADAPTER INSTALL REMOVE;

TL ADAPTER MEMORY MANAGER;
TL ADAPTERSTATUSTRACKING;
TLADAPTERWARNING;

ax StatLength))

type Test_Variable_Info_Type is
record
Name
:Test Name_Type;

--- TYPE DECLARATIONS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

2
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: INTEGER;
: Test Variable_Type;
Parameter_Type : Test_Parameter_Type;
ValueString
: Test_String_Type;
Name Length
Variable_Type

VARIABLE TYPES USED BY THE ADAPTER PROCEDURES

type Test_Variable_Type is (ADA BOOLEAN,
ADA STRING,
ADINFO AdapterConsent_Type,

end record;

ADINFO_Adapter_Size Type,
ADINFoAdapter_StringType,
ADINSTRM Install StatusType,
ADINSTRM Remove StatusType,

---

ADMEMNGR
Block Size T.
ADMENGRBlock Size.T 2,
30lock Siz T 3,
ADNENNGR

--- ARRAY TYPE CONTAINING THE TYPES OF ALL ARGUMENT VARIABLE TYPES
-- ZERO LOCATION IS RESERVED FOR THE FUNCTION RETURN VALUE, IF ANY

MAXIMUM NUMBEROF ARGUMENTS IN A GIVEN PROCEDURE CALL
MaximumArguments : INTEGER :- 10;

Dec 13 16s57
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type Test_Variable_Array_Type is array (0..Maximum

3
Arguments) of Test_.VariableInfo_Ty

: TLSEED.StatementTypes;

TestTLSEED_Statement Types

--- CALL TYPE
type Call Type is (Procedure Call, Function Call);

---

TEST VARIABLES

---

TEMPORARY VARIABLE LOCATIONS FOR ARGUMENTVALUEMANIPULATIONS
Test ADABOOLEAN
BOOLEAN;
TestADASTRING
Test_String_Type;
Test ADINFO_Adapter ConsentType
ADINFO.Adapter_ConsentType;
Test ADINFO Adapter_Size_Type
ADINFO.Adapter Size_Type;
Test ADINFO Adapter St ring Type
ADINFO.Adapter_String_Type;
Test ADINSTRNInstallStatus_Type
ADINSTRN. Install Status Type;
Test ADINSTRM RemoveS tatus Type
ADINSTRN. Remove_Status Type;
TestADMENNGR_Block Size T
ADMEMMGR.Block Size T;
TestADMEMNGR_Block Size T 2
ADMENMGR.Block Size_T;
Test ADMBMMGR
Block Size T 3
ADMEMMGR.Block Size T;
Test ADSTATUS ResultType
ADSTATUS. Result_Type;
Test_ADWARNError_Text_Type
ADWARN.ErrorText Type;
Test_ADWARNError_Type_Type
ADWARN. ErrorType_TypeType;
Test SYSTEM Address
SYSTEM. Address;
TestTL_COMMON_Address Type
TL_COMMON.Address_Type;
Test TL_COMMONComp_ Mode Type
TLCOMMON.Comp_Mode_Type;
TestTL_COMMON_Comp_PointerType
TL_CONMON. Comp_Pointer_Type;
Test TL_COMMON_Comp_PointerType 2
TLCOMNON. Comp_Pointer_Type;
TestTLCOON_Comp_ Size_Type
TLCOMON.Comp_Sizee_Type;
Test TL COMMON
Comp_ ize_Type 2
TL COMMON.CompS i ze_Type;
Test TL COMMONComp_SizeType 3
TLCONNON. Comp_S ize _Type;
Test_TLCOMMONComp Size_Type _4
TLCOMMON.Comp Size_Type;
Test TL_COMMONFile Name_Type
TL COMMON.File_Name Type;
Tes t TL COMMON
SeqPointer_Type
TL_COMMON.SeqPointer_Type;
TestTLCOMMONS tatPointer Type
TL_COMMON.StatPointer_Type;
Test TL COMP CON Stat Data
STRING(1.. (TL_COMP_CON.Stmt_Data _Array'LENGTH
TestTL_COMPCON Stat_DataArray
TLCONP_COM.Stat_Data_Array;
Test TL_CUSSER_Cuss_TypeType
TL_CUSSER.Cuss Type_Type;
TestTLEXEC COM Boolean Buffer

---

STRING(1. . (INTEGER(TL_CONNON.Comp_Size_Type(ADINFO.Adapter

Nax_Boolean Array_Size))

Test_TL_EXECCON BooleanBuffer Size
: INTEGER;
Test TL_EXEC CON Boolean_Buffer_Type
TL_EXEC_COM.Boolean_Buffer._Type(l..TLCOMMON.CompSize_Type(ADINFO.AdapterMax
Boo]
TestTL EXEC CON Bundle__Pointer_Range
: TL EXECCON.Bundle_Pointer_Range;
Test TL_EXECCON BundlePointer Type
: TL_EXEC_CO.BundlePointer_Type;
Test TL_EXEC CON Character Buffer
STRING (1. INTEGER (TL_COMMON. Comp_Size_Type (ADINFO. Adapter MaxCharacter Array_Size)
Test_TL_EXECCOCharacterBuffeBufferSize : INTEGER;
Test_TL_EXEC_CON_Character_Buffer_Type :
TL_EXEC COM.CharacterBuffeBuerType(..TL_CONON.CompSize_Type(ADINFO.AdapterMax
C
TestTL EXEC CON General_Status _Type
: TLEXECCON.GeneralStatus_Type;
TestTL XECCON Numeric Buffer
STRING (1 . (INTEGER (TL COMMON.
Comp_ ize Type (ADINFO. Adapter_ax
Numeric Array_S ize) )

Test TL_EXEC CONNumeric Buffer Size
: INTGER;
Test TL EXEC CON NumericBuffer_Type
TL EXC CONM.NumericBuffer Type(l..TL CONNON.Comp_Size._Type(ADINFO.Adapter Max Nume
Test TL_ XEC CONOperation Status_Type : TLEXECCO.Operation Status_Type;
Test TLEXEC CON Transaction ID Type
TLEXEC CON.Transaction_ID_Type;
TestTL.SEEDAdapter_Statements
Test_TL SEED Component _Types
Test_TLS EED_Comp_Type _Type:
Test TL_SEED_Full Integer
Test_TL _SEED_Full_Scalar
Test_TL_SEED Full _Scalar_2
Test TL_SEED_Half_Integer
Te tTLSEED Hal f_Int eger2
Test_TL SEEDHalfNatural

tldata_test_s.ada
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: TL SEED.Adapter_Statements;
: TL_SEED.Component_Types;
TLSEED. CompType Type;
: TL_SBED.Full_Integer;
: TL SEED.FullScalar;
: TLSEED.Full Scalar;
: TL SEED.Half_Integer;
: TLSEED.Half Integer;
: TL. SEED.HalfNatural;

BREAK TYPE

type Break_Type is

---

(Before_Entry,

Before_Exit,

Immediate,

TEST DATA

--- RECORD FOR TEST DATA
type Data Test_Type is
---

RECORD
record
--- TEST INFORMATION
Package_Name
Procedure Name
Argument Count
Test_VariableArray
Call
Break Status
Data ID

---

---

END RECORD
end record;

END PACKAGE
end TLDATA TEST;

Test String Type;
Test String_Type;
INTEGER;
Test_Variable_Array_Type;
Call_Type;
Break Type :- Immediate;
INTEGER :- 0;

Never, SetBreak,

Delete_Brea

Nov 22 16:39

tl data tielinaer

.ada

Nov 22 16:39

---

---

COPYRIGHT (C) Charles Stark Draper Laboratory 1994.

---

Package Name : TL_DATA_TIKELINER (DATATL - spec)

---

Principal Author : Kevin S-h Lee

All Rights Reserved.

--- Description :
-----

Global data declarations
Package Spec Dependencies :

---

Name

Usage

--- Modification History :
---

Date

Name

Authority

Description

---

11/21/94

K.Lee

KAIT

Created

with TL DATACOMPILERi
with TL DATAEXECUTOR;
with TL DATA TEST;
---

PACKAGE

package TL DATATIMELINER is
RENAMES
renames TL DATA COMPILER;
DATACOMP
DATAEXEC renames TL_DATA1EXECUTOR;
DATATEST renames TL_DATATEST;

---

PACKAGE
package
package
package

---

CONPLETE TINELINER DATATYPE
type Data_Timeliner_Type is
record
I DATAMXC, DstkRxoe tor.CommendTypt
Command
Parameters i DATAIXEC.Data Executor Parameters Type;
: DATACOMP.Data Compiler Type;
Compiler
Test
: DATATEST.Data Test_Type;
end record;

--- DECLARE GLOBAL TIMELINER DATA

Data Timeliner : Data_Timeliner_Type;
---

COMPLETE STATUS DATA TYPE
type DataDisplays _Type is
record
: DATACOMP.Data_Compiler. Type;
Comapiler
Bundle Status : DATAEXEC.Data Executor Bundle Status Type;
Test
: DATATEST.DataTest Type;
end record;

---

DECLARE GLOBAL DISPLAY DATA
DataDisplay : ataDisplays_Type;

---

DECLARE GLOBAL STATUS DATA

Data Status : DATABXBC.Data Executor Status _Type;

END PACKAGE
end TL DATA TIMELINER;

tl datatimeliners.ada
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d timeliner.s.ada
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--- COPYRIGHT (C) Charles Stark Draper Laboratory 1994.

parametermemory_available
parameter_ memory_in_ use
parameter_numberof_bundles

All Rights Reserved.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------..

---

(DTL - spec)

---

Package Name : D_TIMELINER

---

Principal Author : Kevin S-h Lee

d timeliner s.ada
: INTEGER :: INTEGER :: INTEGER :

2;
3;
4;

FOR NTH BUNDLE, USE THE VALUE GIVEN BELOW + N * 10
parameterbundle_ name
: INTEGER :- 1;
parameter_number_of_sequences
: INTEGER : 2;
parameter_deltat
: INTEGER :- 3;
: INTEGER : 4;
parameterpriority
parameter_status
: INTEGER :- 5;

--- Description :
-------

parameter_bundle_begin
parameter_bundle_end

: INTEGER :
: INTEGER :-

parameter memory available;
parameter number ofbundles;

parameterbundlestatus begin
parameter bundlestatusend

: INTEGER :: INTEGER :-

parameter bundle_name;
parameter_status;

---

SEQUENCE STATUS PARAMETERS
parameter bundle

: INTEGER :-

100;

---

FOR NTH SEQUENCE, USE THE VALUE GIVEN BELOW
parametersequence label
: INTEGER
parameter sequence name
: INTEGER
parameterstatement_number
: INTEGER
parameter sequencestatus
: INTEGER

This module provides an interface for the displays with the Timeliner executor.
Commands are processed from displays via UDP protocols.
Status is received via UDP protocol and processed for individual displays.

--.

--- Package Spec Dependencies :
---

Name

Usage

--- Modification History :
---

Name

Date
-

.---

---

-

06/28/94

K.Lee

Authority
---------

Description
-----------

MOTIF

Created

+ N * 5
:- 101;

:- 102;
:-

103;

:- 104;

parameter_sequence_begin
parameter_sequence end

: INTEGER :-

------------------------------ PACKAGE D TIMELINER
package D TIMELINER is

parameter_sequence_status _begin
parameter sequence_status_end

: INTEGER :- parametersequence label;
: INTEGER :- parameter_status;

CONTROL PANEL STATUS PARAMETERS
parameter_control_bundle
parameter_control_sequence
parametercontrolsequence_status
parameter control current_number
parameter_controlmessage
parametercontrolselectednumber

:
:
:
:
:

::::
:*
: INTEGER :=

91;
92;
93;
94;
95;
96;

parametercontrol_begin
parametercontrol_end

: INTEGER :
: INTEGER :-

parameter_control_bundle;
parameter_control_selected_number;

--- DISPLAY
Display
Display
Display
Offset

---

PARAMETERS
: INTEGER :-1;
Bundle
Bundle Info : INTEGER :- 1;
Sequence
: INTEGER :- 1;
: INTEGER :- 0;

Maximum Lines : INTEGER :- 5000;
Blank_Line
STRING(l..132) :- (1..132

---

a INTEGER;

Test Auto

: BOOLEAN :=TRUE;

List Auto

: BOOLEAN:- TRUE;

List Current Bundle

---

INTEGER :- 0;

BundleNames : Array(l..8) of STRING(1..32) :- (1..8 -> (1..32
Sequence Name : STRING(1..32)

INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER

);

List Contents : Array (1..MaxinumaLines) of STRING(1..132)
t- (1..Maximum Lines -) (1..132 ) ' '));
Length

parameterbundle;

: INTEGER :- parameterbundle;

---

200;
201;

TEST ADAPTER ARGUMENT INFORMATION

parameter_kait targument name
parameter kai targument type
parameter kait_argument_value

' '));
1>

:- (1..32 -)> ');

TEST ADAPTER PANEL STATUS PARAMETERS
parameter kait_package
: INTEGER :parameter kaitprocedure
: INTEGER :-

: INTEGER :202;
: INTEGER :- 203;
: INTEGER :- 204;

PROCEDURE FOR SENDING COMMAND

procedure Send_Command;
Vacant

: Array (1..8) of BOOLEAN :-

(1..38-

TRU)

;

INTEGER :- 250;
Maximuma Widgets
: INTEGER :- 80;
Maximum String
CurrentString Array i Array (1..axinumaWidgets) of STRING(1..Maximum_String)

Epty String
---

---

PROCEDURE FOR UPDATING THE SELECTION WIDGET ON SEQUENCE CONTROL PANEL
procedure Update Selection;

---

PROCEDURE FOR UPDATING DISPLAY PANELS
procedure Update Panels (Manual : in BOOLEAN);

---

PROCEDURE FOR UPDATING STATUS OF A GIVEN WIDGET ITEM
procedure Update _tatus (Update Widget : in INTEGER;
WidgetName
: in STRING;

:- (1..Maxima Widgets -> (1..Maxiaum String -> ' '));
:STRING(1..Maximm String) :- (1..Maxinum.String *> 1 ');

ER8
BUNDLE STATUS PARAMWN
parameter executor

: INTEGER 1: 1;

Dea 6 17518

d timoliners.ada
Update_String : in STRING);

--- PROCEDURE FOR SENDING TEST DATA
procedure SendTestData;
---

END PACKAGE;
end DTIMELINER;

3

Jan 6 10:56

dtimeliner b.ada

--- COPYRIGHT (C) Charles Stark Draper Laboratory 1994.

---

All Rights Reserved.

-----------------------------

Package Name : DTIMELINER (DTL - body)

--- Principal Author : Kevin S-h Lee
--- Description :
---------

This module provides an interface for the displays with the Timeliner executor.
Commands are processed from displays via UDP protocols.
Status is received via UDP protocol and processed for individual displays.

Name

Usage

---

TL DATA COMMANDS

Command types

- Package Body Dependencies :

CURRENT DISPLAY INFORMATION
Bundle_ Name
STRING(1..32)
- (1..32>
);
Current_Bundle Name : STRING(1..32) :- (1..32 -) ' ');
Current_Sequence
: INTEGER :- 0;
BundlePointer
: TLEXECCON.BundlePointer_Type;

---

COLLECTION OF BUNDLE NAMES
type Bundle_Names_Array_Type is array (1..8) of STRING(l..32);
Current_Bundle_Names : Bundle_NamesArray Type :- (1..8 -> (1..32 -> '
COLLECTION OF MESSAGES
type Messages_Array_Type is array (1..8) of STRING(l..80);
Current_Messages : Nessages_Array_Type :- (1..8 -> (1..80 0) ' '));

---

IO PACKAGES USED FOR UPDATING BUNDLE STATUS
package LONG_INTEGER_TYPE IO is new TEXT IO.INTEGERIO(PRIN.Long_Integer_Type);
package INTEGER_TYPE_IO is new TEXTIO.INTEGERIO(PRIN.Integer_Type);
package FLOAT_TYPE_IO is new TEXTIO.FLOAT_IO(PRIN.Float Type);
package BUNDLE_STATUS_TYPE_IO is new TEXTIO.ENUMERATION IO(BUNCLS.ATTRIBUTES. Bundle St

---

IO PACKAGES USED FOR UPDATING SEQUENCE STATUS
package Statement Number_IO is new TEXT_IO.INTEGER_IO(BUNCLS.ATTRIBUTES.Sequence States
package SequenceStatus_IO is new TEXT_IO.ENUMERATION__IO(BUNCLS.ATTRIBUTES.Sequence_St
package INT IO is new TEXT_IO.INTEGERIO(INTEGER);

---

FUNCTION RENAMES
function "- (Left, Right : Panel_executor.Comand
function "-" (Left, Right : DATATEST.BreakType)

Name

Authority

Description

-----

06/128/94
08/08/94

X.Lee

MOTIF

R.Lee

Remod

Created
Improved Command Response handling

--- SEND COMMAND
'------------------------------------------------------- PROCEDURE FOR SENDING COMMAND TO TIMELINER
-- - - - - -- - - -'-------'---"---- - -- -- - - -- -- - ----------------

PROCEDURE
procedure Send Command is

---

with Panel wait;

BEGIN
begin

with D CENTER LIST;
with D SCRIPT;

---

with Panel messages;

with TEXT IO;

"-- PACKAGE
BODY D TIMELINER
package body DTIMELINER is

Status_Type) return BOOLEAN renames
return BOOLEAN renames

------------------------------------.......................................----.....

with Panel sequence;
with Panel test;

));

---

Date

TAB; use TAB;
Panel compiler;
Panel executor;
Panel exe stat;
Panel seqstat;
Panel seqcont;
Panel bundles;

TL BUNDLBCLASSPIG;
TL CON DISPLAYS;
TL DATAEXECIUTOR;
TL DATA TEST;
TL DATA TIMELINER;
D CENTERLIST;
TL_PRINITIVES;

"""

---

with
with
with
with
with
with
with

renames
renames
renames
renames
renames
renames
renames

---

--- Modification History :

TLBUNDLECLASS PKG;
TL COM DISPLAYS;
TL DATA EXECUTOR;
TL DATA TEST;
TLDATATIMELIMER;
TLE iC
coN;
TL PRIMITIVES;

RENANES
BUNCLS
COMDISP
DATAXIEC
DATATEST
DATATL
DCENTER
PRIN

LOCAL COPY OF DISPLAY DATA
Local_Displays : DATATL.Data_Displays Type;

Usage

with
with
with
with
with
with
with

PACKAGE
package
package
package
package
package
package
package

---

Package Spec Dependencies :

---

2

--- PACKAGE RENAMESIN SPEC
--- package DATACMDSrenames TLDATA COMMANDS;
---

----------------------------------------

d timliner b.ada

Jan 6 10:56

---

INVOKE SEND_COMMAND PROCEDURE IN COMMUNICATIONS PACKAGE
DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Parameters.Bun Nu
:- Display Bundle;
DATATL.DataTimeliner.Parameters.SeNua :. Display Sequence;
COMDISP.Send Command;

END SEND COMMAND
end Send Command;

Jan 6 10:56

--

dtimeliner b.ada

dtimalinerb.ada

Jan 6 10t56

end loop;

EXTRACT TESTDATA

...........................................................................

when DATATEST.Set Break I DATATEST.Delete Break ->

-- EXTRACT CURRENT INFORMATION CONTAINED IN A GIVEN PANEL ITEM.
...........................................................................

---

--- GET PACKAGE AND PROCEDURE NAMES
DATATL.Data Timeliner.Test. Package_Nam
Extract_TestData ("testpackage",
Extract_Test_Data ("testyrocedure", DATATL.DataTimeliner.Test.Procedure_

PROCEDURE

procedure Extract TestData (Panel Item Name : in STRING; Data : in out STRING) is
Count

end case;

: TAE.Taeint;

Va_Pointer : TAE.variableptr;
COMDISP.Send Command;
--- BEGIN
begin

--- END PROCEDURE
end SendTestData;

TAE.Tae_Vm.Vm_Find (Paneltest.Info.Target, Panel ItemName, VmPointer);
TAE.Tae Vm.Vm _Extract_Count (VM Pointer, Count);

if Count > 0 then
TAE.Tae_Vm.Vm_Extract_SVAL (Va Pointer, 1, Data);
end if;

.............................--------------------------..................

--- UPDATEKAIT
------------------------------------------------------------------ UPDATES TEST ADAPTER PANEL
.........................................................................

--- END PROCEDURE
--- PROCEDURE
procedure Update KAIT (Manual : in BOOLEAN) is

end Extract_Test_Data;

--- SEND TEST DATA
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

---

--- SEND TESTING INFORMATION TO TIMELINER
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

VARIABLES FOR
Offset
:
:
Suffix
TypeString :
Position
:

UPDATING ARGUMENT VALUES
INTEGER;
STRING(l..l);
STRING(1..3);
INTEGER;

--- PROCEDURE

procedure Send Test Data is
Suffix
---

--- BEGIN
begin

STRING(1..1);
---

IF THE UPDATE MODE IS MANUAL AND UPDATE REQUEST IS NOT MANUAL THEN DO NOTHING
if not Test Auto and not Manual then
return;
end if;

---

UPDATE PACKAGE AND PROCEDURE NAMES
Local_Displays.Test. Pack
"test package",
Update Status (parameter_kait_package,
Update Status (parameter kaitprocedure, "testprocedure", LocalDisplays.Test. Proc

BEGIN
begin
--- SET COMMAND TO UPDATE
DATATL.Data Timeliner.Command :- DATAEXEC.Update;
---

UPDATE DATA ID IF CONTINUING COMMAND
HAS BEEN ISSUED

case DATATL.Data Timeliner.Test.Break Status is
-

when DATATEST.Before_Entry I DATATEST.Before Exit I DATATEST. Immediate I DATATE
--- SET RETURN ID

DATATL.Data.Timeliner.Test.Data.ID :- LocalDisplays.Test.Data ID;
--- UPDATE ARGUMENT VALUES
for Count in 1..8 loop

--

UPDATE ARGUMENTS
for Count in 1..8 loop
--- DETERMINE OUTPUT STRING
Offset :- (Count - 1) * 3;
INT IO.Put (Suffix, Count);
---

--- DETERMINE OUTPUT STRING
INT IO.Put (Suffix. Count);

IF THERE AREN'T ENOUGH ARGUMENTS, FILL IN BLANKS
if Count > Local Displays.Test.Argument_Count then
Update Status (parameter_kait_argument name + Offset, "argument_" & Suffix
& Suffix
UpdateStatus (parameter_kait_argument_type + Offset, "type_"
& Suffix
Update_Status (parameter_kait_argument value + Offset, "value-

--- SET ARGUMENT TYPE

DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Test.TestVariable_Array(Count) .Variable_Type :Local_Displays.Test.Test VariableArray (Count) .Variable_Type;
--- IF THERE IS A VALID ARGUMENT, SET RETURN VALUE
if Count (- Local Displays.Test.ArgumentCount then

ExtractTest Data ("value_" & Suffix,
DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Test.Test VariableArray(C
end if;

else
--- DETERMINE PARAMETER TYPE
case Local Displays.Test.TestVariableArray(Count) .Parameter_Type is
when DATATEST.In Parameter
-> Type_String :- "IN ";
- TypeString :- "OUT";
when DATATEST.Out_Parameter
when DATATEST.In Out Parameter -) Type String :- "I/O";
when DATATEST.ReturnParameter -> TypeString :- "RET";

Jan S 10s5

d timeliner b.ada

5

--- SEND MESSAGE
DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Command :- DATABXEC.Update;

end case;

Send Command;

Update Status (parameterkaitargument name + Offset. "argument_" & Suffi
Local Displays.Test.Test Variable Array(Count) .Name);
a Suffi
Update Status (parameter kait argument type + Offset, "type_"
Update Status (parameter kait argument value + Offset, "value_"
& Suffi2
LocalDi splays.Test.Tes tVariable Array (Count) .Value_String)
--- END IF THERE AREN'T ENOUGH
ARGUMENTS.

6

d timelinerb.ada
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end if:
end if:
--- EXCEPTION...

FILL IN BLANKS

exception

end if;

when textio.name error -)

end loop;

text_io.put_line ("(-- file not found");

textio.new line;

--- END PROCEDURE

end Update_KAIT;
when text io.use error -)
text io.put line ("(-- file in use");

*-------------------------------------------------------------------------

--- UPDATE COMPILER
***-----------------------------------------------------------------------

end Update Compiler;

--- UPDATE COMPILER PANEL
-- UPDATESELECTION
----------- I---RATO
--- UPDATE SEECTION

--- PROCEDURE
procedure UpdateCompiler is

-- UPDATE SELECTION INFORMATION

: INTEGER :- 1;
Counter
Dot Location : INTEGER
0;
t1iinputfile : TEXT_IO.FILE_TYPB;

procedure UpdateSelection is
SelectionString : Array (1..10) of STRING(1..4) :- (1..10 Selection_Vector : svector(l..10);

--- BEGIN
begin

"

:

begin
---

SET FLAGFOR MESSAGE BACKTO TIMELINER
DATATL.Data Timeliner. Compiler.Verify :- FALSB;

-- UPDATE THE NUMERICAL LABEL OF THE SEQUENCE DEPENDING ON THE OFFSET...
-- ...
WHICH IN TURN DEPENDS ON THE ACTIVITIES OF PREVIOUS AND NEXT BUTTONS
if Panel_seq_stat.Info.Panel_ID /- NullPanel_ID then
for sequence_Count in 1..10 loop
INT_IO.put (SelectionString(Sequence Count) (1..2), Offset + SequenceCount);
Selection Vector(Sequence Count) :- new string(Selection-String(Sequence_Count)'range);
SelectionVector(SequenceCount).all :- Selection String(Sequence Count);
end loop;
Tae_Wpt.Wpt_SetStringConstraints (Panelseq_stat. Info.Panel ID,
"seq.selector", 10, SelectionVector);
Tae_Wpt.Wpt_ViewUpdate (Panelseqstat.Info.Panel_ID, "seqselector",

if DATATL.Data Displays.Compiler.Verifty then
while (Dot Location - 0 and
°
Counter (- DATATL. Data Displays.Compiler.TLSFile LENGTH) loop
if DATATL.Data_Displays.Compiler.TLSFile(Counter) - '.' then
Dot Location :- Counter;
else
Counter :- Counter + 1;
end if;
end loop;

Panel_seqstat.Info.View, "seqselector");

if Dot Location > 0 and
DATATL.Dataa_Displays.Compiler.Options (. .6) /- "NOLIST" then

end if;

DATATL.Data Timeliner.Command :- DATAEXEC.Update;
---

VERIFY NAMEBY OPENING/CLOSING INPUT FILE
TEXTIO.open (tl_input_file, TEXT IO.in file,
DATATL.DataDisplays.Compiler.TLS_File ( .Dot Location) & "TLL");
TEXT_IO.cloae (tl inputfile);

SendCommand;
end Update_Selection;
................................................................................

---

---

UPDATE DISPLAY

---

Tae VN.Vm SetString (Panel compiler.Info.View, "compile_status.filespec", 1,
DATATL.Data Displays.Compiler.TLS File(1.. Dot Location)
Tae Vm.P UPDATEB)
Tae Wpt.Wpt VieVUpdate (Panel compiler.Info.PanelID, "compile-status",
Panel compiler.Info.View, "compile status");

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SET FLAG FOR MESSAGE BACK TO TIMELINER

DATATL.Data Timeliner.Compiler.Verify :- TRUE;

"'1

UPDATE COMMANDS

--- UPDATE STATUS BAR ON COMMAND
PANEL
----------------------------------------------------------------- *-----------procedure Update_Commands is

Update_String : STRING(l..Local_Displays.Bundle_Status.Response'LENGTH)
(1..Local_Displays.Bundle-Statu.Response'LEGTH

-) ' ');

Jan 6 10t56
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--IF THE COMMAND
WAS ACCEPTED. USE THE RESPONSE FROM THE EXECUTOR
if Panelexecutor.Command Status - Panel executor.Accepted then

---

8

Start Position :- UpdateString'FIRST;
End Position :- Update String'LAST;
for String Position in UpdateString'FIRST..Update String'LAST loop
if Update String(String_Position) /I ' ' and No_String then
No_String
:- FALSE;
Start_Position :- String Position;
end if;
end loop;
No String :- TRUE;
for String Position in reverse Update String'FIRST..UpdateString'LAST loop
if Update String(String Position) /- ' ' and NoString then
No String
:- FALSE;
:- String_Position;
End_Position
end if;
end loop;
end if;

begin

Update String :-

dtimelin rb.ada

Local_Displays.Bundle_Status.Response;

OTHERWISE, CONSTRUCT A LOCAL RESPONSE MESSAGE

else
-- PREPARE UPDATE STRING COMMAND
FIELD
UpdateString (1.. DATAEXEC.Data_Executor_Command_Type'IMAGE(DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Cc
DATAEXEC.Data_Executor_Command_Type'IMAGE (DATATL.Data_Timeliner. Command) ;
PREPARE THE STATUS FIELD
--Update_S tring (14.. (Panel_executor. Command_Status _Type ' IMAGE (Panel_executor. Command_
Panel_executor.Command StatusType'IAGE (Panel_executor.Command Status);

IF THE STRING HAS CHANGED, UPDATE THE NEW STRING
if UpdateString - "" or (Update_String /- "" and
Update String(Start Position..End Position) /Current _String_Array(Update Widget) (Start Position..EndPosition)) then
Current_StringArray(Update Widget) :- Empty_String;
if (End_Position - StartPosition + 1) ) Maximum String then
EndPosition :- MaximumString;
end if;
if Update String- "" then
StartPosition :- 1;
End Position :- 2;
Current_String_Array(Update_Widget) (Start Position..EndPosition) :- -- ;
Tae_Wpt.Wpt_SetString (Current_Panel_ID, WidgetName, "--");
else
CurrentString_Array(Update_Widget) (1..(End Position - Start_Position + 1))
Update String(StartPosition..End Position);
Tae_Wpt.Wpt_SetString (Current Panel_ID, Widget_Name.
UpdateString (Start Position..End_Position));
end if;
end if;
end if;
end UpdateStatus;
--

end if;
--- GENERIC STATUS IF NONE AVAILABLE
" then
if Update String(l..13) - "
UpdateString :- "Waiting For Command
end if;
--- UPDATE THE RESPONSE STRING
Tae_Wpt.WptSetString (Panel_executor. Info.Panel ID, "command_status",
end Update_Commands;
----------------------------------------------------------------------UPDATE STATUS
----------------------------------------------------------------------

-- Update the given status field
----------------------------------------------------------------------

procedure UpdateStatus

(UpdateWidget : in INTEGER;
Widget Name
: in STRING;
Update String : in STRING) is

Update_String);

Current_Panel ID : Wpt_PanelID;
Start Position i INTEGER;
End Position
: INTEGER:
No String
: BOOLEAN :- TRUE;
begin
--

---

UPDATE BUNDLE
Update the status fields

-- Update the status fields

for Bundle Statu

Panel--------------------

for Bundle Status Panel

procedure Update_Bundle is
DETERMINE THE PANEL ID

if Update Widget < 90 then
Current PanelID :- Panelexestat.Info.PanelID;
elsif (Update Widget >- 90 and Update_Widget <= 98) or
(Update_Widget >) 160 and Update_Widget <- 166) then
Current Panel ID :- Panel_seqcont.Info.Panel ID;

elsif Update_Widget < 200 then
Current Panel ID I: Panelsqstat. Info.Panel ID;
else
Current PanelID
Panel test.Info.PanelID;
end if;
if Current_Panel_ID /- NullPanelID then
if Update string /- "" then
--

DETERMINE ACTUALSTRING TO BE DISPLAYED

Memory_Available
Memory_InUse
NumberOf Bundles
Selection

Tag

:
:
:
:

: STRING(1..8)

type Bundle_Array is
Number_Of_Sequences,

STRING(1..10)
STRING(1..10)
STRING(1..10)
STRING(1..3)

:- (1..10 *)
:- (1..10 -)
:- (1..10 -)
"
::";

' ');
' ');
' ');

:- "12345678";
array (1..8) of STRING(1..10);
Delta_T, Priority, Status : Bundle_Array;

Update : Array (1..8) of BOOLEAN :-

(1..8 -) FALSE);

begin
LONG INTEGER_TYPE_IO.put (Memory Available, Local Displays.Bundle_Status.xecutorDynamic_
UpdateStatus (parameter_memory_available, "me._avail", Memory_Available);

Jan * 1056
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end if;

LONGINTGER TYPE IO. put (MemoryIn Use, Local Displays. Bundle Status. Executor_Dynamic_Data
Update Status (parameter memory in use. "mem in use*, MemoryInUse):
INTiGER TYPE_IO.put (Number_Of_Bundles, LocalDisplays.Bundle Status.Executor_Dynamic_Data.
Update Status (parameternumberof_bundles, "numof bundles", NumberofBundles):

end loop;
end Update_Bundle;

if

Current Bundle Name /- Bundle Name then
Current Bundle Name ,- Bundle Name;
INT IO.put (Selection(1..1), Display.Bundle);
Tae_Wpt.Wpt SetString (Panelexe_stat.Info.PanelID,
end if;

-----------------------..

--

seq statbundle",

Selection);

for Bundle in 1..8 loop
Bundle Pointer :- TL_EXEC CON.Bundle Pointer Type(Bundle) ;

Status(Bundle) :- (1..10 -)

..-------------------------.. ..

.

..

.

..

.

..

-- IF THE BUNDLE IS VACANT...
if Status(Bundle) (1..6) - "VACANT"then

pa----------------------------------------------------upd--ate s--eque-----nce
-- update sequence panel information
procedure Update_Sequence is
Selection
Sequence-Digits
Statement Number
Sequence_Status

:
:
:
:

STRING(1..4) : *
:";
STRING(1..10) :- "1234567890";
STRING(1..5);
STRING(1..32) ;

Update : Array (1..10)

of BOOLEAN:-

(1..10 -)

FALSE);

... UPDATE IF THE BUNDLE WAS NOT VACANT PREVIOUSLY

if Vacant (Bundle) - FALSE then

begin

Number_OfSequences (Bundle)(l..10)

:-

"--

";

Delta T(Bundle) (1..10)
Priority(Bundle) (1..10)

: .: "--

;
"

Update(Bundle)
Vacant(Bundle)
aend if;

:- TRUE;
i- TRUt

Bundle_Pointer
-if

:- TL EXEC CON.Bundle_Pointer_Type(DisplayBundle);

IF THE BUNDLENAME IS "--" OR BLANK, USE "--" AS BUNDLI NAME
"-LocalDisplays.Bundle_Status.Bundle_Static_Data(Bundle_Pointer) .BundleName(l..2))
Local_Displays.BundleStatus.BundleStatic Data (BundlePointer) .Bundle_Name(l..2) Tae_Vm.Vm SetString (Panel_seqstat.Info.view, "bundle", 1, "VACANT". Tae Va.PUPDATE);

"bundle".

-- UPDATE IF THE BUNDLEIS NOT VACANT

Tae_Wpt.WptViewUpdate (Panel seqstat. Info.Panel_ID.

else
Number_Of Sequences(Bundle) :- (1..10 -) ' ');
:- (1..10-> *
Delta T(Bundle)
:- (1..10-)
);
Priority(Bundle)
:- TRUE:
Update(Bundle)
:- FALSE;
Vacant (Bundle)
INTEGER_TTPB_IO.put (Number Of Sequences (Bundle),
Local Displays. Bundle Status. Bundle Static_Data (Bundle_Pointer) .Bt
FLOAT TYPEIO.put (Delta_T(Bundle),
Local Displays.BundleStatus .Bundle._Stat ic_Data (Bundle-Pointer) .Bund
INTEGER_TYPEIO.put (Priority(Bundle),
Local_Displays. BundleStatus. Bundle Static Data (Bundle.Pointer) .Bt
end if;

Panel seqstat.Info.View, "bundle");
CurrentString_Array(parameter bundle) (1..6) :- "VACANT";

-if

.

'):

BUNDLESTATUSTYPE IO.put (Status(Bundle),
LocalDisplays.Bundle_Status.Bundle Dynamic_Data(Bundle_Pointe

--

.

UPDATE SEQUENCE

UPDATE BACH
BUNDLE AS NEEDED
Update(Bundle) then
if Vacant(Bundle) then
10),
Update Status (parameter_bundle_name + (Bundle
"bun_name_" & Tag(Bundle), "--");
Bundle Names(Bundle) :- (others -> ' ');
else
Update_Status (parameterbundle name + (Bundle * 10),

"bun name " & Tag(Bundle),
Local Displays.Bundle_Status. Bundle Static_Data(BundlePointer). Bundle
Bundle Names(Bundle) :- Local Displays.Bundle.Status.BuntdleStaticDta (Bundle Pointe
end if;
Update Status (parameter number of sequences + (Bundle * 10),
"numseq" & Tag(Bundle), NumberOf Sequences (Bundle));
Update_Status (parameter_delta_t + (Bundle * 10),
"delta t " & Tag(Bundle), Delta T(Bundle));
Update Status (parameterpriority + (Bundle * 10),
"priority" & Tag(Bundle), Priority(Bundle));
Update Status (parameter_status + (Bundle * 10),
"status * & Tag(Bundle), Status(Bundle));

else
if Current string_Array(parameter bundle)(1..BundleName'LENGTH) /- BundleName then
Tae Vm.V SetString (Panel_seqstat.Info.View, "bundle", 1, Bundle_Name. Tae_Vm.P_UPDA
Tae_Wpt.Wpt_ViewUpdate (Panelseqstat. Info.Panel_ID, "bundle",
Panel seq_stat.Info.View, "bundle");
:- Bundle_Name;
Current_String_Array(parameter bundle) (1..Bundle_Name'LENGTH)
end if;
end if;
Current_Sequence /- Offset + Display_Sequence then
Current Sequence :- Offset + Display_Sequence;
INT IO.put (Selection(1..2), Offset + Display_Sequence);
Tae Wpt.Wpt SetString (Panel_seq_stat. Info.Panel_ID, "seq selector", Selection);
end if;
if

--

FOR THE TEN VISIBLE SEQUENCE SLOTS

for Sequence_Count in 1..10 loop
-- DETERMINE THE SEQUENCE STATUS AND UPDATE IT
SequenceStatus :- (l..32 -> ' ');
Sequence_StatusIO.put (SequenceStatus,

Local Displays. Bundle_Status. Sequence Dynamic Data.SeStatus (SeC
Update_Status (parameter_sequence_status + Sequence Count * 5,
"seq_stat_" & SequenceDigits(Sequence Count), Sequence Status);
-if

IF THE STATUS IS VACANTTHEN UPDATE THE NAME AND STATAMENT NUMBERAS "--"
Sequence Status(l..6) - "VACANT" then
Update Status (parameter.sequence_name + Sequence Count * 5,

"seqname_" & Sequence_Digits(SequenceCount), "--");
Update Status (parameter_statement number + Sequence Count * 5,
"stat num " & Sequence_Digits(sequence Count), "--");
else

Jan 6 10s56
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UpdateStatus (parameter_sequencename + SequenceCount * 5,
"seqname" & Sequence_Digits(Sequence_Count),
Local_
Displays.Bundle_Status.Sequence_Static_Data.SeqNames (SequenceCoL
StatementNumber :- (1..5 -> ' ');
Statement_NumberIO.put (StatementNumber,
Local Displays.Bundle_Status.Sequence_Dynamic_Data.SeqS tmt(Se
Update Status (parameter__statementnumber + SequenceCount * 5,
"stat num_" & Sequence Digits(Sequence_Count), Statement_Number);
end if;
end loop;
end UpdateSequence;
......................................................---------------.

--

UPDATE CONTROL

.......................................................--------------.

-- Update information on control panel

d timeliner b.ada
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-- UPDATE TITLES OF PULL DOWN MENUS
if CurrentString_Array(parameter_controlbundle) (1..Bundle_Name'LENGTH) /- Bundle_Name t
Tae_Vm.Vm_SetString (Panel_seq_cont. Info.View, "control_bundle", 1.
Bundle_Name, TaeVm.PUPDATE);
Tae_Wpt.Wpt_VievUpdate (Panel_seq_cont.Info.Panel_ID, "control_bundle",
Panel_seq_cont.Info.View, "control_bundle");
CurrentString_Array(parameter control_bundle)(1..Bundle_Name'LENGTH) :- BundleName;
end if;
Sequence_Name :- Local_Displays .Bundle_Status.SequenceStatic Data.SeqNames (Display_Seqt
if Current String_Array(parameter_control_sequence) (1..Sequence Name'LENGTH) /- Sequence
TaeVm.Vm_SetString (Panel_seqcont.Info.View, "cont sequence", 1,
Sequence Name, Tae Vm.P UPDATE);
Tae_Wpt.WptViewUpdate (Panel_seqcont.Info.Panel_ID, "cont sequence",
Panel_seqcont. Info.View, "contsequence");
Current String_Array(parameter_control_sequence) (1..Sequence_Name'LENGTH) :- Sequence_
end if;
-- UPDATE STATUS

SequenceStatus :- (1..32 -> ' ');
Sequence Status_IO.put (Sequence_Status,
Local_Displays.Bundle_Status.Sequence_Dynamic_Data.SeqStatus(Dis
UpdateStatus (parameter controlsequence status, "contst label".
SequenceStatus);
Statement Number :- (1..5 -) ' ');
Statement_Number IO.put (Statement Number,
Local_Displays. Bundle_Status.Sequence Dynamic_Data.Seqstt (Dis
Update_Status (parametercontrol_currentnumber. "controlcurrent",
Statement Number);
Bundle_Pointer :- TL_EXECCOM.Bundle Pointer_Type(Display_Bundle);
UpdateStatus (parameter_control_message, "control_message",
Local_Displays.Bundle_Status .Bundle MessageArray(Bundle_Pointer));

procedure Update_Control (Manual : in BOOLEAN) is
Sequence Name
Sequence Status
Statement_Number
TLLFile
Line_Number
LineCount
Position
Current Line

: STRING(1..32);
: STRING(1..32);
: STRING(l..5);

: Text_IO.FILE TYPE;
: INTEGER :- 1;
: INTEGER :- 0;
: INTEGER;
: STRING(l..132);

begin

-- DETERMINE THE LINE NUMBER

-- IF THERE IS NO BUNDLE PRESENT...
if

Bundle_Name(l..2)

- "--" or Bundle Name(l..2)

INTIO.get (Statement_Number, LineNumber, Length);
-

"

" then

-- UPDATE THE LISTBOX ONLY FOR AUTOUPDATE NODE OR MANUAL
UPDATE,
if (ListAuto or Manual) and (Line Number > 0) then

-- RESET STATUS TO DEFAULT VALUES
ListCurrent Bundle :- 0;

-- IF DISPLAY BUNDLE HASCHANGED,
LOADTHE NEWTLL FILE
begin
if List_Current Bundle /- Display_Bundle then
List_Current_Bundle :- Display_Bundle;
Length :- 1;
while Length (- Bundle_Name'LENGTH and then Bundle_Name(Length) /- ' ' loop

-- UPDATE TITLES OF PULL DOWN MENUS
TaeVm.Vm_SetString (Panel_seqcont. Info.View, "control_bundle", 1,
"VACANT", Tae_VM.PUPDATE);
Tae_Wpt.Wpt VievUpdate (Panel_seq_cont.Info.Panel_ID, "control_bundle",
Panel seq_cont. Info.View, "control_bundle");
Current String_Array(parameter_control_bundle) :- (others -> * ');
Tae V.Vm SetString (Panelseqcont. Info.View, "cont sequence", 1,
"VACANT", Tae Vm.PUPDATE);
Tae_Wpt.Wpt_ViewUpdate (Panel_seq_cont.Info.Panel_ID, "cont_sequence",
Panel seqcont. Info.View, "cont-sequence");
CurrentString_Array(parameter_control sequence) :- (others -> ' 1')

Length :- Length + 1;

end loop;

Update Status (parameter control_sequence status, "cont_st_label", "--");
Update Status (parameter_control_current number, "control_current", "--");
Update Status (parametercontrol_message, "control_message", "--");
-- LOAD THE DEFAULT TLL FILE, "TIMELINER.TLL"
Tae.Vm.Vm_SetString (Panelseq_cont. Info.View, "seqcont_list.filename
"TIMELINER.TLL", Tae_Vm.PUPDATE);
Tae Wpt.pt_ViewUpdate (Panel seqcont. Info.Panel ID, "seqcont list",
Panel seq_cont. Info.View, "seqcont list");
-- IF THERE IS A BUNDLE
else

IF THE LINE NUNEER IS1

-- UPDATE THE SELECTION LIST
Tae_Vm.Vm_SetString (Panel_seq_cont. Info.View, "seq_cont_list.filename", 1,
Bundle_Name(l.. (Length - 1)) & ".TLL", Tae Vm.PUPDATE);
Tae_Wpt.WptViewUpdate (Panel seqcont. Info.Panel_ID, "seq cont_list",
Panel_seqcont.Info.View, "seqcont_list");
-- OBTAIN LINE INFORMATION

TextIO.open (TLLFile, Text_IO.INFILE, Bundle_Name(l.. (Length - 1)) & ".TLL);
,

1,

-- READ UPTO MAXIMUM
LINES OR UNTIL END OF FILE
while not TextIO.end of file (TLL_File) and Line Count < MaxiumaLines loop
Line Count :- Line Count + 1;
Current_Line :- (1..(Current Line'LENGTH) -> ' ');
Text_IO.get_line (TLL_File, Current_Line, Position);
-- IF THE LINE CONTAINS VALID CODE...

Jan 6 10S56
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if Current_Line(l) in '1'..'9' then

Local_Displays. BunBle_Status. Bundle_Dynamic_Data (BundlePointer). Bundle

-- ... CONVERT THE LINE NUMBER FROMTHE FIRST FIVE CHARACTERS...
INT_IO.get (Current_Line(1..5), Line Count, Position);

exit when Bundle_Status(l. .6) - "VACANT";
Bundle Name Count :- BundleName Count + 1;
BundleName Vector(Bundle_Name_Count).all :Local Displays.Bundle_ tatus.Bundle_Static_Data (Bundle_Pointer) .Bundle

-- ... STORE THE STRING INTO THE ARRAY
AT LINE NUNERLOCATION
List Contents (Line_Count) :- Current Line;
if;
end
end loop;
end if;

end loop;
---

exception
end;
-- CENTER THE CURRENT LINE...
Length :- List Contents(Line_Number)'LENGTH;
while Length > 0 and then List_Contenets(Line_Number) (Length) - ° ° loop
Length -

IF ALL SLOTS ARE VACANT, INDICATE SO

if Bundle Name Count - 0 then
Bundle NameCount :- 1;
BundleNameVector(Bundle_NameCount).all
end if;

when others -> Text IO.put_line ("(-- Cannot find " A Bundle_Name(l.. (Length - 1))

Length :-

14
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---

UPDATE INSTALLED BUNDLENAMES

Tae_Wpt.Wpt_SetStringConstraints

1;

end loop:
-- ... BY USING "DCENTER" PACKAGE
PROVIDED BY JON BUSA
DCENTER.akelistcentered (Panel_seq cont.list vidget. List_Contents(Line_Number) (1..(
end if;
end if;

---

---

:- "NOBUNDLES FOUND

(Panel_bundles. Info.Panel ID,
"bundles", Taeint(Bundle_Name Count),
Bundle_Name Vector(1..Bundle_Name Count));

END IF ANY BUNDLEHAS CHANGED...
end if;

END PROCEDURE

end UpdateControl;

end Update_Bundles;

-- UPDATH BUNDLES

--

-- update bundle names for selection from control panel

-- update sequence names for selection from control panel

UPDATE SEQOUENCES

......................................................................

procedure Update Bundles is
Bundle Status
Bundle Name_Count
BundleName Vector
Update

procedure Update Sequences is

: STRING(1..10);
: INTEGER

:-

0;

: _vector(l..8);
: BOOLEAN
:- FALSE;

SequenceNameVector

: sa vector(l..50);

SequenceNameCount

:

SequenceStatus

: STRING(1..32);

INTEGER :-

0;

begin

---

BEGIN
-- IF DISPLAY BUNDLE IS DIFFERENT FROMCURRENT BUNDLE,UPDATE SEQUENCE NAMES
for Sequence Count in 1..50 loop

begin
---

UPDATE PULL DOWNCONTENTS IF BUNDLENAMESHAVE CHANGED

for Bundle Count in 1..8 loop
Bundle_Pointer :- TL_EXEC_CON.Bundle PointerType(Bundle Count);
if Current_Bundle Names (Bundle Count) /Local Displays. BundleStatus.Bundle Static Data(BundlePointer).BundleName
Current BundleNames (Bundle_Count) :Local Displays. Bundle Status. BundleStaticData (Bundle Pointer) .BundleUpdate :-

Sequence Name_Vector(SequenceCount)
Sequence_Status

:- new string(l..32);

(1.. (Sequence_Status'LENGTH)

->

' ');

SequenceStatus IO.put (Sequence_Status,
Local_Displays .BundleStatus.Sequence_DynamicData .SeqStatus (Sequence_Count));
exit when Sequence Statue(l. .6) - "VACANT";

TRUE;

Sequence Name_Count :- Sequence_NameCount + 1;
SequenceName_Vector(SequenceNameCount) .all :Local_Displays. Bundle_Status. Sequence_Static_Data. SeqNaes (Sequence_Count);

end if;
end loop;
---

:-

IF ANY BUNDLE HAS CHANGED...
if Update then

end loop;

--- KEEP TRACK OF NON-VACANT BUNDLES

--

for Bundle Count in 1..8 loop
Bundle_Pointer :- TLEXECCON.BundlePointer_Type(BundleCount);
Bundle Name_Vector(Bundle Count) :- new string(l..32);
BundleStatus

:-

(l..(BundleStatus'LENGTH)

BUNDLE STATUS_TYPB_IO.put

(BundleStatus,

-

IF ALL SLOTS ARE VACANT, INDICATE SO

if Sequence_Name_Count - 0 then
Sequence Name Count :-1;
Sequence Name Vector(Sequence_Name_Count) .all :- "NO SEQUENCES FOUND
end if;

' ');

Tae_Wpt.Wpt_SetStringConstraints (Panel_sequence. Info.Panel_ID,
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Taeint(SequenceName_Count),

Sequence_NameVector (..Sequence_NameCount));
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if Panel_Visible (Panelexe_stat.Info) or Panel_Visible (Panel seq_stat.Info) c
Panel Visible (Panel_seqcont.Info) or Panel_Visible (Panel_bundles.Info) c
Panel_Visible (Panel sequence.Info) or PanelVisible (Panelnessages.Info) t

end Update Sequences;
- - -- ............-

- . .--.- .........

........-

.- . .. .......

.-..---------

-- -

--IS VISIBLE
----................................................---------------------

FUNCTION
function Panel_Visible (Info : TAE.TaeWpt.Event_Context_Ptr) return BOOLEAN is
use TAB Wpt;
Panel_State : Wpt_Flags :-

---

--- ...DISPLAY THE "RETRIEVING DATA" MESSAGE AND REQUEST NEW STATUS
Panel wait.Connect Panel (TAE.Tae_Wpt. WPTPREFERRED);
Update Selection;
--- IF THE INFORMATION IS CORRECT, UPDATE ALL VISIBLE STATUS PANELS
else

WPTINVISIBLE;
if Panel Visible (Panel exe stat.Info) then
UpdateBundle;
end if;

BEGIN
begin
if (Info.Panel_ID /- Null Panel ID) then
Wpt_GetPanelState (Info.Panel ID, Panel_State);
return (Panel_State /- WPTINVISIBLE);
else
return FALSE;
end it;

---

--- IF THE UPDATE STATUS IS NOT UP TO DATE...
if INTEGER(LocalDisplays.Bundle_Status.Bundle) /- Display_Bundle then

END FUNCTION
end Panel Visible;

if Panel_Visible (Panel_seq stat.Info) then
UpdateSequence;
end if;
if Panel Visible (Panel seqcont.Info) then
Update control (Manual);
end if;
if PanelVisible (Panelbundles.Info) then
UpdateBundles;
end if;

..............................................................------------------

--- UPDATE PANELS
.................................-----.---------

------------------------------- UPDATE PANEL INFORMATION FOR ALL PANELS
---- ---- ---- ---- --- ----- ---- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -

if Panel Visible (Panelsequence.Info) then
Update Sequences;
end if;

---

PROCEDURE
procedure UpdatePanels (Manual : in BOOLEAN) is

if Panel_Visible (Panel messages.Info) then

---

BEGIN
begin

D SCRIPT.updatetime;

---

for i in 1..8 loop

CHECKFOR VALID DATA AND UPDATE STATUS
if CONDISP.data_valid then
Local Displays :-

Bundle_Pointer :- TL_EXEC_CON.Bundle_Pointer Type(i);
if Local_Displays.Bundle_Status. Bundle_Message_Array (BundlePol
(1..80 ->
') then

DATATL.Data Displays;

BundlePointer :- TL_EXEC_COM.Bundle_PointerType(Display_Bundle);
Bundle_Name :- Local_Displays.BundleStatus.Bundle_Static_Data(Bundle_Pointer).
---

---

Current Messages(i) (1..80) :- (1..80 -)

UPDATE TEST ADAPTER PANEL IF IT IS VISIBLE
if Panel_Visible (Panel_test.Info) then
Update.KAIT (Manual);
end if;

Current Messages(i) (1..80) :LocalDisplays. Bundle_S tatus.Bundle Message Array (Bund]

UPDATE COMPILER PANEL IF IT IS VISIBLE
if PanelVisible (Panel_compiler. Info) then
Update Compiler;
end if;

DSCRIPT.update_panel (Local Displays. BundleStatus.Bundle_P
end if;
end loop;

---

---

UPDATE COMMAND PANEL IF IT IS VISIBLE
if Panel Visible (Panel_executor.Info) then
Update_Commands;
end if;
IF ANY OF THE STATUS PANELS ARE VISIBLE...

' ')*

elsif Local Displays. BundleStatus.Bundle Message_Array (Bundle_
Current Messages(i) (1..80) then

end if;
Panel wait. Destroy_Panel;
end if;
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end if;
end if;
---

END PROCEDWRE
end Update_Panels;

--- END PACKAGE BODY
end D TINBLINER;

Dae 6 1713
----

---

---

tl_test_adapt test_s.ada
---

---

---

----

--

-- - -

-- - - - --
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--- COPYRIGNT (C) Charles Stark Draper Laboratory 1994.

- -

- --

tl_tst_adavt_test_s. ada

- -

All Rights Reserved.

---

SET TEST STRING

.........................................................................
.............................................................................

---

SETS THE TEST ADA STRING TO THE GIVEN STRING.

.........................................................................

---

Package

ame : TL_ADAPTER_TEST (ADTEST - spec)

---

Principal Author : Kevin S-h Lee

---

procedure Set Test String (StringInput : in STRING);

--- Description :
-----

PROCEDURE

.........................................................................

This package contains procedures for testing the kernel-adapter
interfaces, as defined in the FS8R.

---

GET TEST STRING

------------........-------------------------.....------------------...

---

GETS THE TEST ADA STRING.

.........................................................................

---

Package Spec Dependencies :
---

---

Name

Usage

---

TL DATA TEST

Test types

FUNCTION
function Get_Test_String return STRING;

------------------------------.....------...............................

---

REPORT

---

REPORTS THE STATUS OF THE ADAPTER PROCEDURE CALL MADEBY THE KERNEL.

--- odification History i
---

Date

Name

Authority

Description

---------------------------------------------..........................

---

11/01/94

K.Lee

Test

Created

--- PROCEDURE
procedure Report (Report_Case : in Report_Type);

vith
---

--- END PACKAGE
end TL ADAPTER TEST;

TL DATA TEST;

PACKAGE
package TL ADAPTER TEST is
---

PACKAGERENAMES

package DATATEST renames TL_DATA_TEST;
---

FLAGTO INDICATE WHETHER WINDOWS
IS BEING USED
Use_Displays : BOOLEAN:;

---

TYPE TO DISTINGUISH BETWEEN ENTRY TO A CALL OR EXIT FROM A CALL
type Report_Type is (Report Entry, ReportExit) ;

---

INITIALIZE

--- INITIALIZES THE REPORT INFORMATION.
--- NAMES OF THE PACKAGE AND PROCEDURE ARE PASSED IN.

---

---

PROCEDURE INITIALIZE
procedure Initialize (Package Name
Procedure Name

: in STRING;
: in STRING);

ADDVARIABLE

...............................-----...................................

---

ADDS THE NEW VARIABLE BY SETTING FIELDS IN TESTVARIABLES FOR THE GIVEN POSITION.

---

PROCEDURE ADDVARIABLE

procedure Add Variable (Parameter Type : in DATATET.Test_Parameter Type;
Name
i in STRING;
Variable_Type : in DATATEST.TestVariable_Type);

Jan 5 11.48
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All Rights Reserved.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Package Name : TL_ADAPTER TEST (ADTEST - body)

---

Principal Author : Kevin S-h Lee

IO PACKAGESFOR HANDLING DATA CONVERSION
package ADA_BOOLEAN IO
package ADINFO Adapter Consent Type_IO
package ADINFO Adapter_Size _TypeIO
package ADINSTRMNInstall _Status_ Type_IO
package ADINSTRNRemove_ Statu s_Type IO
package ADMHEMNR
Block Size T 10
package ADSTATUS Result Type 10O

package ADWARN
_rror_Type_TypeIO
---

--- Description :

package SYSTEM Address_IO
package TL_COMMON_Address _TypeIO
package TL_COMMON_Comp_Data_Type_IO
package TL_COMMONCompModeType_IO
package TL_COMMON_Comp _PointerType_IO
package TLCOMMON_CompSize_TypeI 0
package TL_COMMONSeqLPointerType_IO
package TL_COMMON_S tat _Pointer_Type_IO
package TL_CUSSERCussType _Type _I
package TL_EXECCON Bundle PointerRange_IO
package TLEXEC CON Bundle_PointerType IO
package TLEXEC CON GeneralStatus_Type_IO
package TL_EXECCON_Operation_Status Type IO
package TL_EXEC CON Transaction_ID_Type_IO
package TLSEEDAdapter_Statements IO
package TL_SEED_Component_Types_IO
package TL_SEED_Comp_Type_Type _IO
package TL SEEDFullInteger_IO
package TL SEED Full ScalarIO
package TL_SEED_Half_Integer_IO
package TL SEED Half Natural IO
package TL_SEEDStatementTypesIO

--.

---

This package contains procedures for testing the kernel-adapter

-----

---

interfaces, as defined in the FSSR.
Package Spec Dependencies

Package Spec Dependencies

:

---

Name

Usage

---

TL DATA TEST

Test types

-..

--- Package Body Dependencies :
Neie
--- --

Usage

Name

--- Nodification History :
...

Date

---

-

..

11/01/94

Name

Authority

Description

----

---------

-----------

X.Lee

Test

Created

package body TLADAPTERTEST is
RENAMES IN SPEC
renames
ADINFO
ADINSTRM renames
ADMEMGR renames
ADSTATUS renames
ADWARN renames
CONTL renames
DATATEST renames

package DATATL

TEXT IO. INTEGER IO (T COMMON.
Addre
TEXT_IO. INTEGER IO (TLCOMMON. Cosp
TEXT IO.ENUMERATIONIO(TLCONNMON.C
TEXTIO.INTEGER_IO(TL_COMMON.Comp
TEXTIO.INTEGERIO(TL COMMON.Comp
TEXT_IO. INTEGER_IO (TLCOMMON.Seq_
TEXT IO.INTEGER IO(TL COMMON.
Stat
TEXTIO. ENUMERATIONIO (TL_ CSSER.

new TEXT 10. INTEGER IO(TL

new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new

EXECCON., ur

TEXT_IO. INTEGER_IO(TLEXEC CON.Bur
TEXT IO.ENUMERATION IO(TL EIC CO
TEXTIO.ENUMERATION IO(TL EXECCO
TEXT_IO. ITEGER_IO(TL EXEC_CON.Trs
TEXTIO.ENUMERATION_IO(TL SEED.Ada
TEXTIO.ENUMERATION_IO(TL SEED.Coe
TEXT IO.ENUMERATION IO(TL SEED.Cos
TEXTIO.INTEGER IO(TLSEED.FullIt
TEXTIO.FLOAT_IO (TLSEED.Full Sc
TEXT IO.INTEGER IO(TLSEED.Half _Ir
TEXTIO.INTEGER IO(TLSEED.Half Na
TEXTIO. ENUMERATION IO(TL_SEED. St

type Procedure_Name_Type is (CMDEXECxxPrint_ComandStatement,
CMDEXECxxxecute Comand Statement,
DATA OUTxxPrintAdapter Summary,
DATA OUTxxPrepareAdapter Executable_Data,
DATA OUTxxAdapter Load _Data Address,
DATAOUTxxAdapter Load Data_Size,
DATAOUTxxAdapter Buffer_Area Size,

PACKAGE BODY

--- PACKAGE
package
package
package
package
package
package
--- package

TEXT IO. ENUMERATIONIO (ADINSTRN.R
TEXTIO.INTEGER IO(ADME NGR. Block
TEXT IO. ENUMERATION IO(ADSTATUS.Re
TEXTIO. ENUMERATIONIO (ADWARN.
Errc

is new TEXT IO. IO(SYSTEN.Address);
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new

BREAK INFORMATION FOR ALL PROCEDURES

with TL ADAPTERINSTALL_REMOVE;

---

new
new
new
new

---

with TL ADAPTER INFO;
ADAPTERMEMIORY_MANAGER;
ADAPTER STATUS TRACKING;
ADAPTER WARNING;
CON_TINELINER;
COMMON;
CUSSER;
DATA.TINELINER;
EXEC CON
8EED;

new TEXTIO. ENUMERATION IO (ADINSTRN. Ir

DUMMY
VARIABLES FOR CONVERSIONS
package INTEGERIO is new TEXTIO.INTEGER_IO(INTEGER);
Length
: INTEGER;
Location : INTEGER;
Index
: STRING(I .. 5);
Value
: STRING(1 .. 20);

with TEXTIO;

TL
TL
TL
TL
TI
TL
TL
TL
TL

new TEXT IO.ENUMERATION IO(BOOLEAN);
new TEXT IO. ENUMERATION IO (ADINFO. Adal
new TEXTIO.INTEGERIO (ADINFO. Adapter

---

with SYSTEM;

with
with
with
with
with
with
with
with
with

2
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TL_ADAPTER INFO:
TLADAPTERINSTALLRENOVE;
TL ADAPTERIMEORY NANAGER;
TL_ADAPTER STATUS TRACKING;
TL ADAPTER WARNING;
TLCOM TINELINER;
TL DATATEST;

renames TL DATA TINELINER;

--- FUNCTION RENAMES
return BOOLEAN renames DATATE
function *-" (Left, Right : DATATEST.Break_Type)
function *-* (Left, Right : DATATEST.Test_ParameterType) return BOOLEAN renames DATATI

DATAIO
DATAIO
DATAIO
DATAIO

CxxInitialize_ExecutorDatalO_Execution,
CxxSet Adapter Base Addresses,
CxxlnitializeBundleDatalOExecution,
CxxTerminate_Bundle DataIOIExecution,

DATAIO_CxxDataIO_ProcessingAt_Start Of Pass,
DATAIO CxxDataIO Processing_At_Close Of Pass,
DATAIO ExxPrint Adapter Component,
DATAIO Exx8val_Adapter _Boolean
DATAIO_ExxEval Adapter Numeric,
DATAIO_ExxEval AdapterCstring,
DATAIO_ExxSetAdapterComponent,
FILE WRIxxOpen File_Write,
FILE WRIxxClose File Write,

FILEWRIxxWrite DataWord,
INSTALLxxlnstallBundle,
INSTALL_xxContinueBundleInstallation,
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INSTALL xxRemove Bundle,
INSTALL xxContinueBundle Removal,
MSGEXECxxExecuteMessage Statement,
PARSING xxAdapter_Initialize_Compilation,
PARSINGxxCheck_Adapter Data_Base,
PARSING_xxName_Reserved By_Adapter,
PARSING xxAdapterCuss_Text,
PARSING xxParseCommandStatement,
PARSING xxParse Adapter Statement,
PARSING_xxParseAdapter Component.
SEMAPHORxxSeize Direc tory Semaphore
SEMAPHORxxRelease Directory_Semaphore.
SEMAPHORxxSeize_Command_Semaphore.
SEMAPHORxxReleaseCommand_Semaphore,
STATUS_TxxInitialize StatueTracking,
STATUSTxxInstall_Bundle Tracking,
STATUS TxxRemove Bundle_Tracking,
STATUS_TxxEndOf_Pass_Tracking.
STNT_EXBxxPrint_Adapter_Statement,
STNT_EXxExecute_Adapter Statement,
WARNING xxProcess_Error,
WARNING_xxClear Error) ;

--- SET DATA STRING
------------ -------------------------------------------------------------

---

SETS THE DATA TO BE SENT OVER TO THE DISPLAYS TO THE GIVEN STRING.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

---

PROCEDURE
procedure Set_DataString (Position
: in INTEGER;
String_Input : in STRING) is
--- LENGTH OF DATA STRING
String_Length : INTEGER :DATATL.Data_Displays.Test.Test_VariableArray (Position).Value_String'LENGTH;

---

BEGIN

begin
---

INITIALIZE DATA STRING

DATATL.Data Displays.Test.TestVariable_Array(Position) .Value String :(1

--Break Status_Array : array (Procedure_Name_Type' POS (ProcedureName Type' FIRST)
(Procedure_Name_Type'POS(Procedure_Name_Type'LAST)
(Procedure_Name_Type'POS (ProcedureName_Type' FIRST)
(Procedure_Name_Type'POS (ProcedureName Type'LAST)

tl_tastadapt_test_b.ada

+ INTEGE
+ INT8GE

package Procedure_Name_Type_IO is new TEXT_IO.ENUMERATIONIO(Procedure_Name_Type);
--- ID FOR DATAT TRANSFERS
Current Data ID : INTEGER :- 0;

---

..

StringLength

-)

'

');

SET DATA STRING
if String_Input'LENGTH > String_Length then
DATATL.DataDisplays. Test.Test_Variable Array (Position).ValueString :
String_Input(l .. String_Length);
else
DATATL.Data Displays. Test.Test_Variable Array (Position). Value_String(l ..
String_Input;
end if;

END PROCEDURE

end Set Data String;

.........................................................................

--- INITIALIZE
------------------------------------------------------------------------

--- INITIALIZES THE REPORT INFORMATION.
--- NAMES OF THE PACKAGE AND PROCEDURE ARE PASSED IN.

--- PROCEDURE
procedure Initialize (Package_Name
ProcedureName

: in STRING;
: in STRING) is

--- BEGIN
begin

--- APPEND CONTENT
------------------------------------------------------------------------APPENDS ACTUAL CONTENT O ONE STRING TO THE
--APPENDS ACTUAL CONTENT OF ONE STRING
.........................................................................

--- PROCEDURE
procedure Append_Content (Input_String
Output_String
Begin Location
EndLocation
---

DATATL.Data Displays.Test.Package_Name :- (1 .. DATATL.Data Displays.Test.Package_
DATATL.DataDisplays.Test.PackageName( .. Package_Name'LENGTH) :- Package Name;
---

DATATL.Data_Displays.Test.Procedure_Name :- (1 .. DATATL.DataDisplays.Test.Procedt
DATATL.DataDisplays.Test.Procedure-Name(l .. Procedure_Name'LENGTH) :- Procedure:- DATATEST.Procedure_Call;

DATATL.Data_Displays.Test.Argument Count :- 0;
Add Variable (DATATEST.InParameter, "NONE", DATATEST.ADA STRING);
SetTest_String ("--");
DATATL.Data Displays.Test.Argument_Count :- 0;
- --

IGNORING SPACES

STRING;
STRING;
INTEGER;
INTEGER)

LOCATIONS OF ACTUAL STRING CONTENT
Input Begin, InputEnd, OutputEnd : INTBGER;

DETERMINE ACTUAL CONTENTS OF THE INPUT STRING
for Count in 1 .. Input_String'LENGTH loop
InputBegin :- Count;
exit when InputString(Count) /- ' ';
end loop;
for Count in reverse 1 .. Input String'LENGTH loop
Input End :- Count;
exit when Input String(Count) /- ' 0;

end loop;
END PROCEDURE
end Initialize;

IGNORING SPACES

BEGIN
begin
---

DATATL.Data_Displays.Test.Call

TO THE OTHER,

--- DETERMINE END LOCATION

is

Strir
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if

Begin Location + (Input nd - InputBegin) > Output String'LMNGTH
Output_End :- Output String'LEMGTH;
Input_End
:- Input_Begin + (Output End - Begin Location);

5

Output_nd :- Begin_Location + (Input_End - Input_Begin);
end if:

---

SET CONTENT AT THE PROPER LOCATION OF THEOUTPUT STRING
Output String(Begin Location .. Output_End) :- Input_String(InputBegin .. InputEnd Location :- OutputEnd + 1;

END PROCEDURE
end Append_Content;

--- SET_VALUESTRING
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 8TS THE VALUESTRING OF THE GIVEN POSITION IN THE ARGUMENT ARRAY.
PROCEDURE

procedure Set Value String (Position
---

s in

INTEGER) is

BEGIN
begin
---

DEPENDING ON THE TYPE OF ARGUMENT
case DATATL.Data Displays.Test. Test Variable Array (Position). Variable_Type is
when DATATEST.ADA BOOLEAN ->
ADABOOLEAN
IO.Put
(DATATL.Data_Displays.Test.Test VariableArray (Poition).Value_String,
DATATEST.TestADA BOOLAN) ;
when DATATEST.ADA STRING

$

when DATATEST.ADMEMNGR Block Size T 2 -)
ADMNENGRBlock Size T IO.Put
(DATATL.DataDisplays.Test.TestVariable_Array(Position).Value String.
DATATEST.Test ADMNGR Block SizeT_2);
when DATATEST.ADMENNGR Block Size T 3 ->
ADNEMOGR Block Size T IO.Put
(DATATL.DataDisplays.Test.TestVariableArray(Position). Value_String,
DATATEST.TesteADMIMGR Block Size _T 3);
when DATATEST.ADSTATUS Result_Type ->
ADSTATUSResult_Type IO.Put
(DATATL.Data_Displays.Test.Test_VariableArray(Position).Value String.
DATATEST.Test ADSTATUSResult Type);

------------------------------------------------------------------------

---

tl test adapt test b.ada

then

else

---
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when DATATEST.ADWARN ErrorText_Type ->
SetDataString (Position, DATATEST.Test_ADWARNError_TextType);
when DATATEST.ADWARN_Error_Type Type -)
ADNARN_Error_Type Type_IO.Put
(DATATL.Data Displays.Test.TestVariable_Array(Position) .Value_String.
DATATEST.Tes t ADARN Error _Type Type);
when DATATEST.SYSTEM Address ->
Set_Data_String (Position, "--");
--.
SYSTEM AddressIO.Put
(DATATL.Data_Displays.Test.Tesat_Variable_Array(Position) .ValueStril
DATATEST.Test SYSTENIAddress);
when DATATEST.TL_COMMON_AddressType ->
TL COMMON_AddressType_IO.Put
(DATATL.Data_Displays.Test.Test_Variable_Array(Position).ValueString.
DATATEST.Test_TL_COMMON_Address_Type);

>

Set Data_String (Position, DATATEST.TestADA_STRING);

when DATATEST.ADINFO AdapterConsent_Type ->
ADINFOAdapter Consent Type IO.Put
(DATATL.Data Displays.Test.TestVariable_Array (Position).Value_String,
DATATEST.Test_ ADIFO Adapter Consent_Type) ;
when DATATEST.ADINFO_Adapter_Size Type ADINFO_AdapterSizeType IO.Put
(DATATL.Data Displays.Test.Test Variable Array(Position) .Value String.
DATATEST.Test ADINPFO_Adapter_SizeType);

when DATATEST.TL_COMNON_Comp_Node_Type ->
TL_COMMON_Comp_ModeType_10. Put
(DATATL.Data_Displays.Test.TestVariable_Array(Position).Value string.
DATATEST.TestTL_COMMON_Comp_Mode_Type);
when DATATEST.TL_COMMON_Coup_Pointer_Type ->
TLCOMON_Comp_Pointer_Type_IO.Put
(DATATL.Data_Displays.Test .Test_VariableArray(Position).ValueString.
DATATEST.Test_TL_COMMON CompPointer_Type);

when DATATEST.ADINFO Adapter String Type -)
Set Data_String (Position, STRING (DATATEST. Test_ADINFO_Adapter String_Type)

when DATATEST.TL_COMMON_Cop Pointer_Type__2 TL COMMONComp_Pointer_Type_IO.Put
(DATATL.Data_Displays.Test .Test_VariableArray(Position).Value String,
DATATEST.TestTLCOMMON_Comp_Pointer_Type 2);

when DATATEST.ADINSTRM Install Status Type ADINSTRN Install_Status_Type_IO.Put
(DATATL.DataDisplays.Test.Test Variable_Array (Position). ValueString.
DATATEST.Test ADINSTRM Installta
tusType) ;

when DATATEST.TL_COMONCompSize_Type -)
TLCOMMON_CoapSi ze_Type_IO. Put
(DATATL.Data_Displays.Test.Test_VariableArray(Position).ValueString.
DATATEST.Test_TL_CONMON_Comp_SizeType);

when DATATEST.ADINSTRM Remove Status Type ->

when DATATEST.TLCOMMONComp_Size_Type2 ->
TL_COMMONCOmpSi ze_Type IO. Put
(DATATL.DataDisplays.Test.Test_VariableArray(Position).Value String,
DATATEST.Tes t_TLCOMMON CoumpSize_Type_2);

ADINSTRN_Remove_StatusType_IO. Put
(DATATL.Data_Displays.Test.Test Variable Array (Position) .Value String,
DATATEST.Test ADINSTRN Remove Status Type);
when DATATEST.ADMENNGR Block Size T =>
ADNEMGR Block Size T IO.Put

(DATATL.Data Displays. Test. Test_VariableArray (Position) .Value String,
DATATEST.Test ADEMNGR Block Size T);

when DATATEST.TL_CONNONComp_Size_Type_3 TL_COMNON_CompSize_Type O.Put
(DATATL.Data_Displays.Test.Test_Variable_Array(Position).Value string,
DATATEST.Test_TL_COMMON_Comp_Si zeType_3);
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DATATEST.Test
when DATATEST.TL_COMNON_Comp_Size_Type_4 -)
TL_COMMONCompSize_Type_IO. Put
(DATATL.Data_Displays.Test.Test_Variable_Array(Position) .Value String,
DATATEST.TestTLCOMMON Comp_Size_Type_4);
when DATATEST.TL_COMMON_File_NameType -)
Set_Data String (Position, DATATEST.Test_TL_COMMON_File_Name_ Type) ;
when DATATEST.TL COMMON_Seq_Pointer Type -*>
TL_COMMON SeqPointer_Type_I.0 Put
(DATATL.Data_Displays.Test.Test_ Variable_Array(Position) .Value_String,
DATATEST.Test TL COMMON.Seq_Pointer_Type) ;
when DATATEST.TL_COMMONStat_Pointer_Type TL COMMON_Stat_Pointer_Type_IO.Put
(DATATL.Data_Displays.Test.Test_Variable_Array(Position) .Value String.
DATATEST.Test TLCOMMON Stat_Pointer_Type) ;
when DATATEST.TL_COP_COM Stmt_Data_Array ->
DATATEST.Test_TL_COMP CON SttData
:- (1 .. DATATEST.TestTL_COnP CON Stat
Location :- 1;
for Count in 1 .. DATATEST.TestTL_CONP_COM Stat Data_Array'LENGTH loop
DATATEST.Test_TL_CONP CON Stat Data(Location)
Location :- Location + 1;
INTEGERIO.Put (Index, Count);
Append_Content (Index, DATATEST.Test TL COP CONStt_Data, Location, I
DATATEST.TestTLCOP CON Stt_Data(Location .. (Location + 1)) :)
Location :- Location + 2;
TLCOMMONCompData_Type_IO.Put
(Value, DATATEST.TestTL COMPCON Stmt_DataArray(TLCONNON.CompPC
Append_Content (Value, DATATEST.Test_TL_
C
CCOMStatData, Location, I
DATATEST.TestTLCOMPCONStatData(Location) :Location :- Location + 1;
end loop;
Set Data_String (Position, DATATEST.Test_TL_CONPCON_StmtData);

when DATATEST.TL EXECCON_Character_BufferType -)>
DATATEST.Test TL EXECCONCharacter Buffer :- (1 .. DATATEST.TestTLEXEC
Location :- 1;
for Count in 1 .. DATATEST.Test TL_EXEC CON_Character_Buffer_Size loop
DATATEST.Test TL EXEC CON CharacterBuffer(Count) :DATATEST.TestTLEXEC CON_Character_Buffer_Type (TLCOMMON.Comp_Size
end loop;
Set_Data String (Position, DATATEST.Test_TL_BXECCON_CharacterBuffer);
when DATATEST.TLEXECCON General Status Type -)
TL_EXECCON General_Status_Type_lO.Put
(DATATL.Data_Displays.Test .TestVariable_Array (Position) .Value_String,
DATATEST.TestTL EXEC CON General_Status_Type);
when DATATEST.TL_EXEC CONNumeric_Buffer Type -)
DATATEST.Test TL EXECCONNumeric Buffer :- (1 .. DATATEST.Test_TL EEC COP
Location :- 1;
for Count in 1 .. DATATEST.TestTL
_EXC_CON Numeric_Buffer_Size loop
DATATEST.Test TL EXEC CON Numeric_Buffer(Location)
Location :- Location + 1;
INTEGER IO.Put (Index, Count);
Append_Content (Index, DATATEST.TestTL EXEC CONNumeric_Buffer, Locati
DATATEST.Test TL EXECCOM Numeric_Buffer(Location .. (Location
1)) :Location :- Location + 2;
TL SEED Full Scalar IO.Put
(Value, DATATEST.Test TL EXEC CON_Numeric Buffer Type(TL CONNON.Cos

Append Content (Value, DATATEST.Test_TL_EXEC CONNumeric Buffer, Locati
DATATEST.Test TL EXECCONNumeric_Buffer(Location) :Location :- Location + 1;
SetData String (Position, DATATEST.Test_TL_
EEC_CON Numeric Buffer);

(DATATL.DataDisplays.Test.TestVariable_Array(Position).Value String,
DATATEST. Test TLCUSSER_CusType Type) ;
when DATATEST.TL_EXECCONBoolean_BufferType -)
DATATEST.Test TL EXECCON BooleanBuffer :- (1 .. DATATEST.Test_TLEXBC COP
Location :- 1;
for Count in 1 .. DATATEST.TestTLEXECCON_Boolean BufferSize loop

DATATEST.Test_TL_EXECCON Boolean Buffer(Location) :- '(';
Location :- Location + 1;
INTEGER_IO.Put (Index, Count);
Append_Content (Index, DATATEST.Test_TL_ XEC CON Boolean_Buffer, Locati
DATATEST.Test TL EXEC CON Boolean Buffer(Location .. (Location + 1))

Location :- Location + 2;
DATATEST.Test TL EXEC_CON_Boolean_Buffer_Type(TL_COMMON.Comp.
ize_T
DATATEST.TestTLXC CON_Boolean Buffer(Location .. (Location + 2)

else
DATATNST.TestTL_ZIEC_CON BooleanBuffer(Location

when DATATEST.TLEXEC COM Bundle_Pointer Type ->
TL_EXECCO_BundlePointer_Type IO.Put
(DATATL.Data_Displays.Test .Test_Variable Array(Position) .ValueString.
DATATEST.TestTL EXECCO_Bundle_PointerType);

end loop;

when DATATEST.TL_ CUSSER_Cuss_TypeType TL_CUSSER Cuss _TypeType IO. Put

if

TLEXECCOM_BundlePointer Range);

..

when DATATEST.TL EXECCO_Operation_Status Type ->
TL_EXEC_CON_Operation_Statue_Type IO.Put

(DATATL.Data Displays.Test.TestVariableArray(Position) .Value String,
DATATEST.Test_TL_EXC _CON_Operation_Status_Type) ;
when DATATEST.TL_EXECCON_Transact ion_IDType -)
TL_EXEC CON Transaction IDTypeIO.Put

(DATATL.Data Displays .Test.Test_Variable_Array (Position) .ValueString,
DATATEST.TestTLEXECCON TransactionID Type);
when DATATEST.TL SEED Adapter_Statements -)
TL_SEED Adapter Statement s_IO.Put
(DATATL.Data_Displays.Test.TestVariableArray(Position) .ValueString,
DATATEST.TestTL SEEDAdapter_Statements);
when DATATEST.TLSEEDComponent Types -)

(Location + 2)

end if;
Location :- Location * 3;
end loop;
Set_Data String (Position, DATATEST.Test_TLEXEC COM Boolean_Buffer);
when DATATEST.TL_EXEC_CON_Bundle_Pointer Range ->
TL_EXEC_CON_Bundle_Pointer Range_IO.Put
(DATATL.Data_Displays.Test.Test VariableArray(Position).ValueString,

TL_SHED_Component_Types IO.Put
(DATATL.DataDisplays.Test.Test_VariableArray (Position) .Value_String,
DATATEST.Test_TL_SEED Component_Types);
when DATATEST.TL_SEED_Comp_Type_Type -)
TL_SEEDComp_Type Type IO.Put
(DATATL.Data Displays.Test .Test_VariableArray(Position) .Value String,
DATATEST.Tes t_TL_SEED Comp_Type Type);
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when DATATEST.TL_SEED Full Integer .)
TL SEED FullIntegerIO.Put
(DATATL.Data Displays.Test. TestVariable Array(Position) Value_String,
DATATEST.Teet_TL_ eD_FullInteger);
when DATATEST.TL SEED Full_Scalar -)
TLSEED Full Scalar IO.Put
(DATATL.Data Displays.Test.TestVariable_Array (Position) .valueString.
DATATEST.Test TL SUD FullScalar);
when DATATEST.TL_ SEED Full Scalar 2 *)
TL_SEED Full_ Scalar_IO.Put
(DATATL.DataDisplays. Test.Test.Variable Array (Potion) Value String,
DATATEST. TestTL_SED_Full_Scalar_2);
when DATATEST.TL_SED_Half Integer -,
TL_SEED HalfInteger_IO.Put
(DATATL. DataDisplays.Test.TestVariable Array (Position) .Value_String.
DATATEST.TestTLSEEDHal _Integer);
when DATATEST.TL_SEED_HalfInteger_ 2 )
TL SEDHalf Integer_IO. Put
(DATATL.DataDisplays. Test .TestVariable Array (Position) .Value_String.
DATATEST. Tet TLBUD_Half_Integer 2);
when DATATEST.TL SEED Half_Natural -*
TLSED HalfNatural_IO.Pt
(DATATL.DataDisplays.Test.TestVariable Array Position) .ValueString.
DATATEST.Te tTL_SEDH alf_Natural);

DATATL.DataTimeliner.Test.Test_Variable_ Array(Position).Value String;
els
String Output :-

DATATL.Data_Tineliner.Test.TestVariable Array(Position).ValueString(1
end if;
---

END PROCEDURE
end GetDataString;

---

EXTRACT_NEXT_ CONTENT

---

EXTRACTS THE NEXT VALUE OF THE INPUT STRING

--- PROCEDURE
procedure Extract_Next_Content (Input_string
Location
Input Begin
Input End
---

---

--- END PROCEDURE
end Set ValueString;
-- -- -- - -- -- - -- -- -- - -- -- - -- -- -- - -- -- - -- ------------- GET DATASTRING
----- - --- ----- - -- ------------------------------------TS THE DATA SENT OVER FROM THE DISPLAYS INTO THE GIVEN STRING.

---

LENGTH OF DATA STRING
Input_Length : INTEGER :
DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Test.Test Variable Array(Position) .Valuestring'LENGTH;
Output Length : INTEGER :- String_Output'LENGTH;

LOCALCOPY OF OUT PARAMETERS
Local_Begin. Local_End: INTEGER;

BEGIN
begin

--- LOOK FOR '('
for Count in Local_Begin .. Input_String'LENGTH loop
Local End :- Count;
exit when Input string(Count) -'(*;
end loop;
if InputString(LocalEnd) - '(' then
Local_End :- Local End - 2;
end if;

end case;

PROCEDURE
procedure Get_Data_String (Position
: in
INTEGER;
String_Output :
out STRING) is

: in
STRING;
: in
INTEGER;
:
out INTEGER;
:
out INTEGER) is

--- LOOK FOR *')
for Count in Location .. Input String'LENGTH loop
Local Begin :- Count;
exit when InputString(Count) - )';
end loop;
Local Begin :- Local_Begin + 2;

when DATATEST.TL_SEEDStatement Types -)
TL_SED Statement_Types IO. Put
(DATATL. Data_Displays.Test.Te stVariable_Array (Po ition) .Value String,
DATATEST. Teot_TL SEED Statement_Types);

---

10

--- SET OUT PARAMETERS
Input Begin :- LocalBegin;
Input_End
:- Local End;
---

END PROCEDURE
end Extract_NextContent;

--.....---------------....
---

--------------

GET VALUE STRING

--------......------------------------....................

--GETS THE VALUE STRING OF THE GIVEN POSITION IN THE ARGUMENTARRAY.
---------------------------------------------------------

-- BEGIN

begin
---

---

INITIALIZE OUTPUT STRING
String_Output :* (1 .. Output_Length

--- PROCEDURE

procedure GetValue String (Position : in INTEGER) is
) • ');

SET OUTPUT STRING
if Output_Length > Input_Length then
String_Output(1 .. Input Length) :-

---

BEGIN
begin
--- DEPENDING ON THE TYPE OF ARGUMENT
case DATATL.DataTimeliner.Test.Test_Variable

Array(Position) .VariableType is

..
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DATATEST. Test_SYSTEM_Address,

when DATATEST.ADA BOOLEAN -)
ADA BOOLEANIO.Get
(DATATL.Data Timeliner.Test.TestVariable Array(Position) .Value String,
DATATEST.TestADABOOLEAN, Length);
when DATATEST.ADA STRING ->
Get_Data String (Position, DATATEST.Test_ADA STRING);
when DATATEST.ADINFO AdapterConsent_Type ->
ADINFO_Adapter_Consent_Type_ IO.Get
(DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Test .Test Variable Array(Position) .ValueString,
DATATEST.Test_ADINFO_Adapter_ConsentType,
Length) ;
when DATATEST.ADINFOAdapter_Size_Type ADINFO_AdapterS ize_Type_IO.Get
(DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Test.Test_Variable_Array (Position).ValueString,
DATATEST.Test ADINFO Adapter_SizeType, Length);

Length);

when DATATEST.TL COMMON_Address Type ->
TL_COMMONAddress _Type IO.Get
(DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Test.Test_Variable_Array(Position).ValueString,
DATATEST.TestTLCOMMON_Address _Type, Length);
when DATATEST.TL_COMMON_Comp_Mode_Type ->
TLCOMMONCompMode Type_IO.Get
(DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Test.Test_VariableArray(Position) .Value String,
DATATEST. Tes t TL COMMON_Comp_Mode_Type, Length);
when DATATEST.TL_COMMON_Comp_Pointer_Type ->
TL_COMMONCompPointer_Type_IO.Get
(DTATL. Data_Timeliner.Test.TestVariable_Array(Position) .Value_String,
DATATEST.Teat_TL COMMONComp_Pointer_Type,
Length);

ADINFOAdapter_StringType)

when DATATEST.TL_COMMON_Comp_Pointer_Type_2 ->
TLCOMMONComp_Pointer_Type_IO .Get
(DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Test.Test_Variable_Array(Position) .ValueString,
DATATEST.Test TL COMMONComp Pointer_Type_2, Length);

when DATATEST.ADINSTRMInstall_Status Type >)
ADINSTRN_Install_Statu _Type_IO.Get
(DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Test. Test_VariableArray (Position). ValueString,
DATATEST.Test_ADINSTRM_InstallStatus_Type, Length);

when DATATEST.TL_COMMON_Comp_Size_Type TL_COMMON_Comp_S ize_Type_IO. Get
(DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Test.Test_VariableArray(Position) .ValueString,
DATATEST.Test_TLCOMMON_Comp_Size_Type, Length);

when DATATEST.ADINSTRM Remove_StatusType ->
ADINSTRM_Remove Status Type_IO.Get
(DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Test.Test_Variable Array (Position).Value_String,
DATATEST.Test_ADINSTRM_Remove Status_Type, Length);

when DATATEST.TL_COMMON_Comp_Size Type_2 ->
TL_COMMON_Comp_Size_Type_IO. Get
(DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Test.Test_VariableArray(Position) .Value_String,
DATATEST.Teet_TLCOMMON_Comp_Size_Type_2.
Length);

when DATATEST.ADMEMGR Block Size T ->
ADMEMMGR Block Size T IO.Get
(DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Test.Test_Variable_Array (Position).Value_String,
DATATEST.Test_ADMEMMGR_Block_Size_T, Length);

when DATATEST.TL COMMON_Comp Size Type_3 -)
TLCOMMON_CompS ize_Type_IO. Get
(DATATL.Data Timeliner.Test.Teat_VariableArray (Position) .Value String,
DATATEST.Test_TL_CONON_Comp_Size_Type_3,
Length);

when DATATEST.ADMENMGRBlock Size T 2 -)
ADMEMMGR_Block Size T IO.Get
(DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Test. TestVariableArray (Position).Value_String,
DATATEST.Test ADMEMMGR
Block Size TT2, Length);

when DATATEST.TL_COMMON_Comp Size Type_4 ->
TL_COMMON_Comp_Size_TypeIO.Get
(DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Test.Test_Variable_Array (Position) .Value String,
DATATEST.Test_TL COMMONComp Size_Type_4, Length);

when DATATEST.ADNEMMGR Block Size T -3 >
ADNENNGR Block Size T IO.Get
(DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Test.Test_Variable_Array (Position).Value String,
DATATEST.TestADMENMMGR_Block_SizeT 3, Length) ;

when DATATEST.TL_COMMON_File Name_Type ->
GetData String (Position, DATATEST.Test_TL_COMNONFile_Name_Type);

when DATATEST.ADINFO_Adapter_String_Type ->
Get_Data String (Position, STRING(DATATEST.Test

when DATATEST.ADSTATUSResultType ->
ADSTATUS Result Type_IO.Get
(DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Test.Test_VariableArray(Position).Value_String,
DATATEST.Test_ADSTATUS_Resul t_Type, Length);
when DATATEST.ADWARN ErrorTextType ->
GetData String (Position, DATATEST.Test ADWARNErrorText_Type);
when DATATEST.ADWARNError_TypeType ADWARNErrorTypeyp
ype_IO.Get
(DATATL.Data .Timeliner.Test.TTest_VarableArray(Position).Value String,
DATATEST.Test_ADWARM
_rror
TypeType, Length) ;
when DATATEST.SYSTENMAddress *>

null;
-.-
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SYSTEM Address IO.Get
(DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Test.Test_Variable

Array(Position). Value_Stri

when DATATEST.TL_COMMON_SeqPointer_Type Seq_Pointer_Type_IO. Get
TL_COMMON
(DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Test.Test_Variable_Array(Position)
DATATEST. Teat_TLCOMMONSeqPointer_Type,
Length);

.ValueString,

when DATATEST.TL _COMMON Stat_PointerType -)
TL_COMMONStat_Po inter_Type_IO.Get
(DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Test.Test_VariableArray(Position).Value
DATATEST.Test TL_COMMO_Stat_PointerType, Length);

String,

when DATATEST.TL_COMPCOM Stat_DataArray ->
Location :- 1;
for Count in 1 .. DATATEST.Test_TL_CONPCPCONStat_Data_Array 'LENGT
loop
Extract Next Content
(DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Test.Test_Variable_Array(Position). Value_Sti
TL_COMMON CompDa taType_IO.Get
(DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Test.Test VariableArray(Position).Value StI
DATATEST.Test_TL_COMP CO StatDataArray(TLCOON.Comp_Pointer_'2
end loop;
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DATATST.TestTL SEEDAdapterStatements, Length);
when DATATEST.TLCUSSER_Cuss TypeType -

TL_CUSSER._Cuss_Type_Type_IO.Get

when DATATEST.TL_SEIEDComponent Types TL_SEED_Component Types IO.Get
(DATATL.Data Timeliner.Test.TestVariableArray(Position).Value String,
DATATEST.TestTL_ SED Component Types, Length);

(DATATL.DataTimeliner.Test.TestVariableArray(Position).ValueString,
DATATEST.TestTLCUSSER Cuss_Type_Type, Length);
when DATATEST.TL _XEC CON Boolean Buffer Type -)
Location :- 1;
for Count in 1 .. DATATEST.Test TL EEC CON Boolean Buffer Size loop
Extract Next Content
(DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Test.Test Variable Array(Position).Value Stz
if DATATL.Data _Timeliner.Test.Test Variable Array(Position).ValueStrir
DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Test.Test Variable Array(Position).ValueStrir
DATATEST.Test TLEXEC.CONBooleanBuffer_Type(TL_COMMON.Comp_Size I
else
DATATEST.TestTLEXEC_CON Boolean BufferType(TL_ COMMNNON.Comp_Size._
end if;

when DATATEST.TL_SHEDComp Type Type -

TLSED Comp Type Type 10. Get
(DATATL.Data Timeliner.Test.TestVariableArray(Position).Value String,
DATATEST.Test_TLSEED Comp Type Type, Length);
when DATATEST.TLSEEDFull Integer -)
TL_SEEDFull_Integer_IO.Get
(DATATL.Data Timeliner.Test.TestVariableArray(Position) .ValueString,
DATATEST.Teo tTLSED Full_Integer, Length):

end loop;

when DATATEST.TL SEEDFullScalar ->

TL SEED Full Scalar IO.Get

when DATATEST.TL_EXEC CON Bundle Pointer Range ->
TL_EMIC_COMN BundlePointer Range.IO.Get
(DATATL.DataTieliner.Test.Test_VariableArray(Position) .ValueString,
DATATEST.Test_ TL EXEC CON Bundle Pointer_Range, Length);

(DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Test.TestVariable_Array(Position).ValueString,
DATATEST.TestTLSEED FullScalar, Length);
when DATATEST.TLSEEDFullScalar2 TL_SEED FullScalar IO.Get
(DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Test.TestVariable_Array(Position).ValueString,
DATATEST.Test_TL_SEED_Full_Scalar_2, Length);

when DATATEST.TLEXEC CONBundle_Pointer Type TLEXEC_COMNBundle_Pointer Type IO.Get
(DATATL.Data Timeliner.Test.Test Variable Array(Position) .ValueString,
DATATEST.TestTL_EXBC CONBundle_Pointer_Type, Length);

when DATATEST.TLSEEDHalf Integer *
TL_SHEDHalf Integer_IO.Get
(DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Test.TestVariable_Array(Position).ValueString,
DATATEST.TestTLSEEDHalfInteger, Length);

when DATATEST.TL EXEC CON Character Buffer_Type -)
Location :- 1;
for Count in 1 .. DATATEST.Test TL EXECCON Character BufferSize loop
DATATEST.Test TL EXEC CON Character Buffer Type(TL CONNON.Comp Size_Ty
DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Test.Test Variable Array(Position) .ValueStri
end loop;

when DATATEST.TL_SHEDHalf_Integer_2 ->
TL_SEED HalfInteger_IO.Get
(DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Test.Test_Variable_Array(Position).ValueString,
DATATEST.Test TL SEEDHalfInteger 2, Length);

when DATATEST.TLEXEC CON General Status Type ->
TL_MEEC_COM General_Status TypeIO.Get
(DATATL.DataTimeliner.Test.TestVariableArray(Position) ValueString,
DATATEST.TestTLEXECCONGeneral.Status Type, Length);

when DATATEST.TLSEEDHalfNatural ->
TLSEEDHalfNaturalIO.Get
(DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Test.Test_Variable_Array(Position).Value_String,
DATATEST.TestTLSEEDHalf_Natural, Length);

when DATATEST.TLEXEC CON Numeric_Buffer Type ->
Location :- 1;
for Count in 1 .. DATATEST.TestTL XEC CONNumericBufferSize loop

when DATATEST.TLSEEDStatement Types *)
TL_SEEDStatement Types_IO.Get
(DATATL.DataTimeliner.Test.Test_Variable_Array(Position).Value_String,
DATATEST.TestTLSEEDStatement Types, Length);

ExtractNext Content
(DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Test.Test VariableArray(Position).ValueSti
TL SEED Full ScalarIO.Get

(DATATL.Data Timeliner.Test.TestVariableArray(Position).ValueStz

end case;

DATATEST.TestTLEXEC COMNumericBuffer_Type(TLCONNON.Comp_Size

end loop;
when DATATEST.TL EXEC CON Operation_Status Type*)
TL.EXEC CON_Operation Status Type 10,Get
(DATATL.DataTimeliner.Test.Test.VariableArray(Position).ValueString,
DATATEST.TestTL.ExC CON Operation Status Type, Length);

---

----------.....................................-......
--- ADD_VARIABLE
-------------------------------........................................
---

ADDS THE NEW VARIABLE BY SETTING FIELDS IN TEST_ VARIABLES FOR THE GIVEN POSITION.

---

PROCEDURE

when DATATEST.TL EXEC COM Transaction ID Type -)
TL_EXEC CON Transaction ID Type _IO.Get

(DATATL.DataTimeliner.Test.TestVariableArray(Position) ValueString,

DATATEST.TestTLEXEC_CONTransaction ID Type, Length);

END PROCEDURE
end GetValue String;

procedure Add_Variable (Parameter_Type : in DATATEST.Test Parameter_Type;
Name
VariableType

when DATATEST.TLSEEDAdaptereStatements )
TLSEED AdapterStatementsIO.Get
(DATATL.Data.Timeliner.Test. Test Variable Array (Position) .Value-String,

--- VARIABLE POSITION

: in STRING;
: in DATATEST.Test_Variable Type) is

Jan

5 11:48

tlteatadapttest b.ada

--- STRING TO BE RETURNED
Return String : STRING(1 .. DATATEST.TestADASTRING'LENGTK) :- DATATEST.TestADA -

--- BEGIN
begin

---

--- BEGIN
begin

DETERMINE WHETHER THIS IS A RETURN VALUEOF A FUNCTION OR NOT
if Parameter_Type - DATATEST.ReturnParameter then
DATATL.DataDisplays.Test.Call :- DATATEST.Function_Call;
Position :- 1;
else
DATATL.DataDisplays.Test.Argument Count :DATATL.Data_Displays.Test.ArgumentCount + 1;
Position :- DATATL.DataDisplays.Test .ArgumentCount;
end if;
DETERMINE AND SET NAME LENGTH
DATATL.Data Displays.Test .Test_Variable_Array(Position)

--- LOOP UNTIL A VALID CHARACTER IS FOUND AND RETURN UP TO THAT CHARACTER
for Count in reverse 1 .. Return String'LENGTH loop
if Return_String(Count) /- ' ' then
return Return String(1 .. Count);
end if;
end loop;

.Name_Length

---

---

--- RETURN EMPTY STRING
return "";

: - Name'LNGTH;

--- SET NAME
DATATL.Data Displays. Test .TestVariableArray(Position). Name :(1 .. DATATL.DataDisplays.Test.TestVariable Array(Position) .Name'LENGTH -)
DATATL.DataDisplays. Teat. Test_Variable_Array (Position). Name(1 .. Name'LENGTH) :---

--- END FUNCTION
end GetTest String;
I

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- GET PROCEDURE POSITION
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

SET VARIABLE_TYPE
DATATL.Data_Displays.Test.Test_Variable_Array(Position) .Variable_Type

:- Variable_

--- RETURNS THE PROCEDURE POSITION FOR THE GIVEN PACKAGE AND PROCEDURE NAMES.

SET PARAMETER TYPE
DATATL.Data_Displays. Tet.Test Variable Array(Position). Parameter_Type

:- Parameter

--- FUNCTION
: in STRING;
function GetProcedurePosition (Package Name
Procedure Name : in STRING) return INTEGER is

END PROCEDURE
end Add Variable;

--- TEMPORARY STRING TO HOLD PROCEDURE NAME TYPE
Check Procedure Name : STRING(1 .. (ProcedureName'LENGTH
Check_ProcedureType : Procedure_Name Type;

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----

SET TESTSTRING

--- -- -

-- -

- -

- - -

- -

- - -

- - -

- - - - - - -

- - - -

-

- - -

-

---

PROCEDURE
procedure Set_Test_String (String_Input : in

STRING)

--- BEGIN
begin

is

BEGIN
begin
---

---

INITIALIZE TEST STRING
DATATEST.TestADA STRING :-

(1

..

DATATEST.Test ADASTRING'LENGTH -)

'

---

GETS THE TEST ADASTRING.

---

FUNCTION

---

RETURN BREAK STATUS
return Procedure Name Type' POS(Check Procedure_Type);

EXCEPTION
exception
when others ->
if DATATL.Data Timeliner.Test.Data_ID > 0 then
TEXT_IO.Put Line ("--> ERROR : Unknown Procedure");
end if;
return Procedure Name Type'POS (Procedure_Name_Type' LAST) + 1;

---

END FUNCTION
end GetProcedurePosition;

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

GET TESTSTRING
THE TEST ADA STRING.----------------------------------------------GS

DETERMINE PROCEDURE TYPE
Package_Name (12 .. Package_LenG
Check Procedure_Name(l .. (Package_Length - 11))
Check Procedure Name(9 .. 10) :- "xx";
Check Procedure Name(11 .. (Procedure Name'LENGTH + 10)) :- ProcedureName;
if Check_Procedure_Name(8) - ' ' then
Check_ProcedureName(8) :- '_';
end if;
Procedure_Name_Type _IO.Get (Check_Procedure_Name. Check_ProcedureType, Package_Ler

----- END PROCEDURE
end SetTest_String;

-----

---

');

SET TEST STRING
if (String Input'LENGTH - Location) ) DATATEST.Test ADA STRING'LENGTH then
DATATEST.Test ADASTRING :- String Input(1 .. DATATEST.Test_ADA STRING'LENGTH);
else
DATATEST.Test ADASTRING (1 .. String_Input'LENGTH) :- String Input;
end ift

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 10));

--- LENGTH OF PACKAGE NAME
PackageLength : INTEGER :- Package_Name'LENGT;

SETS THE TEST ADA STRING TO THE GIVEN STRING

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

---
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function GetTestString return STRING is

Position : INTEGER;

---

tltest_adapt_test_b.ada
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---
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--- END PROCEDURE
end DeleteBreak;

BREAK I_ SET

--- RETURNS WHETHER THE BREAK IS SET FOR THE GIVEN PACIAGE AND PROCEDURE NANES.
**------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------

---

--SENDS DISPLAYS COMAND TO BREAK AND WAITS UNTIL FOR A RESPONSE, IF DESIRED
---------------------------------------------------------------------- ---

---

FUNCTION
function Break_Is_Set

(Package_Name
in STRING;
Procedure Name : in STRING)

---

return BOOLEAN is
--- PROCEDURE
procedure Get_Display_Response

BEGIN
begin
---

GET DISPLAY RESPONSE

RETURN BREAK STATUS
return Break_Status_Array(Get_ProcedurePosition(PackageName,

---

Procedure_Name));

--- END FUNCTION

BEGIN

begin
---

SET BREAK FLAG
DATATL.Data_Displays.Test.Break_Status

---

OBTAIN NEW DATA ID
CurrentData ID :- (Current_Data_ID + 1) mod 10;
DATATL.DataDisplays.Test.Data ID :- Current_Data_ID;

---

SET VALUE STRINGS
for Position in 1 .. DATATL.DataDisplays.Test.Argument_Count loop
Set_Value_String (Position);

end Break IsSet;
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

---

SET BREAK

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

---

:-

DATATEST.Inmediate;

SETS A BREAK FOR THE GIVEN PACKAGEAND PROCEDURE NANES.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

---

(Report Case : in ReportType;
: in BOOLEAN :- FALSE) is
No Wait

PROCEDURE

procedure let Break (Package Name

i

end loop;

in STRINGr

ProcedureName I in STRING) is
-----

BEGIN
begin
---

IF NO ARGUMENTS, SET DEFAULT INFORMATION IN ARGUMENT POSITION 1
if DATATL.DataDisplays.Test.Argument_Count - 0 then
--- CHECK WHETHER THE REPORT IS FOR ENTRY OR EXIT OF CALL
if ReportCase - Report Exit then
DATATL.Data_Displays.Test.Test_VariableArray(1) .Parameter_Type
:- DATATEST.Out_Parameter;
end if;

SET BREAK
if Procedure_Name(l .. 3) - "all" or Procedure_Name(l .. 3) - "ALL" then
Break_Status_Array :- (Procedure._Name Type POS (Procedure_Name_Type FIRST) ..
(Procedure Name Type 'POS(ProcedureName Type'LAST) + INT2

else
Break_Status_Array(Get_Procedure Position(Package Name, Procedure Name))
end if;
---

: TRI

END PROCEDURE
end Set Break:

---

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

--- IF RESPONSE IS NOT DESIRED, RETURN AFTER ONE SECOND DELAY
if No Wait then
delay 1.0;
return;
end if;

PROCEDURE
: in STRING;
procedure Delete Break (Package Name
Procedure Name : in STRING) is

---

-- BEGIN
begin
---

END IF NO ARGUMENTS, SET DEFAULT INFORMATION IN ARGUMENT POSITION 1
end if;

--- SEND COMMAND
CONTL.One HzWrites;

DELETE BREAK

--DELETES A BREAK FOR THE GIVEN PACKAGE AND PROCEDURE NAMES.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

SetValueString (1);
DATATL.Data Displays.Test.ArgumentCount :- 1;

LOOP AND READ DISPLAY DATA UNTIL DATA ID MATCHES
loop
CONTL.One Hz Reads;
CONTL.One_Hz_Processing;

DELETE BREAK
if Procedure Name(l .. 3) - "all" or Procedure Name(l .. 3) - "ALL" then
Break Status Array :- (Procedure ase Type' POS (Procedure_ Name Type' FIRST)

(Procedure_NameType' PO (ProcedureName Type' LAST)

* INTF

Break Status_Array (Get_Procedure Position (Package Nae, Procedure Name))
end if;

:- FAI

else

--- CHECK BREAK STATUS FOR SETTING OR DELETING BREAKS
case DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Test.BreakStatus is
when DATATEST.Before Entry I DATATEST.Before_Exit
DATATEST.Imediate
DATATEST.Never -) null;
when DATATEST.Set Break ->
Set_Break (DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Test.Package_Name,

tltestadapttoest b.ada
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DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Test.ProcedureName);
when DATATEST.Delete Break ->
DeleteBreak (DATATL.DataTimeliner.Test.Package Name,
DATATL.DataTimeliner.Test.ProcedureName);
end case;
exit when (DATATL.Data_Timeliner.Test.DataID
end loop;
---

- Current_DataID);

LOOP UNTIL VALID OUTPUTS HAVE BEEN OBTAINED
loop
---

BEGIN
begin
---

---

---

---

1testadapt_temtb.ada
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GET VALUES FROM DISPLAYS
for Position in 1 .. DATATL.DataDisplays.Test.Argument_Count loop
GetValueString (Position);
end loop;

20

---

READ DISPLAY DATA TO CHECK BREAK STATUS
CONTL.One Hz Reads;
CONTL.One Hz Processing;

---

IF A BREAK IS NOT REQUESTED, RETURN
if DATATL.DataTimeliner.Test.BreakStatus /- DATATEST.Imediate then
return;
end if;

---

END IF BREAK IS NOT SET, UPDATE STATUS ONLY AND RETURN
end if;

---

READ DISPLAY DATA TO CHECKBREAK STATUS
COMTL.One Hz Reads;
CONTL.OneHzProcessing;

---

CASE ON BREAK STATUS

case DATATL.Data Timeliner.Test.BreakStatus is
when DATATEST.Before_Entry ->

EXIT LOOP
exit;

if Report_Case - Report_Entry then
Get_Display Response (Report_Case);
end if;

EXCEPTION
exception
when others ->
CONTL.One Hz Reads;
CONTL.One Hz Processing;

when DATATEST.Before Exit ->
if Report Case - ReportExit then
Get_Display_Response (Report_Case);
end if:

END
end;

---

END LOOP UNTIL VALID OUTPUTS HAVE BEEN OBTAINED
end loop;

---

UNSET BREAK FLAG
DATATL.Data_Displays.Test.Break_Status

when DATATEST.Immediate -)
Get_Display_Response (Report Case);

---

when DATATEST.Set Break I DATATEST.Delete Break I DATATEST.Never

:- DATATEST.Never;
---

END PROCEDURE
end Get Display_Response;

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

---

---

REPORT

---

PROCEDURE
procedure Report (Report_Case : in Report_Type)

is

BEGIN
begin
---

RETURN IF DISPLAYS ARE NOT BEING USED
if not Use_Displays then
return;
end if;

---

IF BREAK IS NOT SET, UPDATE STATUS ONLY AND RETURN
if not Break_Is Set (DATATL.Data_Displays.Test.PackageName,
DATATL.Data_Displays.Test.Procedure_Name)
---

END PROCEDURE

end Report;

--REPORTS THE STATUS OF THE ADAPTER PROCEDURE CALL MADE BY THE KERNEL.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

END CASE ON BREAK STATUS
end case;

UPDATE DISPLAYS
Get_Display_Response (Report_Case,

TRUE);

then

---

END PACKAGE BODY

end TLADAPTERTEST;

> null;

